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It
Xhis study is a rhetorical criticism of the public speakitg of 
Eric A* Johnston from 1942 to X9A&, while ho Was prest&enfc of the 
Chamber of Commerce of the United States,, It consMer# the following** 
named aspects of the specter* a art# basic ideas and their sources, 
forms of support, methods of speech preparation, audience adaptation, 
speech arrangement, language, and delivery* Sixteen of 143 available 
texts sere analysed la detail, and pertinent illustrative data were 
drawn from the complete list*
fhe sources of the speech texts were stenographic transcriptions, 
radio recordings, press releases, the Oha inter of Commerce file, the 
Congragalaqa^ SaS2£Si» 2 i£ a l toasteJw  a«* the eo llo o tlo n
Ranrasantativa Amarienn foaeebop (Ed,, A. Craig Baird, few Torkt H.W. 
Wilson ComparcO. Xba uritar gained inaight into Johnston1 a rhotorlo&l 
theory and speech methods through a personal interview with him in 
Washington, D,C,, and from, newspapers, periodicals, interview© with his 
colleagues and acquaintances, and 1©tter^uestionmlres to appropriate 
correspond exits*
Johnston developed his practical, businessman* s approach from his 
travels abroad, his experience© as an employe# and an employer, and from 
his numerous civic responsibilities* Johns ten* & tXTew Capitalism” was a *" 






























four points* His development ordinarily followed on© of two patterns* 
topical or problem solution# Humorous “sign posts11 and transition® 
gave an orderly progression to his ideas*
Johnston*® language is characterised 'hy his prof ©rone© for- plain* 
concrete words* Ho employed toss typos of sente nc© pat term the shorty 
the fragmentary, and the “loose” oonstruotion of informal conversation*
Ho did, on occasion, resort to loaded language and flowery stylo, partiou* 
larly in his inspirational addresses*
Of the three nodes of delivery* Johnston preferred least to read 
his speeches, reading only when his addresses were broadcast* He bad 
a faculty for rapid memorisation* as well as a natural, conversational 
delivery* is the importance of the occasion varied* he spoke from a 
manuscript “well in mind,n from notes* or without notes* Although he 
used few gestures* his face and eyes were ©specially expressive, and 
his comfortable and confident pastor© aided in building audience respect* 
Through his pleasant, flexible voice be often obtained more emphasis and 
clarity than he did through gestures*
Finally, there emerge from his speeches at least five attributes 
which account in part for Johnston*® success as a speaker* (1) Ms 
“middle way*1 concept of cooperative relations among all economic groups* 
(2) his broad familiarity with to vital issues of the day, strengthened 
by his own successful business background* (3) his emphasis upon ethical 
and emotional appeals* (A) his preference for plain language* and (5) hi© 
dependence upon voice rather than gestures for emphasis and clarity*
Vii
A final, definitive evaluation of Johnston and M s  speaking is diffi** 
cult, if not impossible, at this time* However, the facta do disclose 
that h© received mtioml acclaim for his contributions as a leader, 
organiser, and conciliator, and there is no doubt bat that hie speaking 
facilitated that acclaim* Xn the fat or# he m ?  never be declared a great 
orators nevertheless, he was an effective- speaker in the strenuous period 
of 19-42 to 194*6* As the war-time president of the Chamber of Oom»pce' 
of the United States, Brio Johnston served well the cause of iUaerioan 
business#
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While politics, religion, and newseasting have provided profitable sub­
jects, there still remain* to be considered the field of business**-®*! area 
which is vital in the understanding of the place of public address in a 
democracy. Therefore, this investigation has been mad© of the individual 
referred to as the spokesman for business, its champion, its ambassador*
That iam is Brio Allen Johnston, president of the United States Chamber of 
6CoaaaroeV* The purpose of this study Is to escamlne critically the public 
speaking of Mr. Johnston*
The period covered by this study is that of Johnston*® presidency of 
the Halted States Chamber of Conneree, May, 1942, through the expiration of 
his fourth tern in May, 1946* Baring hie affiliation with that office, he 
became a national figure* Through his speaking he exerted his greatest in* 
fluenoe, up to that tine, on public opinion*
During these four years, Johnston and his oratory were put to the 
severest tests* It was his responsibility, as the elected leader of organ­
ised business, to re-establish in the people and in the government the favor 
which business had lost during the depression and the subsequent years of 
the Sew Beal* He had the task of fostering cooperation between government 
and business in order to p m m te maximum production for war laobiXiaatien 
and prosecution, without complete subjugation and control of industry by the 
govcrtgaent* likewise, ho had te formulate a program which would rebuild the
ideal of capitalistic free enterprise for poet-war Industry, thus opposing 
the attractive appeals of pl&nmd eeooony, socialism, coBaanalm, and the like*
^Johnston loft idle Qbambsr of OMaarce to become president of the 
Met!on Picture Assoc Action of America* Bn January 24, 1951, he took leave of absence from the motion picture agency to become director of the Economic Stabilisation Agency*
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But m m  with the limitation as to the specific period to bo covered, 
the need of further limitation A# iiaporatlvo. During his presidency 
Johnston mad© several hundred public appearances, and a detailed analysis 
and arttieiom of all of them would not bo practicable or even possible, for 
two easily discernible reasons* (1) Many of bis speeches are repetitions, 
and there are neither notes nor manuscript 0 available on most of his extem­
poraneous addresses* (2) Bm» of his speeches that are not direct repeti­
tions ere the sans in essenos| and the differences lie in revised arrange* 
meats of points, adaptation to specific audiences, or cognations of blocks 
of the contest from his favorite speeches*
Therefore, to permit the ultimate conclusions to be drawn from ad­
dresses representative of Johnston1 $ varied speech occasions and subjects, 
a thorough screening of 143 available tests was made, and sixteen were 
selected* Although this small group serves as the core of the study, per­
tinent ideas and illustrative data hem also been drawn from many other 
speeches* The following-named speeches are those given detailed considera­
tion in the analysis*
1* "Business Addresses Labor," delivered January 16, 1943, from Washing- tea, B*C*, over the facilities of the National Broadcasting 
Company* This recorded transcription is the most repre­sentative of the speaker*s pleas to labor for tender standing* 
cooperation, and production#
2* "Everybody* s Business— victory I* delivered April 16, 1943, fromSpCkane, Washington, over the Rational Broadcasting Company* This address, at the opening of the Second War Loon Drive, 
is characteristic of his appearances la behalf of such 
drives as those fbr Bed Cross, Community Cheat, Cancer Fund, 
and Brotherhood Week*
3* "America Unlimited, ** an address April 27, 1943, in Wew York at the War Cotmoll and 31st Annual Heating of the Chamber of Commerce*
It is representative of the speaker*# premise on the superiority of capitalism ever other economic systems*
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4. HBaspaaalM14ti«a «£ the Suited states Chamber af Ommaeroe," radio 
ad$r*g» from Hem Zoafe# carried tgr tt» national Brosdoaat- 
lag Ganpugr April 2®, 1943* . Here Johnatcm makes M e  typical «pp?oa«£> to a wide radio audlenc®.
5« "The Economic System-Today and Tomorrow,n proeentod Atigaab 15,
1943# .** « SaivoroiV of Chioego Roaad Table diacuoGlon 
fsroa leader England, ovwr the Rational Biroadeaatlag Gom- 
pany network. This appearance le llluatratitw* of John- etoa«s participation in disaaeeiona, round tables, and forUI3$8«
6, "A Local World*" delivered August IB# 1943, A** louden, 3®0gXaad, to a IxstfltilOi meeting the Association of British Chambers 
iewtteree* ©lie speech represents #rohneton*e jremise on international cooperation*
7* Peace Foliey," presented September 24, 3t9s4S# overnational Broadcasting Company f*M$lAhiee from Chicago*
This speech la characteristic of tfoafenstoti1© idea of the 
fereigD pi olioy of the United States*
8* "Th© Four Pillars of Unity,* delivered to the Kansas City, Kansas, 
Chamber of Consuaree, November If# 1941* M s  mamarls&ed speech, delivered a number of times, represents Johnstons 
premia* on oooporatlon between all segments of tit# United 
States Qaonony*
9* "A Warning to labor SSB& .to Management,* presented Harsh 13, 1944, at the Boston University Founders* Day Dinner* This speech 
is typical of the speaker *s otrai#ttfea?ward plea to labor and to Hsmageioent for peace In their ranks*
10* "America Unlimited,** given April 6, 1944, at the 27th Annual feting,Pennsylvania State Chamber of Comoro®* Here Johnston 
m kos o typical listing of the advantages Use American 
citizen has*
11* "The Hoad to Realism fbr American Business," delivered April 17,1944, to The Eeonoisic Clab of Detroit* This speech is like his massy speeches broadly treating ccmtemporary 
business problems* iaasatinn, labor relations, social se­curity, foreign policy, and expanding «oono©y*
12* "Social Security and a Dynamic Capitalism," presented to the ChicagoExecutives* Cldb, September 8# 1944* Here Johnston makes a typical address based on his premise mi social security*
13, "Intolerance," m t address to the Writers* War Beard, Hew foaefe, deliv­
ered January 11, 1945* At this meeting the speaker utilises two frequently made points* the dangers of in­
tolerance and the benefits of cooperation*
5
14* "PoateWar Gosstf3t3m̂ tioia»w This terfc Is a stenographic tmnsixription ofa speech to te© Construction Industry Advisory Cornell of 
tee Chaster of G«aeroe» Wcmaater X# ISA5# Washington# D#G* Her® Johnston makes a concise case of tee post-war problems facing tee United State# in her adjustment to peace#
15# iftea Four Pillars of bnbor-Mamgement lelationshJ^f » mjor addressat tee tetes>Jtaigeaient <kmferem© in Washington# D*G*# 
November 5# 1945# this speech contains tee ossein of 
Johnston*© many speeches on the relationship© between labor and management*
16# "A Decade of Decisions, ” Johnston*® final address a© president of tee
United States Chamber of Goamaerce, delivered at the annual convention dinner meeting# Hay %  X94&, Atlantic City# this speech is valuable in teat it summarizes tee retiring 
president*© four year© in office and present© concisely his 
points of vimn the old vs# the new capitalism? capitalism astioa? said cooperation* If there is any one speech in his career teat is most repmaentatiw of his business £MXe~ sophies, it is tels "mtedietery*1 address*
This hiatnrical-uritioal study of the public speaking of Srlc Johnston
is justified in the light of two facts* (1} Johnston has been repeatedly
called tee "spokesman for American business"? (2) he has not previously
been eacasdxmd in the breadth and scope of tee present study*
First# Johnston ha© been referred te not only a© "the ©pokesnaaa for
American business#”7 but also as «spokesman for orgaaiced business#"8 and
"spokesman tor the largest organisation of business m a#1̂  te list only a
7Credlt World, mil #  Wo* 9# (Juno# 1945)# 4*
^Johnston, £ Unity in Industry^* Address# International ladies Gar* 
meat Worker© Union, New York# New York# February 23, X945* Teacb (press 
release) deposited in U.S* Chamber of Commerce, pp* 8 f#
^Johnston, »A Decade of Decisions# ” Address, Chamber of Goranerce 
Annual Convention, Atlantic City# K w  Jersey* May 2# 1946* StaphXat 
(Washington, D#C.i U#S* Chamber of Commerce)# p# X#
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few of hit titles* *fcnrioue3y, as president of the United
States Chamber of Commerce, ©oraposod then of earn® 2,500 trade associations 
and a mesfeertfeipof nearly a million and a quarter businessmen, ha ad#t 
ha called the spokesman far the group* However, unlike that of previous 
presidents cf the organisation, Johnston achieved a reputation as a 
cpeafcsr sad an authority cm business affairs* this study has aimed at 
detemining those qualities -within Johnston and the circumstances mas* 
veuudiag hia which earried him to that reputation*
Xh the second place, this study is Justified in that m  adequate 
consideration cf Johnston as a speaker has been made previous3y* there 
W e  nomsrous periodical accounts of his life and of certain highlights in 
his business career* 1st no sense can they ho considered rhetorical criti­
cisms* Brea Johnston9 s autobiographical account of himself and his busi­
ness philosophise gives little attention to his signifi<mnoe as a speak­
er*10 Only one comparatively short ©snmimtion has been made of bis 
speaking,11 severing on2y a limited nta&her of bis speeches* That studr 
devoted little space to the motivations behind Johnston1© speaking and 
&mr bread findings from too fee speeches* In this present study, through 
abandonee of detailed information and amlysie, and through a careful samp­
ling of a large number of representative addresses* a mm nearly complete 
criticism has been made#
^ r l e  Johnston* Aawyitta (Garden Gi%> N»X*i Doubleday,
Doran and Co*, 1944)*
1^Zy3c B* Slverscn, Brio 4* JQh*wt©qf Spokeaman Jjgg Business* tfn-






























professional mad© hi© speechss as the audience, occasion* and
hi© personality dictated* B© on© of1 those forces stands alone, and th© 
«3£amln&ti©n herein seeka to observe thoir intorrolationslaip® and to deter*, 
aim Jchnstm as a total speaker* This ©missis has observed yohnshonfs 
ability to discern the vital issues of the mxmtsb and to adapt himself and 
M s  ideas toward reflecting or influencing those issues* Similarly, be** 
m m  tfee speaker and his ideas reach the audience and occasion through 
the modlwa of the address Itself, Johnston’s speeches are analysed as to 
organisation, style, and delivsuy for the contribiatlon of those elements 
toward the speaker* s goal,
In detail this study follows the conventional classical canons of 
invenfcio* djanoaitio- eiocufrloT mmstsff&A* and These canons,
according to Thonssen and Baird, represent the broad divisions of the whole 
subject of rhetoric and %  * • In may respects, they constitute the basic 
pattern of all theoretical and critical investigations into the art and 
practice ©f speaking**^’
Tmwmtfokf ssys Baldwin, is "the investigation, analysis, and grasp of 
the subj ect-«atter* This division Involves the speaker* a effort to 
aeemsilate# fktsa all sources, material for his subject and to discover the 
proper arguments and proofs which bear upon his rhetorical aim* The second 
mm® ,  covers tbs arrangement of the materials, ordering them
lute such divisions as the introduction, body, and conclusion and conceive 
lug unity In each division and in the whole* ■ SlQeutio is the s^flistic
£&&** P*
^Charles Sears Baldwin, Ancient Rhetoric and Poetic (Mew Xmrkt The 
Macmillan Co*, 1984), p* 43*




































ifcg mey be gauged* After the method of the rhetorical critic, this; chapter 
i&hes a panoramic view at the speaker in an kistorloal setting ard evalu­
ates th© moxvwr la whioh the saa and his public speaking influenced or re­
jected that setting*.
fhe critic la public address is forever confronted with the problem 
of determining Aether the printed speeches attributed te the speaker are 
actually those delivered by him* Has there been post-speech editing? Is 
the text a pre-release which contains only broadly and generally ufcat the 
speaker said? Bid the speaker have ”ghost writers?* Therefore  ̂in order 
that the conclusions drawn from this stn^r laay be as valid as . possible* 
especial ears has been mdrn to ascertain the authenticity of each speech 
tcrt studied* t&snever possible, stenographic transcriptions, made by 
professional reporting agencies at the time of the speech, arc used for 
the analysis* Still other texts are derived from recordings of spec dies, 
made either by broadcasting studios or by this writer* A third source of 
text is the press release, which, under first impression, may mom of 
dubious authenticity, inasmuch as it is printed before the delivery of the 
speech* Mr* Johnston, himself, however, declares that speeches iapartanb
enough to warrant a release of his entire speech to the press are important
17enoco£& for him to ccesait to memory *as closely as is humanly possible*1*
The reliability of his m&w&xod speech texts is covered in Chapter 8*
Qt the 143 available te:cts, the writer lias twenty-seven copies, re~ 
eepled personally ca* furnished by Johnston* a office* Also, lie has sixteen 
torts which appear in such collections as the g s & M M S & m l  M/mXfl» 213ti 
S Trachea. and ^nreaantative AaR&tfiaa feWS^flB* In addition to ttocsa tarped
^Statement by Johnston, personal Ittfcarview, January 5, 1951*
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or printad texts, this study utilised five recorded transcriptions , made 
%  the writer car by tho Hatloml Broadcasting Compact
Fear consideration of Johnston in action* ©auroral prime sources arc* 
deployed herein* ■ Tills writer had Mis opporfctmtty to hear personally 
Jeteston deliver two addresses ? and he made an ibeaediate report on pes>~ 
soml impressions, audience response a M  reaction* delivery, end the HI® 
in the manner recommended by Thompson^ for speech reporting* Similarly, 
he made reports on a, nrndbm? of Johnston*o appearances in newsreels and 
motion picture short subjects* Thee® two sources provided an opportuuily 
for comparison of Johnston’s techniques before the live audience and before 
the camera# Still a third opportunity for personal observation wad af­
forded in the ona-hour interview granted this writer by Mr# Johnston, of 
value not only for the specific information that he gave, but also for a 
close-up of the man himself#
Other jrtmazy sources are the writer’s personal interviews and letter- 
qu© stionnaire & with Johnston’s colleagues and employ ©os, as well a® these 
with prominent businessmen who have known Johnston fen? a number of years 
and have heard him speak often#
Another store of material esmmlned, cot for texts-of species, but for 
an indication of immediate reaction to the man and his ideas, Is that ap­
pearing in newspaper and magazine articles and editorials, in various pro­
fessional and trade journals and house organs# This source was highly 
profitable and Is referred to frequently#
**%ayne H# Thompson, nCoutomporary Public Address As a Research Area,1 
^ t « # w J m g n a l  &  ffpaach* XXXIII, Ho# 3 (October, 1947), m«2$3#




m m  iXfimms of johrstoris j w x b k ce
When Erie Allen Johnston was elected April $0# 1942, to the first of 
hie few one-year terms as president of the Chamber of Commerce of the 
Halted States, he began a career which almost immediately placed him in 
the public eye and laid the groundwork fmt hie reputation as an authorita­
tive spokesman on American business and economy# It was not long until hie 
name and ideas appeared regularly in the newspapers and magazines* One 
writer said of him, "In two years he £ J o h n s h a s  made himself the 
liveliest U*S« evangelist of free enterprise • . • Eric Johnston may well 
be the White Knight of U*S* business,1,1 Still another declared, ‘Wien 
Johnston became President of the U*S* Chamber of Commerce, he became the 
savior of free enterprise • • , the Luther of a business reformation**^
Moreover, Johnston has retained his reputation* In 1950, when he re­
ceived the Tan Kappa Alpha award as the outstanding business speaker in 
1949, George lamb, in making the award said, *. . * your name has become 
gynosyaous with enlightened, forward-looking, progressive African business* 
When we tMrfr of effective and responsible leadership today—*when we think
1tim* X L m  (March 27, 1944), 20*
2Jelm Chamberlain, "Eric Johnston," Life* XIV (June 19, 1944), 97 f*
13
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people, the govepEtoent had hr 1940 taken ova®1 much of that responsibility * ̂ 
Business, m  the financial decline since 1929*^ had Been unable te provide 
e&plx37mn% and fear even a decade the people had turned to the government 
for Jobs or outright relief* Business was relegated to a less important 
role, and its cries for help vers ineffective* is a result of those eir* 
cnastanoes, the people lost faith in the ability of private industry to 
provide a solution to the current economic problems* Beyond any doubt, 
the depression and its consequent uaemplogmont made imperative the need 
twe someone to arise and plead the ease of private business*
Still another feres acting to restrain the capitalistic eoonosy had 
its origins la the depression and its developaent in the Mm Bed* that 
was the masked growth la the activity and Influence of labor unions*^
Their steady, influential rise pushed business still farther from its 
earlier position of dominance in the American econcaay* As labor strength 
grew, employer strength waned? and by the time Johnston assumed his respon­
sibilities la Waa&ingion, 73$ of all workers were members of unions*^ the 
men who had boon speaking for business had been unable to cope with the 
Rational Industrial Recovery Act, the national labor Halations Act, end
% y  June 30, 1940* it was determined that 14*193,402 persons were re* eetving all or part of their income from the federal government* %he RMwaaaAe A3i»*ni*a for iq£l~A2 (Row Xork* Rational Industrial Conference
3 3 § -
^Almost 13,000 private corporations fell by the wayside by 1937. 
Ibid-. P* 120*
^Union membership increased by 4,000,000 between 1935 and 1937* 
Backer, p. 304*
£0SQ3£Sffii(S JkJ&gftUkSI for 1QA2—43 Krence Board/1942}, p* % *_  _     (Hew York* Rational IndustrialConfere
16
Blnilar legislation* They found those 1m m  to he ©Specially strong bargain** 
lag weapon* la tea hands of labor* Agate bus&mss saw itself Xos© ground. 
Oeverweab dictated tee conditions under which business oom^ae mTSst oper­
ate* labor dictated tee conditions under which it would work* Boosevalt 
spoke fer increased governme^ authority* labor spok© through the John b# 
lewises and tee William Qroene* Business was hesitant to apeak, ,?A few 
yeeara ago#* said Brio Johnston te 1944# “it tools a great deal of courage 
to speak tea? and defend tea® enterprise,1̂  Thus* the preservation of free 
eoterpriae-̂ -as apposed to an eooxmte sgrsbsm highly favoring tehor^eaa 
dependant upon whether business oouM find tee proper individual to speak 
te tea te tela second matter* tee rise of influence of labor
unions* tea eiag* was fortes eat ter tee entrance of Brio Johnston*
Hie third ferae at tret against business was the vigorous program of 
emergency legislation* Whether tee Hew Deal legislation can be Justly 
called an outright attach on free enterprise is debatable* The fact re- 
however* teat the laws showed preference to labor and agriculture 
ever business* In contrast* tee pre-Roosevelt administrations had a policy 
of friendly interest toward tee nation’s industrialists, and was either 
uninterested in or unfriendly toward labor* The Hew Deal* however* began 
with enthusiasm its program of correcting the abuses that had been revealed 
by the depression#10 tee idea appearing to be teat the United States could
^Johnston# /VosMlsr Africa 7. Address* dinner meeting of the Allied 
Stores CfcarparnbiSm# Hew Toafe* Urn* terfe# ffcbruaiy *4* 1944* Teat* ms&wed 
B**£6«*£3* on file in tee tf»S+ Chamber of Oohmvo*# p, 1*
10Baall R»uoh, TttS Higtcmr «C tha SSM Oaal. 1933*1938 (Rev Torkl 
Creative Age Press# Inc.*1944), p* 159*
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legislate it# way out of its difficulties*^
Moreover, by the tin* Johnston became president of the national 
Chamber of Camera*, the era of restrictive law-making had entered it# 
second m d  «wm mere confining stage# Mustry had receAved ’the full im­
pact of the new world wars controls, rationing, priorities, increased 
taxes# Through the legislation of the lew Deal program and the national 
mobilisation few* war, the bonds upon business were tightened# Day by day 
the government was assuming more power, and the interests of labor, agrl- 
culture, and government were taking precedence over any interest in behalf 
of business# to many taaslnsssmen them was no question but that *free 
enterprise" was down, perhaps even on its way out# ft# only hop# for re­
vival and survival was a gigantic promotion campaign to re-sell itself to 
the government and to the people# Business needed a spofeaamm#
In the combination of the three dominant forces so far named— uo©m~ 
plcyasent, the growth of labor union#, and the mas# of restrictive legist 
latlo&~lies the final set of event# which gave impetus to the demand that 
there be a spokesman for business* That final force was the outspoken 
critidaa against the capitalistic system of economy# Critics pointed to 
such inequities as the aaIdisir fbuiion of wealth,^ and to the ©̂ cploita-
^ H a lte r  E , Spahr, *The R e la tio n  o f Government to  B usiness,*
TasapserpM ftp the diking* ed« by John H# ludrew# and Carl A* ttarsdsn 
(Hew Toilet MetoiwSiill Bosk Ccaapany, Inc., 1959), PP« 4&1 ff*
Clayton D* Browne, The Profit ffiqisry; and flfraltfe tllusjoip 
(Ballast Analytic Publication# Co., 1955), p. 39*
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tion of workers, with all thair contingent effects open standards of liv­
ing, housing, education, security, and the 113c©# tn spite of any efforts 
oa the part of business to convince the public otherwise# the people were 
accepting siare readily the theory that the depression had beam the fault of 
money-grabbing capitalists* Roosevelt* s unrelenting program against 
monopoly and big business lent further credence to the idee that the old 
system mast be wrong*
Again* those who spoke and acted for business interests were ineffec­
tive, and those who offered such panaceas as socialism, the planned
fascism, 16 and m m  steadily gained followers* The
loud and persistent voices of the counsellors for those changes found 
enthusiastic supporters among a people struggling with shattered confidence, 
misinformation, lack of information, and an over-all feeling of insecurity* 
It was to a nation of such people that private industry must make its 
appeal* The ease of business could not be postponed indefinitely* Its 
leaders believed that unless the proper change in approach cams soon, there 
would be little left to salvage*
The thalied States Chamber of Commerce, the HatAomI Association of
*3Bdwara S* Cornell, Jr*, America1 a Future Pattern (Hew Xork* Bar 
Press, Inc*, 1942), p* 64*
% m n  Thomas, “What Does Socialism Offer?*1 John M* Andrews and Carl A* Marsden, eds*, p* 136*
^%arjoHe E* Clark and S* Fanny Simon, J^e l̂ bfa* Movement 
(Hew Yorks W* W, Horton & Co*, 193$, pp. 127ff,
■^tswrence Dennis, wIe Fascism the Way Out?H Andrews and Mar&d©n, ode.,
p* 124*
■^Karl Browder, "Does Consauniom Point the Way?” Andrews and Marsden, 
eds., p* 142*
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femfaeturer®, rad large private firxm as well did speak la their m m  fee-
half during this period of distrust and antagonism* H o w w ,  thorn
erganigjatioiie failed to make their point* "Professional spokesmen for
business put o» lush campaigns *te educate the public„* But the public
twe«l&nfi listen* Huge stsms spent, to popularise cliohos about the Amsrtera 
way of life bounced off the public s®*aremsae without leaving a ?s©rk, be- 
eane© the campaigns were so glaringly negative and often so flagrantly 
self-laterestsd*â  In attacking the Hew Bool or opposing the MA, WPA, 
the KIRA and stellar legislation in the Gourts,3̂  they appeared to dis- 
approve of ei^qy»ent and food for the seedy and to be interested only 
is greater profits and wealth f m  themselves* Instead of making appropriate 
adjustments between the 1920 brand of capitalism and the social and ©ees&* 
<ade treads established by the Haw Deal, teslas sa leaders retained their 
old jaregrsa of defense of capitalism* a justification of its operations* 
Johnston recognised that fact as one of the essential weaknesses of busi­
ness when he observed, "Spokesmen for the teertem system of private eater* 
prise— Coa? capitaltee^have too often made the silly sdstake of defending
^%rle Jehneton, Aparjea (Garden City, II*X*i Doubledey,
Doran and Ce*, 1944.), P* 21*
* • the Chambers position is meat unequivocal, advocating out- 
ri^it appeal of the H&tioml La|)or Relations Act, the Fair later Standards 
Act, rad tbs Public Contracts £ ^alsh-Realey^/ Act*1 U*S* Congress,Senate, Temporary national Heomaie Committee of the United States Senate, 
iumwipihAc Pawera and Political Pressures, Monograph 26, 76th Congress, 3rd 
session* (Washington* Government Printing Office, 1941), P* 29*
See also Rauch, p* 128$ azsd Clark and Simon, p* 16*
the faults and inequities of ottr way of life# some reason they hay®
thought it necessary to deny, explain away or even praise aspects of 
American life which no normal, decent̂ mliided, m:m^h0&rted human being can 
possibly approve*"^
The United States Chamber of Commerce tnclaiod in Its wide mmbership 
w m  of all political parties and representatives of business theories that 
ranged fro® the conservative to the liberal# Brio Jbtesbon, a Rep.ibliean 
and alssregrs a liberal, had beer critical of the national leadership of the 
Chamber of Commerce since his presidency of the Spokarta group in 1931 
Whan he became vice-president of the national organisation in 19/*.!* ha 
represented the liberals as opposed to the 11 Old Guard*w the conservntivws* 
The latter group would not recognise or admit that the Uev Beal m s  making 
headway# They firmly believed that the country would return* somehow* to 
"business as usual," and "that any real cooperation with President Roosevelt 
meant the end and defeat of what they referred to as "the American t-my of 
life," that is, Individualism and freedom of big business#
Johnston, on the other hand, designated the leader of the "insurgent 
crowd," brought a nmt philosophy. He and those who backed him "mated to 
accept the facta, to ease up on fitting the government and labor, in a 
word, to take their place in a wartime united front * In the 1942
^America I,TnH mitad.. p* 54*
Chamberlain, p# IDS#
^Business VJeekf August 8, 1942, p# 19.
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national Chamber af 0©??ss!«rcs election, Jobnaton, who j w s p  considered. himself
a M g  business a&| had th© support of tba "smll" mmorn who ©mptcgred fewer
than 100 jaen* likewise, h« was supported ty Eepublioans who h©d no personal
fbr Beeswelt os* 1&© Hoar Bsed* bub who believed that a change In
poller was necessary if ladtnrfery tma to bo relieved ftas iho pressure
of labor sad gwernment* M*mt« bmsrimss had a public relatione job to do,
and Johnston, an outspoken liberal, appeared to be tho proper m n  to pat new
lift into the organisation* On April 30, 2#&2* hm was ©looted preMdent of
the Chamber of Commerce of the tSiitad States*
Sot ©n2y was Johnston* g» entrance timely, bat Johnston Mmsalf was a
product of the times* Sis meposltien on the relationships hstoieoa l&hor,
aaaagemab, agriculture, mad government and his ideas cm a "new** versus an
•old*1 capitalism wear# a now lino of attack#
fher© is the capitalism of the h M w a t « f 1 am against it# * * * 
Second, there is the capitalism of private monopoly and special 
privilege* I am against it*- * * * MnalXy, there £ # « « » &  people’s capitalism*
A people1® capitalism such as 1 am describing m &  sot he what some spokesmen of business have in mind, but it is what the average American has in mind when he speaks of free eeotstoegr#
It is the kind of capitalism equally distasteful to the statist, the supa3>-plann©r, the socialist, a M  ooiaaunlst on 
om side, and the monopolist, the cartel builder, the financial iâ jsriallst on the other*2*
One writer recognised pertinent similarities in Boosovelt mad Johnston, 
the liberals of government and business* Both men were indications that 
there was a a w  era at hand, ©ad it had to be reckoned with by a new strate­
gy* «* * * Just as tbs White House,*1 said BanieX, "was taken over by a n m
^Johnston, America tfaiimlfrwd T pp# 93 ff*
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aad somewhat unpredictable tenant when Franklin Roosevelt moved ?.nto it in 
1953, so, in 1942, was the office of the Preeidezrfc of the H*S* Chamber of 
Commerce, with the result that times haw© changed*
Johnston1 s first interview? with President Roosevelt, scheduled for 
five minutes, lasted for twenty-five isdbmtes* When Johnston took his leave, 
It is reported, Roosevelt asked in surprise, 1,1 How did they ever elect 
president of the B*S* Chaafcer of Commerce?1 n2̂  Thus, two liberals had met, 
and Johnston had begun the first of his unrelenting drives for cooperation 
with govenraeiit^-^vernment ̂ presented by a m m  outspoken in his attack 
on M g  business daring the last decade*2̂
Thus was the stage set for the entrance of Brio Johnston* For more 
than ten years business had been relegated to a less important role* Ho 
longer was the economic system of free enterprise free in the sense of the 
pro-depression days of fotlaseg-falre* The Pew Beal was outspoken in its 
attack on the big business interests and monopolies# The depression 
brought the people closer and more securely into dependence upon the
^^Hswthorae Daniel, "Erie A# Johnston,” 'pie Railroad Werka^p Journal, 
VI, Ho* 3 (April, 194.5), U*
a6SsLa., p. 5*
^"Examination of the methods of conducting and controlling private 
enterprise which kept it from furnishing jobs or income or opportunity for one-third of the population is long overdue* * * * Ho people « « * will endure the slow erosion of opportunity for th© ooimon man, the oppressive 





















govems^nt, labor, and apiculture, cia&ttljsg kidustigr* The t£m to act had 
cozae, iaduatry felt; further delay vould ammxi additioml defeat*
m m m  u
* m  m m m  m  m m
toeeg the fere** which molded the economic thought of th© 1930* s ware 
anattg&qri&enl, the rising influence of labor, restrictive legislation, ana 
ti» advocates of foreign ideologies* Brie Johnston, like thousands of 
ether baebtoaama, was a part of the environment of struggle and uncertain- 
Johnston, however, emerged with a point of view which equipped him to 
be tie leader of businessman# For twenty ye^re jmHUmv to hie move to Wash- 
ingicm, fgr w«»piaj he had owned and managed a of successful
businesses ta the West Coast* In 1$21, when he became president of the 
Spokane Chamber of Comsieree, he also foegefi fct« service with the aationaX 
offlee as a asafeer of the eosmdttee cm taxation. &* 1932 he mm elected 
to the hoard of directors, and ia 1941 he woe mad* national vice-president* 
The question now 1st Where did his Mliberal" tenets have their 
origins? The present chapter is ah examination of the man and his back** 
ground to discover the sources of his ideas*
OH2XBHO0® AND TOUTH
Xn the first place, Johnston1® childhood and early school days were a 
definite influence on his ideas* During that period, which he refers to as 
a genteel variety of penuxy, Johnston learned his first lesson in self- 
sufficiency and the need for hard work* His father, Bertram J# Johnston,
24
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* pharmacist, lost hie drug store in Washington, B*C*, during th© depression 
^  1®94* .$& 1896* a year after Johnston*® birth, th© father moved his family
b© Marysvlllo, Montana, where ho struggled for eighteen months with another 
unsuccessful drag store* M »  move to Spokane brought mly another failure* 
Before he died of tuberculoois, ho oufforod an extended period of m m m  
during which ha van unable to support his family* Mrs* Johnston earned 
the living, nursed her husband, and roared young Erie* She gave her son, 
he said, *•**.« little of the granite of her «ifclt**aud the velvet of
uKT m\VKm1* <y»fnill!y»
During his grade school years Erie Johnston knew the disadvantages of
tee little money and the imperative need to lend his m m  hand toward the
family livelihood* He sold newspapers in Spokane, while his mother worked
in a dee tor’s office* Of his boyhood days, he says,
Thus the most revealing fast about that penniless* work-̂ filled boyhood of miss is that it was devoid of resentment at the time 
and left no sediment of bitterness afterward* It did not ©oour to me that 1 was a victim of socielyj that there was scything the least bit shameful about being poor* that the folks who exchanged their pennies for my papers were * ©plotting* me*
Hardship did net stir ms to revolt* it only served as a spur to ambition*2
Paring his high school days he held odd Jobs* the best of which was 
writing a school column for the Spokane Bo6keamnwt|«vlew * for which he r#~ 
esived forty dollars a month* 3y the time he was eighteen he had seen at 
first hand that the lack of money was not an insurmotmtabl# obstacle* 
Firanclsl independence was available for those who ware determined and re**
%xdc Johnston* Aa»yica TTnlimitod- (Garden City, New forki Poubledsy, 
Doran and Co*, 1944;, p* S*
2IMd.. p» 7.
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seure*tiftsdU Jbhaaton*s ideas on individual initiative and opportunity, ana 
Self-ttohfidenoe and freedom of spirit must certainly have had their origins 
here,
P R i m s  susimss ahd xjpusOTt
likewise, Johnston derived mx& of hi® idea® from his personal expert- 
eases la private business and industry* His university career and his life 
after the world war offered a varied opportunity for him to observe both 
sides of the system at work*
After his graduation from lewis and Clark High School in Spokane, he 
entered the University of Washington at Seattle* He planned to stu^r X m  
and accept a position with his uncle, a lawyer in Seattle* During his stay 
at the university, he earned his wey as a bill collector, shoe salesman, 
railroad worker, wheat binder, longshoreman, and law librarian*  ̂ When the 
Suited States entered the war in 1917, he had Just oompleted his Bachelor 
of Arts degree and lacked only a few months completing his law degree* He 
accepted a eomaisston in the Marine Corps and begem his five-year period of 
active doty* In 1922 he returned to Spokane to begin again earning his llv** 
lag as a civilian* His first Job was that of vacuum sweeper salesman, an
assignment which later proved to be his first real opportunity*
fa such Jobs Johnston met the problems of sclf-employmont and th© one- 
s»n business concern* He knew long hours, low wages, limited possibilities 
for advancement* His ideas of the proper relationships between employer
^Letter from the Hon* Matthew W* Hill, Judge, Washington State Supreme 
Court, April 12, 1951* Judge Hill was a student at Washington University





























X thought a ipr'eah d^al In terms of work to be don©* rather than 
in general principles. Perhaps an aXWoaowlag outsider • * • might have discerned ih® tmfoldsient of a pfaCtaiophy of living#X suppose ho would have called it practical* pragmatic 9 a 
XMlosophy of action# Bat I was too deep inside say self for any 
such analysis* Hot until recent years, when X had begun to play 
m&m role in the public affairs of ay city and state* did X begin to formulate and to m m  extent systejaatlsse ay ideas and reactions# Use black depression of the 1930® and the spread of various MeeX* ogles of dispair^challengea to sy basic beHefs^lnpalled m $ 
m  they did millions of others* to take apart and appraise mat** 
ters that had until then been accepted uncritically# The in* creasing demands upon, sy email talents as a speaker* if nothing 
else* then forogd m  to reduce vague inner certainties to more 
SGK&erets shape*
As John L* devils speaks as a first-hand authority on the problems of the
coal mining industry* Eric Johnston also offers the school of experience as
a source of hie ideas on business* Moreover* the record of his successes
substantiates those ideas# Charles B# Robert son observed i
X like to think of an Individual who by his c m  ingenuity* his ability, and his industry# has made a success of his own pri~ 
vats endeavors* And then having made that success he has been 
called in to play a great role in the general welfare of the country in a public service* if you please# And 1 think of no 
mm who mare completely symbolises that particular than Mr,
Brie Johnston. * * * ^
Finally* Johnston acknowledges that his personal experiences as cm* 
player and employee were an immediate source of many of the ideas and plans 
of action he took with M m  to Washiigton* Tbs following reference is in* 
dlaatlvs of that point of origin of his business philosophsri "These are 
not generalities but concrete facts to which X can bear testimony t m m  long 
years &  rt&fcisg shoulders with workers and businessmen on every social and
8£ sM*« p* 3*
%ammw<di«>«l Raatrrd. 80th Cong*, 1st aeoo*, Vol. XCXXX, Pt. 12 










































assignment fttr business* "’You g© aroimd talking to pecpla#
a»w sight* and moundm* and yon polish youra^Xf like thm facets of a dim-
Broad**
Jofaaston’o sto-wok® totsr of Russia in Amo and July# 19/4* Is still 
further indication of travel a® a source of his Ideas* Ho declared that ho 
made tills trip as a private citizen* Ho informs*I the Htisstoas that ho 
wanted iso discover the possibilities of post^wnr industrial relations be­
tween American and Russian interests* The Russians* observed# kxum
and appreciated Jbhnston*s positions
When Mr# Johnston returned to the United States* his opinions about Russia wore wall received in America* * * because there 
was a desire la thesa to judge the Soviet people without pre­
judice* Johnston related that ha had net m w  $%wlet people*- directors of plants* engineers* and workers* They all spate* to 
him freely and sincerely* fbey all helped him to learn about our country* its achievements and the prospects of its industry***5
On this trip Johnston sought informtlon upon which, bo eould dr$w in the
future* The mortth he spent there with influential Russian iBdustMalistS
mud his three and oae-half hours in private conference with Joseph Stalin
were valuable* The visit furnished him mz$r of tho ideas he later mass*
pressed concerning Russia*"*̂  Several months after him retsjppm from that
eotratry, he coanmited on ib© value of his foreign tours£ *®ln ay travels %
have rediscovered America* Htevar before did I realise the importance of our
freedom# mar standard mf living, mar right of habeas corpus* our M U  of
17ISmt$ X3L3XX (March 27# 1944), 20*
2%asfe* Moscow* December 9* 1944* quoted in Jte X&gk 
December 10* 1944* P* 35*
^Hew yprie Tifflsq* June 28* 1944* P* 8*
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Rights*
Johnston eirphaslsed the importance of hia broad travel* From many of
the personalities bo mot, h# picked out those parts of their philosophies
vhleh seemed boot-, and ha made thorn his own,
I have had a groat doal of good fortune* * * * t have been lucky 
enou^i to travel the length and breadth of *mr nation asay time©, 
and also to visit may other c^intrios* Mer cover, 1 have boon 
privileged to moot the leaders of m m  wherever X wont, as well 
m  the rank and file* Km 1 wont along X oacplorod the mirds of 
these people and shamelessly appropriated dtat seemed to m  wise, 
stiaailating, and true ,21
Johnston’s travels are 330 doubt a pertinent source of his ideas*
CHAMBER CP COMMERCE
A final source of Johnston’s ideas is the national Chamber of Commerce, 
Its systems of Operations end its established policies and procedures#
Broadly speaking, the national office is an organisation devoted on* 
tirely to represent!^ the business point of view* Fee* many jeers it has 
steadily disseisimted pre^business opinion and policy#^® Once It had do* 
tenalnsd its attitude on a given issue, it began the task «f proiaotlng the 
Idea nationally* fhreugh the press, radio, public platform and its m m  
magazine Ration’s Business* it conducted * * * * ft nevw~endi»g campaign
^/Isivil Liberties^?* Address, conference of construction men, 
Seattle, Washington, August 22, 1944# Quoted in Jggg. %.p,3k August 24,
1944, P* 1*
Ârarrrlca. Hnlltrd t»d. p# V*
^Wb&n Johnston, always the man of action, was reminded that the 
national Qhamber of Ccmmeroe was founded as a po licy«focrming organisation 
for business, be observed, **By now It tea amurauXftted enough policy to m  on for years#** Hereafter, ho declared, it would be a service organisation# 
Btiflineaa Ifeek* August &, 1942, p# 20#
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to got the American people m i  their govsrssiaaat&l agencies to accept a & 
tfesir own* * the lusher Of commerce policy*
4 basic philosophy of th$ Chamber of Commerce of the Dhited States is
that thcr© issxst be msrostrioiod freedom of enterprise m i  competition for
American industry* that office aspires r*To foster individual iuitiatiwe in
America and throughout the world* so that the private enterprise systom can
provide sore and better things at lower east for mer© people* *t2̂  Further-*
mare, as a safeguard against attacks on the sysbam, it alms
To make a constant study of legislation bearing upon the national eeonany# to keep the chamber membership advised of legislative developments in this field* and to oppose all sohgjjes which would substitute a planned econony for free enterprise*25
Government restrictions on private industry dlroetly restrict the American
people and discourage private initiative* I3v®& during the depression there
was “no wavering in the firmly-rooted chamber policy that government should
neither aid nor r©golate*-~sxcept where absolutely nscessary^in the area of
private enterprise * There is neither time nor need to list her® the
stands taken by that office on the numerous Hew Deal policies, for it was
opposed to all restrictive legislation* Shreve comments specifically on that
opposition! “In its every pronouncement on the social legislation spree of
the 1930*8* the Chamber variated not a whit from its underlying belief that
^%*S* Congress* Senate Temporary national Economic CoEamittae, fficffpomlo 
Foworg foliticaal P^sataraa* Monograph 36, %th Cong*, 3rd Sees* (Washington* Government Printing Office, 1941}, P« 26*
^fearl 0* Shrove, pao Chamber Oomaargo £hft DhitM Spates &£ 
lywar̂ rta (Hew York! the Hewrcoraer. Society I'.i Horth America, 2949), p* 23*
2^£M*> P* 24*
26ib ia * .  p . a ) .
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the general welfare Xs forever best sewed through free institutions, 
through freedom of oppc^tunity add through freedom of
At its annual mootings, attended by representatives of the local 
groups, the national org&nia&tion adopts? resolutions emcornlng the position 
that will b® taken cm current saattere of X&bsroeb to basins e&« H©re the 
whole awNffibersĥ p can express its views and finally arrive at a plan of 
action that represent® business* Also, the national Board of Directors* 
composed of elected prondMat basin ©seiaen tliraaghouh the nation, £ma©s a 
luestion oa a specific issue* Through its system of referendum, it thou 
palls the membership to determine the st#sn& that business will take m  that 
issue*2®
In addition to the basic policy, the activity of the m M o m l  mnv&m** 
tion, and the system of referendum, there is still another factor within 
the national Ghasaber csf Genntsres which influenced Jcta®bon*0 personal .re** 
latienship to his office and his representation of American business* That 
is tha make-up of the n01d Guard,” the m m  who had previously made Urn office 
in Washington **a practical adjunct of Republican Party dicbar&s* « « *tt2̂
One editorial writer observed, aThe senior group heM honestly to the con** 
victioa that any real alliance with Roosevelt meant mn end of cherished in?** 
MirffaiUM, defaa* of ’th« Aasrlcan way life,*"30
^Ibld.. p. 21.
2%.S, Coogrww, S»mta, Seoaonla 2atBSat S M  MJUifiml t e « M >  SB* cit*> p* 36,
^Chamberlain, p*~X05*
3%aafeaas Basis* Augnot 8, w »  p. 19.
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the fact that such &*& attitude oa&gr&ed dee® not mean that Jofenstcm pc*w 
p®tuate?d it* Actually, ha was elected to combat it# Hhere previously there 
had been a constant .taut between ge^rimoni and basiness, between labor and 
business, Johnston isj&ediataiy arah&rked upon a ■ program. of1 reconciliation* 
**One of î r m l n  hopes,* ho declared, %  * • tms to end ttmt fend, to heal
that breach**31 To attack and overeats the highly unfavorable reputation
that business had experienced during the last decade' moessit&ted his force** 
fa! yet diplomatic plowing a tsm field* he had to break through to gersrari** 
seat, labor, and agriculture*
A month after he became president, he obtained his interview with 
Franklin B* Roosevelt# likewise, he conferred with the Isadora of labor, 
potest asi longtime foes of the Chamber of Comeroa# Johnston had no i»~ 
teaties of s&ring into the ■*eHKWflr*a,t samp and accepting the Hew Beal £b tpto* 
Bather, he wanted to establish for business its just place is a changing 
econaaaio systoa*
Thus, the Chamber of Gos&seroc influenced Johnston1 s Ideas« (1) it 
had bread, generally agreed upon purposes, which the m w  president developed 
or changed; (2) it utilised a system of national eonrention and mfarendtm 
to assist la the determination of polieyj and (3) it provided the challenge 
to overcome a backward philosophy of private enterprise*
The purpose of this chapter has been to point oat some of the sources 
Of Johnston*s ideas as rebated to his activity in the United States Changer 
Of Cosmaerce* Four have been disonssedf (1) Johnston1# childhood and school
Slfeneriaa SoHstM# P« 22*











Eric Johnston’s basic ideas about the capitalistic coomcasy had their 
source in his childhood and early youth, his travels, business experiences, 
and in the ah&abar of1 Jommeree* They more nearly conformed to the changes 
that had taken place during the Heir Deal era and the period of war prepara­
tion than did those of many other business leaders*
As a spokesman for business, Johnston had only one subjects capitalism. 
Ho matter what his immediate topic, he ultimately related it to that sub­
ject. He called his special brand of capitalism by many names* the 
"Ameriean^born capitalism,” "participating capitalism," "people’s capital­
ism,* and ’’neoteric capitalism** His favorite name for it, however, was 
simply "the Hew Capitalism. *
In this chapter the speaker’s ideas are examined from two aspects*
(1) Vhat is the basic philosophy of Johnston’s "new capitalism*? and
(2) What are the lines of argument through which he presented that philo­
sophy?
BASIC FHIDSOPHT j  THE "HEW CAPITALISM*
Johnston’s advocacy of a "new* approach to the American economy did not 
mean that he wished to abandon capitalism or change its name. "X belong," 
he said, "to those spokesmen for the capitalistic order Who accept it
3 B
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enthusiastically despite Its shortcomings* **
However, a# a representative of a new approach, he m e  quick to point 
out hie disapproval of the “old capitalism*" By that name ho referred to 
the ora of sa^-faira and the “Bobber Barons*” That m s  the period 
described by the dietlonaxy definitions “A system that favors the con­
centration of capital in the hands of a few*"
The entire How Beal had attached that old regina* and Johnston advo­
cated a compromise* Far example, he held no mere respect for monopoly 
than he did the Sew Beelers* The old capitalism encouraged special privi­
leges for special groups, and it forbade true comp©tltioa, he said*
Johnston catalogued the iniquities of the earlier system as forcefully as 
asy anil-oapliallst*
It had a preponderance of plutocrats on the one hand and a 
preponderance of paupers on the other* It was a capitalism 
of bless distinctions | of special privileges for a ruling class; • * * a capitalism of private monopolies, cartels, state grants, and charters* Its creed was to divide ig> a»r- kets, restrict production, keep wages down and prices up**
But that "freebooting period" is gone, he declared* Ho longer should 
business seek to thrive on low wages and maximum profits from minimum turn­
over* He believed that there was Justification for certain public regula­
tion of the competitive process* He recognised that collective bargaining 
Is here to stay, and the jftisaag-f̂ lra capitalism Is out forever* The old- 
style monopolists "who would turn back the clock of history in this respect
^Johnston, foff*Bblltnitjid (Garden City, Hew fork* Boubleday, Doran 
and Go*, 1944)* p* 56*
2Johnston, /"The Republican Greed and a People1© Gapitalifitt̂ J?, Address, 
Toung Republican National Confederation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 7,
1947* fî ngraaalorjal Raoord* 80th Cong*, 1st sees*, Vbl* 93, Ft* 12, 
p* A3004*
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are as unrealistic la their way as the addls-totined paper planners of oar 
econoiaie salvation* ♦ * It is tfcerefore easy to understand *fey the
*Gid Guard** in the Chamber of Commerce thought Johnston wee a radical and 
why Resident Roosevelt was surprised that such a mm fend boon elected head 
of Use Chamber of Commerce#
Johnston’s Ideal lay somewhere between the extreme right of lalaaeg- 
and the extreme left of gorerxunexst ownerahlp and ©onirol* He defined 
toe *8*1? Capitalism* as *« « « a o<mapetAi±ve economic system designed for 
the enrichment of the mvp and not to make a few men rieh«**̂
Be maintained that the success of both govomment and industry was so 
intercalated that complete separation was possible only on paper* tf0ur 
teak is not to drive government out of business or business oat of govern- 
seat* • • * Oar task is to adjust old values to m v  conditional to m  
eeonoogr and government alike of abases* We shall indeed be unwise if we 
fail to survey the s o m a  ground ou whioh bid sod new can moot and blend* 
That ooaarm ground is what X have called the middle way***̂
Johnston held that any extrema f b »  of control, whether by government, 
labor, or industry, was dangerous* Super-planners, socialists, and, cosh 
sequently, the Robber Barons were equally undesirable in his plan of 
moderation* He sought temperance on the part of all socioeconomic groups, 
rather than restraint imposed by say one of them*
3.T<aim*rfcrfmt rm tfaliwaAtfld̂ w Address, the War Council and 31st 
Annual Meeting o3TS»^h«Slr of Canraeree, Hew York City, April 27, 1943* 
Vital Sraeohaa. IX (June 15, 1943), 524* A oopy of the text is also de­posited in the Whited States Chamber of Commerce*
^Johns ton, "A Decade of Decisions#0 Address Chamber of Commerce Annual Convention, Atlantic City, Hew Jersey, May 2, 194&* Pamphlet (Washington, D.C.t 0*3* Chamber of Commerce), p, 7#
^Johnston, America tfallmitad. pp. 30 f*
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Whether Johnston spoke on taxation, foreign relations, the post-̂ rar 
ecoaony--whatever his suhJeeW^te always sought to find the oomon grounds 
Of agreement between opposing factions* There must be concessions made, 
he believed, between the freodm of Industry and the alarming trend to- 
ward the super-state* "The middle-way program,” ho hold, "recognises that 
dictatorship from left or ri^ht is an ever-present threat so long as hun­
ger, misery, privilege and corruption exist*^ Th© imperative need for 
compromise and ultimate agreement between factions is basic in his idea 
of the middle way, for, he argues, "fte prospar best under the freedom of 
give-and-take *
Johnston* s compromise approach necessitated a greater freedom of the 
Individual* In fact, he saw capitalism and democracy as complementary 
systems of economics and government I both recognised liberty of thought 
and action far people living and working together In an economic society 
which they owned, operated, and governed* "In the field of government, 
this £ human freedoî J? has taken the form of political democracy* « * «
In the field of eeonony, It has taken the form of a free capitalist 
society*
In a ffeif York Timae radio forum Johnston specified the interrelation 
of Individualism, democracy, and capitalisms
^Johnston, "The Common Cause of PVeedom*” Address, Los Angeles Town 
Hall Meeting, Los Angelas, California, January 15, 194^* ' Mimoo- grapfced copy of the text furnished the writer by the Motion Picture 
Association of America, > 3*
?A— t-4«» IJnllnHved- p. yj,
SnAjnericai tJHllmited." Address, April 27, 1943, p* 523*
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The main source of our economic power and achievement has been 
the individual Amerioa»**-*his urge to express and to realise the host that Is in him. He has found a competitive capitalist 
society the most stimulating to his creative instincts*America and capitalism are epmmmne* the individual is the key to economic accomplishment * *
Johnston’s own faith in "democratic capitalism1* was sincere, and the 
people who listened to him sensed it* As one writer said, "To anyone who 
has the opportunity to listen to this man’s expressions of his belief It 
becomes manifest that here, if anywhere, is an American who sincerely he**
ifjlievec in the vast future of America*” froperly enough, Johnston has
11been referred to as the "Missionary for the American system*"
Johnston aptly phrased his idea of individualism as a coiBponsnt part
of capitalism in a University of Chicago Round Table discussion in Londont
What we should do is to stimulate the individual to the fullest possible extent to make use of the advantages and talents which he may have* * * * In America X want to preserve the 
chance to take a chance* » » » X want the same opportunity fast 
the young man that 1 had after the last wur***dhe freedom to choose fast himself and not to have tint choice made by scans bureaucrat; the freedom to invest his money as he chooses and 
net to have that money taken away by taxation because the bureaucrat knows better how to invest it than he does*12
Finally, the new capitalism permitted a compatible existence for big 
and little business* Small businesses were to be enoouraged, Johnston 
maintained, to stand cm their own initiative without the artificial
radio-------------, -- --- -- - —  „ . . .C— 9— 1, deposited In B# S* Chamber of Commerce, p* 1*
10Daniel, p. 11*
^̂ Nawaweek. 23CVII (January 14, 1946), 65*
12«The Economic Syatem̂ — Today and Tomorrow#n Badio discussion, 
National Broadcasting Company, London, England* Pamphlet (Chicago* 
University of Chicago Hound Table transcript, No* 2£2, August 15, 1943), 
pp. 17 ff.
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tolerated*Competitive enterprise, -Johnston hold, gave vent to Ameri­
can initiative in the teidnstvloX ngam®*ŵ  Competition ‘between the big 
a tad the little business demnda all improvement a which reduce production 
eosis and thereby lower the market price for advantage#
Thus, five salient features distinguish the new capitalism* (1) It 
disapproves of monopoly, bat raj cot a any attempt by government or labor 
to dominate private enterprise* (z) It recognises such employee right® 
as collective bargaining, minimum wag®* and pension plan®? bsrfc it reserve® 
for management the right to manage* (3) It advocate® that concessions 
be made by all factions of the economy, <4) It uphold® freedom of the 
individual* (5) It offers a competitive program for both big and little 
business*
The philosophy underlying the entire system la that there must be 
constant adjustment as capitalism adapts itself to social, ©eonon&o, and 
political change* Unlike the old system, which floundered in "congealed 
and untouchable dogmas" and "petrified prejudices, ** the m m  approach is 
never closed* Rather, it is "a human institution, vibrant and evolu­
tionary, capable constantly of adjusting Itself to m m  conditions#
The Republican Greed and a People1® CapitalisnstJ?* Address,
Ian© 7, 1947, P* 3004*
*fr#Xt is not an accident that Americans refer to their woŝ c a® the 
'game1 they are in* Whatever the game, competition I® it® soul*"
Johnston, P*






































5S9B§^aMSlS»e#,,w0ne of Johnston's five principal arguments was that 
all components of the capitalist S0ctety~«»l&ber, mamgomenb, agriculture, 
and g^varnmeatM^imst bo brought Into a cooperative, working agreement* 
There must bo positive effort on the part of each, Johnston Maintained, 
to flad solutions to their overlapping interests* ^ e ’r© going to have 
to havo statesmen in the true sense of the word In business and in labor 
and In agriculture and in government, statesman who will adt down with 
other statesmen a M  in a calm and sensible manner work out a solution to 
common problems*^
Johnston's idea of cooperation did not imply that labor, management, 
agriculture, and government had no fundamental differences or m  real 
conflicts of interest* He did insist, however, that the factors which 
unify them far outwalks those that divide them* ntf the effort /"to find 
tha arms of agrmawnfej? Is UBdwrtorism 1b a spirit of cooperation, It 
will appear quickly enough that the common interests are overwhelmingly 
more important than the cleavages* Similarly, he asserted to a radio 
audience, **We will always have differences of opinion and we will always 
have a striving to obtain group advantage* But we must realise that 
there must be an equitable balance in our ecoaefl*r, and that if one end
^Johnston, "The Challenge of Peace*1 Address, Baltimore Associa­
tion of C&XKaeree. Baltimore, Maryland, June 15, 1942* liML 2mgjj3Si, VUI (July 15, 1942), 5B5* Text also in paâ hlet, same title paSSg- ton, B*C#« Chamber of Commerce of the United States, 1942)*
^Johnston, £ Postwar EmploymoniJ?* Address, Tioxoen1* National 
Press Club, Waahlngtea, D*C*, November 30, 1943* Speech reported by 
yew Xark Tjmeq* Beceaber 1, 1343, P* 25*
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of the seesaw in tap the otbsr is bound to be always down#'̂ '
The greatest stumbling block to understanding lay not in the un&rXXl- 
ingnase of th© various groups to meet coop© r&tively# Instead, the par­
ticipants brought with them to their motiaags the aasuxaptie&' that their 
Interests war® Irreconcilable and that they wore essentially opposed*
*X* for one,® Johnston insisted* ^prefer to start from the opposite 
assumption* that cooperation 1® aonual* and conflict a kind of mental 
aberration that should be cured before It makes too much headway*51̂
Johnston was woll aware that rom$r groups preached coloration while 
wholeheartedly grinding their own axes* The idea of }fin ter locking in­
terests has been so often made the object of aftcr**dimz©r oratory and 
Inflated generalisaticm that it has lost Its appeal*Hie maintained* 
however* that his premise was not a generalisation or a vague senti­
mentality* Cooperation in the new capitalism would work *** « * because 
It rests on the unsentimental fact that there ^re areas of agreement on 
uhleh the most diverse groups in our national eosa&unlty can meet as friends 
in search of solutions and not as enemies in search of lethal weapons*"^
21Johnatonf £ Onlty of labor and Hanagemfin\7* Address, American Federation of the Farm Bureau* forum on “Amexioa dnited,f series* HationaX Broadcasting Company* Washington* B*G*, June 10* 1945#
Record, 79th Gong** 1st sees** Vol* 91* Ft* 12, p# 42805*
^Johnston* ifBhity in IndustiyJ7* Address* International ladies 
Garment Vorkero Union, Jfw York Dlty* February 23, 1945# Text, numbered 
2/16/121, deposited in the P*S* Chamber of Commerce#
^jf&nston* iaaadLsft JSteteltis&b p*
2/4bia.
AB
Jofanstea »2ce found a rnmml aspect in cooperation, Selfishness in 
nagr form, in fain opinion, is morally wrong* toy ij&aedlat© advantages 
that one nay win over another will nltimatoiy be paid flor in to*
balance and chaos* ^Intelligent self-interest,^ fa© is convinced, nd©maads 
that the unll-being of the whole American people be unde the sole and 
final criterion of action**^ Planning only for the bettement of the 
group ie a acral mistake and is bad business for the group, ®mn if that 
planning is *goc& and high-minded•” The program of one sequent in the 
intricate social pattern ** * * is irrelevant unless it fits into the 
larger mosaic of feree® and Interests and obligations***^
Here, than, is the essence of Johnston* $ tenet on cooperation In the
"new* capitalism* There was m  lindt to Iti it applied to all segments
of American life, wherein the greatest accomplishments mterialised only
** « * when the ©oispetltive and cooperative instinct® both become iat©«*
grated**^ labor, agriculture, and sfemgemsftt are interdependent and
prospe r only when they share the prosperity*
One group carnet permanently enjoy advantages and privileges 
at the expense of the other or both of the others* Our 
economic life Is not broken into separate, independent eot»~ partmerrts* Its component parts overlap and enbertwine, so 
that decay and corruption In one spreads inevitably to th© rest, Ary group which throu^i coercion or wile succeeds in 
cornering undue privileges in the long run pays for it tenfold In the general economic maladjuartmetits that follow*23
^ ’’America TJhlimltod,1 April 27, 1913, p* 522*
a6xssd*
"johnston, tfnHmltftdf p. 19.
28Ibia.. p. 28.
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After ho had Boon In Washington for one year, he made a radio appeal to 
the nation, calling Tor concentrated effort of all Americana to wia tho 
war* Those in buslaoas could manage better, ha said5 those in labor 
could work even harder| those on farms could produce more; those in 
government could be guided by the rule that th© war comes flrst*^ Co­
operation* although it would perhaps not settle every difference between 
factions, could at least bo the initial step in the conciliation process* 
"Cooperation « « f is a wonderful thing,” he told a motion picture group 
soon after he left the Chamber of Commerce* "It works two ways* Itfs 
act alone getting the other follow to work with yon* Cooperation means 
taking the kinks out of yourself so you oar. work with other people* It 
makes for a balance*"^
On numerous occasions Johnston built his speech specifically on the 
idea that successful isdustry-goveramont relations ere dependent upon 
sincere cooperation# There must be a positive effort on the part of 
each, Johnston maintained, to find solutions to their ov or lapping pro­
blems* In one of his earliest speeches as president of the Chamber of 
Joanerce, he emphasized that idea*
* • • we must have a new order of cooperation between govern­
ment, management, labor and agriculture* * * • This era will 
net coma to pass without a now perception by lanjiagemoat of 
the problems of government and a new understanding by govern­
ment of the problems of management* • • «
Johnston, "The O rie ls  on the Homo F ro n t*” Address, M utual Broad­
castin g  System, W ashington, D*C*, June 24# 1943* Text deposited in  U*S# 
Chamber o f Commerce*
^Jehus ten, "Utopia la Production#” Address, Convention of the In­
ternational Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employees and Motion Picture 
Machine Operators, Chicago, Illinois, July 23, 194&* Pamphlet (Washing­
ton, X>*C*s Motion Picture Association of America), p* 5*
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W® are ail goi**g to hair© to row together 11 w© * re going to 
shoot the rapids of post-war conversion and maintain our 
freedom* We**e going to have to stop calling mrmn md 
engaging in backstairs gossip like disgruntled o M  house- wiv©s*3X
One of Johnston1 s ideas most shocking; to many big industrialist® 
was that he believed a certain amount of government regulation and con­
trol of business was necessary* that regulation of industry should toe kept 
at a BdniBKsa, of course, and ©o devised m  to stimulate, rather than sup- 
press individual initiative and ambition* The new capitalism acknowl­
edged ***** that severe economlo and social dislocation# accompanying 
var and depression * * * have caused govsrjsaent to assure responsibilities 
vhich necessarily tend to burden and hamper the capitalistic mechanism*
« « *ff-2 As government assumed mere authority and established more 
bureaus, the nearer It osxss to th© super-state, socialism, or communism* 
Vbatever mm© the super-govemmont took, it© increasing strength X.«̂r in 
th© ihreadoss It took fros the people* *V© neod effective government, of 
course,n ho said at a dinner of the Newspaper Publiehors Association in 
1944* e recognise that changes in modern life have necessitated some 
extension of central public supervision* * « * But government must be 
limited in scope* A little government go©# a long way* "33
3!«*Tke Challenge of Peace*” Address, June 15, 1943, p* 5®5*
^JoUnston, "America UnlimitedAddress, April 27, 1943, p» 525*
By the time of this speech, the War IVoduction Board controlled th® 
use of raw materials and fabricated items through priority regulations | the Office of Price Administration tmder&odk th® gigantic task of ration­ing and price ceilings; the Selective Service System and th© War Manpower Commission limited th© right of a worker to change jobs* See $hs ffnited States si Historical Reports of War Administration, Bureau of th® 
Budget, No* 1 Washington, P*C*s Government Printing Office, 1946), p* 4.63*
^Johnston, ^Post-4Jar Problems^?* Address, Bureau of Advertising, 
American Newspaper Publishers Association, New York City, April 27, 1944* Text, numbered D— 21— 24, deposited in tf*S» Chamber of Commerce*
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Proper understanding and cooperation between industry and government
would arrest the trend toward government domination of the people * The
super-state is not a government by and for th® people It Is supposed t©
represent* As government assumed more powers, Johnston asserted, it was
becoming th® employer of the nation1® labor* It starved capital by wiping
out savings and earnings through excessive taxation* ifhen the nubile
trsastzxy held all the available investment capital, only the government
could create lobs* If cooperation fails, *ujd government assumes surremscy,
tbs bureaucratic state will result t
Government cannot assume the lob of dictating to business'*-**
©r of running bus in® as— without arming itself with the arbi­
trary powers necessary for such a gigantic undertaking# 
Government cannot absorb the functions normally exercised by 
thousands of separate private enterprises without producing n 
fantastically swollen bureaucracy* And that bureaucracy— if 
only in the interests of efficiency'— will bend to pcorpgftunte 
itself until it becomes a ruling class apart from and above 
the people*^
Finally, industry and .government must rmvk together to find those 
ci»«s of production in ̂ hiclx there would be the least industrial competi­
tion between them* The participation of governs® nt in industry should be 
oonfinod to those projects which loast hamper private production* Txx 
that agreement, said Johnston, would lie th© indication of the govern­
ment* s sincerity in malntainliig pidLv&te enter pr iso * "W© must not,n 
Johnston said on an A *F* of L* radio forum broadcast, wunderestimate th® 
importance of Government in our national ©aonony. hot u© hop® that 
Goverirc^mt will always be willing to encouivtgo* Instead of billing th® 
goose that lays the gold on eggs, we shall all do much hotter by trying to
^Johnston, ,f America Hnllmitod,n April 27* 19A3, p* 523.
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hatch more geese that can lay golden eggs— »and the golden eggs of tomorrow 
are the Jobe created by big business and by little business enterprise 
which has dreams of itself some day becoming big*"^5
A second particular area for cooperation, Johnston maintained, was 
that between labor and management* Profitable relationship was possible 
only when both groups solved their mutual problems cooperatively# It is 
that idea which lends credence to his use of the term "partnership capi­
talism*"^
Johnston held that labor and management should not think of each other 
as opponents* The owner, manager, foreman, technician, worker, salesman, 
advertising man, lawyer, and many others must cooperate for the success 
of a business* "In detail American capitalism is intensely competitive," 
he asserted $ "but in its entirety it is interdependent* $6 part of it 
• * • can long be permitted to decline or to suffer without dragging down 
th* rest. They oust flourish together."37 labor and management must work 
together to keep a business operating smoothly and to protect their !&• 
vestments, their Incomes, and their existence# Industry, in starving
^Johnston, forum address on A.F* of L. radio forum, "America United," National Broadcasting Company, Washington, D.C., January 2$,
1945# Text appears in pamphlet, TJnited, "The Next Four Years,"
(Washington, D*C*s Ranedell, Inc*,) X, No* A, PP* 6 f*
36»American capitalism," said Johnston, "is unlike the old world 
style of capitalism, as much so as our standard of living Is unlike the old world standard* It*a a partnership capitalism, a people’s capital- 
Isa* They benefit from It, and so they support it#" Johnston, "To Give Labor a Sense of Dignity," the Sgw York Times Magasiae* March 30, 194?, 
p# 56*
y^Amarloa ntiHmtted. p. 11.
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labor* starves the purchasers of Its products* By tbs same token, whoa 
labor starves capital by disposing restrictions on profits and savings* it 
is Umiting new capital and new jobs*
Johnston declared that labor and management had real stakes in Hie 
policies and practices of each other* Neither could set Itself up as a 
secret society, forbidding public sarutlry of finances, elections, poll* 
dee* Unless labor and management took it upon themselves to control and 
regulate their interests and differences amicably, the government would 
step in and impose controls to the disliking of both*38 is monopoly and 
oligarchy in big business wore repugnant to the new capitalism, so were 
the minority dictation and oligarchy in labor* the essence of the Araeri- 
can democracy is lost when either the union member Is denied a voice in 
his union’s affairs or the stockholder is prevented from actively partici­
pating in the formation of policies for his company* Democracy and co­
operation are necessary between unions and industries, he said, for 
"* • * to survive and prosper they must become more free, more demo­
cratic, more socially minded* They must cease to regard themselves as 
embattled armies and learn to think of themselves as vital, co-ordinated
elements in a complex economic machine**39 At a Boston University
/
Founders1 Bay dinner he made the same argument} both labor and manage­
ment will always exist, and despite their immediate or temporary gains over 
each other, neither can flourish or contribute to the advancement of the 
nation unless they work at their problems cooperatively* Both groups must
38Ibid.. pp. 183 tt 
39ibld.. p. 177.
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make the ehoice— who ther to continue the brawl and ruin the country, or 
to work together and stay free* Isolating himself for a moment, he stated 
concisely the themet "Gentlemen of Management and gentlemen of labor—
If you really want a free and fair America, you have got to go after it 
together*
Finally, Johnston argued that through cooperation, labor and manage­
ment could protect themselves from the rise of the super-state* It was 
his Idea that the more either group asks for, the more power it relin­
quishes to the government* Management and labor, by cooperating, can 
reduce the appeals "they make to government for aid* Armed with the 
strength of their numbers, they are in a better position to bargain with 
government* The alternative, he said, *• • * is a super-state, th© deday 
of the American system, the beginning of a cycle of tyranny and impover­
ishment such as other nations have experienced when the individual was 
superseded by the State*
To conclude this discussion of Johnston* s labor-management arguments,
it is appropriate to cite what Johnston proposed as four fundamental
principles from which amicable relations between those groups must stemi
Firsts labor unions are now woven into our economic fabric and collective bargaining is an essential part of the demo­cratic process* The nation and Industry must accept this as a fact* 1 mean accept It, not from th© lips, but from the 
heart*
40 Johnston, "A Warning to Labor and to Management," March 13, 1944, 
Boston, Massachusetts* A* Craig Baird, BesresentaMve Aneittaa 194.5-1946* (New fork City* The H.W, Wilson Co*, 1946) p* 204*
41johnsten, "The Road to Realism." Address, Columbia Institute of 
Arts and Sciences, Now Tork City, March 24, 1943* Pamphlet (Washington, 
D*C** W*S* Chaaber of Commerce), p* 5#
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Second I Management must retain the unabridged right to manage. Its right to initiate, the right to make decisions must remain where it is now*
Third* Beth labor and management must recognise that even higher standards of living come only from increased produc­
tivity* Anything which retards output or cuts into quality becomes by definition immoral, anti-social and untenable*
Fourth* The consumer, the worker and the investor must all 
share equitably in the fruits of increased production* Their respective shares might be labeled lower prices, higher wages, sounder profits#**
Consistent with his view of cooperation among all elements of the new 
capitalistic economy, Johnston argued that profitable industrial- 
agricultural relations will stem from a mutually cooperative program*
He held that neither group could prosper independently* the farmer could 
not benefit if Industry were trampled; the industrialist could not benefit
if agriculture were underpaid or undersold by foreign markets* To a
Chamber of Commerce audience of industrialists and business men, he 
pointed out the need for cooperation in this area* Agriculture, in the 
spirit of unity, must understand that we must produce more efficiently, 
at lower eost; that an economy of scarcity in the post-war world, will 
be an economy of ruin; that a well-paid management and a well-paid labor
is JTslej? essential to buy the produce of the farm,.
As he constantly warned Industry and labor of the dangers of too 
much reliance upon government, he likewise gave agriculture that admoni­
tion* If agriculture was to remain free, its salvation lay in cooperation
^Johnston, jTtour Pillars of Labur-Manageraent Relationship.̂ /, Ad­
dress to Labor-Management Conference, Washington, D*C,, November 5, 194-5* 
„ Tort deposited in lf,S# Chamber of Commerce, p# 5*
^Johnston, wAmerica Unlimited,1 Address, San Francisco Chamber of 
Commerce, December 16, 1943* Text, numbered A— 16— 17, deposited in U,S, 
Chamber of Commerce, p* B.
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with industry and labor in working osrb their common destinies* They must
not turn to government for all the solutions to difficult problems*
Bluntly he stated that idea to an annual meeting of the American Farm
Federation Is 1944*
I know that American farmers do not want to become wards of 
the government* is free men they want t© stand on their own 
feet# But if they rely upon government subsidies and government 
handouts, the day will eventually come when they will not be 
free* They need rain to grow their crops, but they do not need government wet nurses*44
On another occasion Johnston spoke on a forum sponsored by the same 
organisation# On this program to promote cooperation between the three 
groups, Edward A* 0*N©al, president of the American Federation of the 
Farm Bureau, represented agriculture; William Oreen represented labor; 
and Johnston, industry# Here Johnston called for n* • . th© highest de­
gree of unity and the fullest cooperation among our economic groups* tt 
He concluded the speech with his basic contention that their common pur­
pose can be fulfilled and enjoyed only through their unity* __ ^
To be prosperous, as you / W ,  0*HealJ? have indicated, America 
must produce* That applies to the farm and to industry* In­
dustry needs a prosperous agricultural population to absorb 
its products; and the farmer wants a prosperous Industry with high employment at good wages because the industrial worker 
buys the products of th© farm abundantly or sparingly as his 
income goes up or down*
Without an econcB̂ r of abundance, we cannot enjoy abundant living# 1re cannot have either unless we are united in a com-
^Johnston, JTPost-^ar Agriculturê ?* Address to 26th Annual Meeting of the American Farm Federation, Chicago, December 13, 1944* Text, numbered M«— 5— 11, deposited in TJ.% Chamber of Commerce, p* 12*
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man purpose to aid each other in building a better America*^
Foroijgq £al&gx.~-*A second major topic in Johnston* $ argument for the 
new capitalism was that for an enlightened foreign policy* the foreign 
policy of the United States, Johnston held, must promote a cooperative, 
Industrial prosperity* That prosperity should be centered around a pro** 
gram of "freedom to trade", not necessarily "free trade*" The feature 
of capitalistic competition should be applied on a world scale, he said, 
and "The new era will be one of economic partnership among nations*'
Johnston believed that an extensive, international trade could serve 
as the basis for better understanding among nations* Through a more 
liberal trade program the industrially backward nations could raise thoir 
standards of living* The whole world could share the increased potent 
tialities of mass production if there were freedom to exchange goods and 
services on a competitive international market*^ Without the better 
understanding and the general prosperity that will come with it,
”• 4 • we may find more soldiers crossing the borders in th© future| there
is no peace without prosperity#11̂
4 5 / W t y  of Labor and Management^, p# A2305*
^Johnston, £ Post-War Employments* Address, April 26, 1943* He** 
ported ly Hew York Times April 27, 194-3, p* 10#
^Johnston, "The Four Pillars of Unity*" Address, Kansas City Chamber 
of Commerce, Kansas City, Missouri, Novenber 19, 1943* Text deposited in
tJ*S* Chamber of Commerce, p* 4-*
^Johnston, press conference, New York City, October 23, 1944-* Re­
ported by the flbw York Tim©a. October 24-, 194-4, p* 27*
Cf* Johnston, "This Is Worth Working For," Nation!.s. Business.
XXXII (January, 1944), pp* 23 f#
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Johns ton1 s idea of* a foreign policy* called for the recognition that
different nations have different ideologies, standards of society, and
morals* Bren though space has been telescoped by the airplane, radio,
newspapers, **♦ * * the differences between nations and peoples are as
formidable as e v e r *  ”4*9 He did not hold with Wendell Willkia about the
8oneness” of the worldInstead, to Johnston the world was complex,
disjointed, and often contradictory* The d̂isĵ y multiplicity*1 of the
varied nationalities led him to feel that
Places separated by only a few hours * flying are too often 
separated by centuries of history#
What Is ftruth* in one place is regarded as the essence of falsehood in another; what seems just from our standpoint 
nay seem Iniquitous from the other fellow* s; one nation* s reasonable expediency way be another*s deadly poison# 51
Cooperative tuitions must recognize those fundamental differences* They 
must admit the rights of individuals and separate nations to retain the 
points of view each chooses* The United States ha® every right to boost 
her own ideals of freedom, democracy, awl individualism* On the other 
hand, every other nation has the same right* **♦ * * despite our colossal 
weight in world affairs,** Johnston declared, "* * * we are far from out­
balancing the rest of the nations* The voice of America is listened to, 
but It Is not a solo; it mast be harmonised with the chorus of nations#*-^
^Johnston, America Unlimited, p* 220*
SOtfendell Willkie, One World (Hew fork* Simon and Schuster, 19A3) ♦
51^myŷ .̂  Unlimited, p* 220#
%̂bld*. p« 221*
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to a statement tm . the ®v© of t-Jsrttm® National Foreign Trade Week*
May 16— 29, 1943* he voiced precisely those factors vhich, to him, cob- 
stituted the oere of a successful post-war foreign relations progr&a# to 
the period after the war, he said, there will, he great opportunity for 
the real test of American democracy#
* * » in this period we must com® to sossa understand lag of inter­
relationships between nations* * « + There is no better way to 
secure this understanding than through the increase In the esc- change of goods and services between various parts of the world** * • World trade oust be stimulated* to the process it mist be further understood that allowances must be made for differ­
ences in political, social and econonde conditions In the respective nations* But ways will be found to protect ade­
quately these differences, while increasing the happiness and prosperity of the peoples of the world through the greater exchange of goods and services*53
Post-War Problems * — Johnston* s third basic argument was that the post­
war problems vast be anticipated and solutions must be sought in advance*
At a board of director*® meeting, he gave the Chamber of Commerce the 
essence of the idea# post-war planning must be the cooperative effort 
of all groups in the eeonony* He declared,
The key part of ny program is that agriculture, labor, business, and Government all have the same fundamental interests* The 
problems facing th® oountry after the war will be so big that no one of them will be abl© to handle them alone *54
One of the most difficult problems would be the matter of controls* 
Generally, the scores of war-time agencies held th© respect of industry 
and the public*^ In spit© of the hardships and inequities visible in th®
53stnt©*!ent, Hew York Tfoear May 16, 1945, S©c* V, p* 7*
54yahnston, Address, Board of Directors, tf*S. Gharaber of Odoaasros, Washington, D*C* Reported by X|ggg, XXXIX (June 59, 1942), 61*
SSTbe rcn**-* States *$ War, p. 133.
restrictions on society, American people rooogjsl sued controls 0.0 In— 
avitafole In an all-oat war* Bat th# most serious concern to Jctastoa. was 
th® enthusiasm with ̂ aich the government entered Into Its role as a totali­
tarian state*. Did th© government assure th# people that the privileges 
ishoy &R& relinquished would be returned af ter th® vex*? Were- the social- 
ists end super-planners, he wanted to know, becoming so entrenched that 
they could not or would not be dislodged after the war?
In a luncheon address t© the Uhlon league Club of Hew lark late In 
1942  ̂he firmly took th® stand that controls Mist be removed as soon as 
possible after the war* He declared that the JUaerio&n people were willing 
to endure the present hardships and regimentation* They vere will lag, he 
predicted, to endure more than they had so far because they know &r*i 
understood the reasons for such action# But, he pointed out, when th® 
war was over, the American people would remove from office any official 
who tried to impose or retain regimentation•̂
In November, 1942, at the Hew Tosfe ffiqr^^Tribtm© forum on current
affairs, Johnston put It bluntly?
Th® American people are tasting regimentation in this w ,  and we are willing to swallow more of th© medicine of sacrifice if it means quicker victory* However, any politician who pro­
poses regimentation after Hitler and Hlrohlto have gone to their well-deserved doom vlll b® qulcklty removed from office 
ly the dictate of the people#
Decontrol did not mean, however, that th© entire control system 
should be instantly removed on th© V-Daya# Instead, Johnston*0 middle**
^Johnston, "The War of Preparation*” Address, Th© Union League 
Club, Hew fork City, Oetober 8, 1942# Text deposited In 0*3* Cliamber 
of Commerce#
^Johnston, ”Tha Adventure of Tomorrow/*H Address, Hew York Herald- Trib*™« Forum on current problems, November 16, 1942* Text deposited in 
0*8# Chamber of Commerce, p* 2#
plan specified that certain con'urols be continued for a period
after th© w ,  and oven then be relinquished gradually#^* The crxtz of
the whole matter lay In th© ability of th© gtwornment to plan Justly and
adequa tely to return to private Individuals and prlvaba concerns the
activities that had been controlled or restricted during the emergency *
The majority of the TTniied States oitljsens favored, Johnston believed|
the ©Genomic freedoms provided by capitalism# For that reason* they wanted
to see capitalism returned after the war, The bigger the government be*
earns, he pointed out to them* the smaller the people would become and the
fewer th© privileges they would have, la a radio address late in 1943 he
forcefully expressed that points
Public opinion in the Baited States overwhelmingly favors the 
freest possible economy for this country when the war is over.We know from experience that the greatest progress for our 
nation can be achieved under a system which calls forth the 
initiative* the enterprise of millions of individuals, '& know that a handful of bureaucrats in control of the economy 
oannot hope to match the energy and intelligence of millions,, * , it is the hope of American business men to conduct their 
trade after victory, domostieally and intermtionally# with a «■*»<»«« of controls and restrictions and a maximum of free enterprise, 59
A second BWj or post-war consideration was unemployment, Johnston be­
lieved that after the war th© responsibility of employment should be re­
turned to private industry,^5 Only a fox days after ho became president
^Johnston, Interview, reported by th© New fork Tima* April 26,
1943, p, 21*
^Johnston, nAnglo-American Peace Policy ,1 Radio address, Natlmal 
Broadcasting Company, Chicago, Illinois, September 24, 1943* Disc record-* lug furnished the writer by the National Broadcasting Comparer, Text also 
deposited in U,3* Chamber of Commerce*
60In 19A0 thera were 4*916,000 persons in government employ; 9,533,000 
in 1942j 15*301,000 in 1943? 17,825,000 In 1944* 21m gftPrnomic Almanac for 
1950 (New forte* National Industrial Conference Board, 1930), ppT 163 ff•
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ef toft Whited States Chamber of Commerce, ho spok* by shortwave to tbs 
fighting forces abroad* pr ©raising them that American business and indus­
try *• * * will have jobs for you whom you return to ywsr country* * • •
We- jannot allow hundreds of thousand* of men and women, hungry for es** 
j&qynsnfc* eager tor a chance to use their talents* their brains and their 
energy, to go jobless in this Hand of hope and opportunity**^ xf p*i*» 
vat* industry were net permitted to provide employment after the war, 
there would be no alternative but for the people to ter* to the gwenr* 
neat tor their livelihood*# If the gfflvernfooi'it became the jpriuoipa 1 ent— 
ploycr, Johnston m$d latar ea a affaire ffcrwm* the «rapX<3ye© and
eventually th* Industrialist would be under state dond-nation*̂ 2 However, 
Johnston had such faith in the ability of private industry and the people1 s 
desire for a deooaratie govenusent, that he declared, ”1 absolutely refuse 
to believe that in fighting a totalitarian ear* w# must, after winning 
victory, beeoB* totalitarian ourselves#*^
Within the post-war problem of employment lay the highly controvert 
sial question at wages# Johnston contended that labor and nmnagemat 
must begin inmediately to work out mutually acceptable wage and salary
^Johnston, “Message to the fighting FSronts** Battle address, 
Columbia Broadcasting System, Washington, D* G*, Ifey 23, 1942* fort 
deposited to toe tJ«S«Ohafitor ef Commerce* p* 2#
te«fhe Adventure of Tosaarrow** Radio address* November 16* 19*2, 
p» A*
^Johnston ̂ Post-War Employment^?♦ Address, April 26, 1943« He- 
ported hy Iffil Times- Ajrtl 27, 1943, p* 10*
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scales* If industry failed to offer a ttlAvlng vagoj1* as had bom toe
charge against It during th© 1930*®, again govarmaant would ©top la
t© prevent or alleviate widespread depression* Whether toe government
was Benoearatic or Republican made no difference, declared Johnston#
Either party would promote a m m  and greater public varies program, put**
ting millions to work* the results workers are not likely to kill
their employer at the ballet barf toe seeiaXAstle bureaucracy would tend
&Ato perpetuate itself* The Waited States add, in turn, its system Of 
private enterprise, were thus endangered! it was toe responsibility Of
industry %  * * to provide adequate employment at just coapensation* * •*
■ ■(and be res^r to offer a workable plan which would m  et post-war eendi^ 
tiOM.65
In 1943 John Sender, of the Office of War Mobilisation and Bocon** 
version, predicted that #• * • substantial unan^lcyment lies ahead*#®^
If to©re were to be ^substantial It must not cooks as a
^Johnston, Interview by Kem ffork Pew fork City, April
25, 1943* Reported In the flewlBej|r™e|i April 26, 1943, P* 21*
^Johnston jfErapleyaient Problems^* Address, annual dinner of 
national Retail Bry Goods Association, Hew TorIt City, January 14, 1943* 
Reported by Hew Yô fe ffiffiaff January 15, 1943, p* 11*
^Snyder said, *lt Is unlikely that the ©oonoiale absorption of 
workers, either through retirements fnaa too labor force or increased e^lcymnt, can keep pace with toe dmaobilifsaticm ef troops in the neat 
six to «3no months* We must face the fact that substantial imeasploŷ  
meat lies ahead*11 Jag York Times* October 2, 194$, P* 1*
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aurpriee* Private industry mist be ready for it* The point was, John- 
stem belie veil, that the Bolted States had to be ©oonGsdjemlly free to 
permit those with initiative the opportunity to find or make their m** 
pXcytmmt. planners who held that the ecomny had reached the saturation 
point few Mir developments end expansions heard tfobaston define their 
"mature eeoMsy* as «bm economy where the frontiers of land have been 
reached end the frontiers of the mini are closed* The new capital-* 
ism, Instead, would met the challenge of fall employment, offering to 
the nd®nlMg eervlee m m  a nation that Is "Open to Item to get Jobs, 
open to then to become employers of labor* Open to the oppertunlty 
for the plumber9* son to study law, to became a doctor | or a doctor9 s 
sen to be a pi.tsaber, if that9* what he wants#
There 1*. no sickle speech which better ill 
premise an post-war America than that he delivered on a fffff 
ald^Prlbune radio forum in 1942* In discussing the part that both 
management and labor must pier after the war Is won* he sites three re­
sponsibilities of private enterprise* CD private enterprise should pro­
vide eof&eyaeKt at Just compensation! (2) the Bulled State* should work 
toward a better world so that there will be pease and pcosparity in this 
nationi ami (3) better management will insure that progress will not be
^Johnston, /^Creative Capitalism^?* Address* Brooklyn Chamber of 
Commerce, Brooklyn, Hew fork, May 21, 1943+ Reported hgr $gg 
May 22, 1943, p* 22*
^Johnston, "Pease through Vigilance#" Address, Rational Convention 
of American Legion, Omaha, Nebraska, September 21, 1943* Tenet deposited 
in B*S* Chamber of Commerce*
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Ths ifclrd baste post-̂ jar problem to which Johnston referred was 
the position of the United States as a werM leader* Whether the 
people wish it or net, Johnston contended, the Whited States will have 
to asanas world leadership aft©r th© was?# Because the United States 
will be the most powerful nation BKsntalJy and physically, ha assarted,
*• * * America will have no alternative, in the m m  of decency m  self** 
interest, bat to help bring order tat of the chaos brought by war**'*0 
th© ultimate aim of the m m  capitalism, Johnston believed, was pros** 
perityj that prosperity, however, ©ould not be onesided* the capital** 
istie system would grow and become etronger only If the world wear© 
prosperous* the United States, a# ’Use victor, the strongest survivor, 
and the exponent of democracy and capitalism, had the moral obligation 
to lend her band In world leadership after the war* “There are no roads 
to global peaoe that do net lead through the United Staten* « * • We 
are destined to play a major role in the drama of post-var devalopn*mt*«71
Y1me, Johnston argued from three basic contentions on post-war Am«r** 
lean problems* (1) business, labor, and agriculture must work together 
to free themselves of pre-war and emergency controls* (2) employment for
^ wThe Adventure of Tomorrow * n Address, Novenfcer 16, 1942*
York Timas* January 3, 1943, p* 35*
^Johnston, statement, reported by the fltew ^*,
May 16, 1943, p* ?*
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the masses imist coma from private Industry, not from a would-be to­
talitarian governaent! and (3) the United States mast take her place 
as an international leader to help war-torn countries reestablish 
themselves, bringing economic peace and prosperity to the world#
Soela^ Seeuritw— A fourth line of argument basic to Johnstm1®
new capitalism was that a good social security program should have
the wholehearted support of American business# In spite of his
strong belief in the initiative and resourcefulness of the American
people, he nevertheless recognised the urgent need for a social in-*
suranee plan to protect the workers against unpredictable eccnomic
hazards. In a Chicago address in 1944 he declared,
Social security is a public necessity in our kind of 
economy# It fulfills a vital need which can be met in 
no other way# # # # # « # • * » • • * # * • • * * # » « *1 say that our dynamic capitalism must have the shock** absorbing cushion of a practical, working social secur­ity systaa#72
In the first place, the program should provide only a minimum pro­
tection. It should not, for example, offer so much aid that the worker 
would regard social security as an end within Itself and lose his in­
centive for continued, productive occupation. Johnston likened the 
businessman*® need for insurance protection to the employee1 s need for 
social security.^ While the businessman relies for the most part cm
72Johnston, "Social Security and a Dynamic Capitalism#*1 Address, Chicago Executives1 Club, Chicago, Illinois, September 8, 1944# Vita^ 




























































"A* W  taw#** ha told tbs Chigac© ExeetAives' Cltib in 19U,
”a <jhal» is no stronger than its weakest lit*. Always w»Mib«r, there* 
tote, that is m  stronger thaa its least aeoure nemibers."79
This consideration of Johnaton»s Mesa oa soaiaX ueourity has 
pointed sot four principal aharaoterlsties of a program which he re* 
eoemnded to business. Soelal moot tty shouM (1) provide oaSy a sdni*» 
ana protection, (2) retain the employee's desire for creative ©mi&cyment, 
(3) eliminate federal deles, and (4) bo substantial enough to beep the 
employee from turning to government for aid#
SjgeaiSfiS*"** fifth line of thought in Johnstons ease for capital- 
ism concerned taxation# Johnston* a promise on this matter was that the 
present laws should be revised downward for two principal reasons* (1) 
the current trend leads toward the totalitarian state, and (2) excess- 
lee taxation destroys Incentive to conduct a profitable business#
Throughout the new Beal period, business and industry complained 
about exhorbitant taxation# FundamantaXly, the tan program had had two 
broad objectives* to place the burden upon those who received larger 
incomes, and to renHve that burden from the small^inoome group who then 
bore It# When Johnston was elected president of the Waited States Ghana* 
bar of Gomneree in 1942, the tax receipts by the federal government were 
the highest in history, accounting for 96# of the total income# The ex­
cess profits tax and the Income tax amounted to more than the total
^Johnston, "Social Security and a Dynamic Capitalism#* Address, 
September G, 1944, p# 768*
04%receipts fiwsia all sources fcep aty previous year#
Johnston pointed out that the system of private enterprise neoeaoi**
tatas a constant supply of capital for ooulpsaent, micrl&Xe, labor, and
expans ion* Xf ih© capital, the profit of a business, lie said,
* * * Is not allowed to acmsmtate, if It is drained off by 
the government, there will be xm Jeb^ereating fund# avails able-*-*©xoepb in the bands of govemmsnt* l&xss that dry up 
the sources of savings# * » are therefore a more direct assault against free capitalist economy than any socialist »  ecsmunist propaganda* If we allow this trend to go un- cheeked, we will newer need to wfce foe* socialism""^,H  get it by default*8^
The capital which was tabsn from industry and tmm Individuals
went directly Into the control of' tbs superstate* Holding the avail**
able wealth, the government thereby became the principal Investor, the
employer, and the rBig Business® to which everyone must loch t m  his
livelihood* A bureaucratic monopoly, rather than an equally dlsferl**
bated income, was the inevitable result of the current excessive
taxation, Johnston said*
Equality of incomes is an attractive political slogan* It has thf? surface sheen of Incite©* Fewer Americans would fall for It if they realise that its ultimate effect is to dry up the aotsrees of all income, equal or otherwise* Its logical end products are general irapmreriahmcmt, a stalled ecouony- and the totalitarian state exercising monopoly 
powers**^
To Johnston, the tax program was another instance of the govern** 
n»nt*s depriving the individual of Initiative* If penalising taxes
fteoflfpB»ip p sfc 3S42a52* p* A20*
81>w«»*na H K M * * W ^  p. 169.
822 M ;  p. 171.
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removed the incentive to bo productive, the employee would become a
drome and peimii the course of events to go as It * m M $ With the
least possible effort an hie part* On the other hand, lateaton
argued, when the man with potential Investment capital believed he
eoo3xa increase hie capital*he would spend, build, invest* and add
to tb© continued lift of a "participating" capitalism* fo the Kan*
see City Chamber of Commerce he pot it this wayi
Government most understand that you dornH increase pure chasing power by taking a dollar from somebody and hand** 
lug it te somebody elsej that the individual hestimulated to his greatest productive capacity! that there should he a revision of the tax laws to stimulate the jm# vestment of risk capital to give Jobs to twn<?3
the "sock^the-rich" tax laws not only withdraw from circulation
capital that could otherwise be productive* but they also lower the
nrnaber of new and successful small business enterprises*8̂  practic­
ally speaking* Johnston pointed out* lower tax schedules would give
Incentive to risk capital* and the government’s share of the successes
of new enterprises mad new jobs would be even greater than tbs revenue
brought through •confiscatory11 taxation*8^
Qbe year after Johnston left the Chamber of Commerce he made an
address in ̂ aich he summarized bis points of view concerning taxation*
8 «̂Tfae Four Fillare of Unity*" Address, November 19* 1941, P* 9*
^Johnston, "Fair Texas Can ASA Tomorrow*© Job Makers,1* Nation,*#
Business* XXXII (April, 1944), 22 ff*
^Johnston, •The load to Baalism for American Business •*' Address, She Economic Club of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan, April 17, 1944* ^cxt deposited In N*3* Chamber of Commerce, p* 3#
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To this Milwaukee audience he emphasised*
today# initiative la toerica Is being mxbstantlalXy thwarted by the Federal tax structure* It ill freezing opportunity for too many younger people* We need a tax 
system today which will encourage m m  men and new dollars to go into ndw businesses*
t am not as interested in cutting taxes as X am in ad# justing them to a point where they cease to do mischief 
to oar economy* One of the strengths of our capitalism is the number of small businesses* We need more and more of them* Our tax structure should be overhauled so that it will encourage# and.not discourage# young men in young business enterprises*8®
la all# Johnston argued that a strangling tax condemned American 
capitalism to a sure death* Existing businesses would be taxed out 
of business* Hew enterprises would arise less frequently and with more 
difficulty. The superstate was thriving and growing as it increased 
Its claims and powers over industry and the individual# W m  wfee wished 
tie end of capitalism# he said# were finding taxation a convenient moth* 
ed toward their aim# *Xhe proverb has lb,* he wrote# “that there Is 
nothing certain bat death and taxes. So far as the capitalist system 
is concerned# unhappily* the certainties have tended to merge into cm©**87
§gggggg*̂ *M$he new capitalism was a compromise approach to the ado* 
ticn of the *n.a besetting business* Johnston sought a middle ground 
between the pre«*depressl<si laiasaa^faire Idea and the Hew Deal of the 
1930fs* There were seven basic ideas around which his entire program
/['The Republican Creed and a Peopled capltallsm_7. Address, 




la the first place, Johnston defended capitalism as superior to 
any other economic system* therein the individual is free to develop 
himself to the extent of his o m  ability and to on Joy the highest stand* 
ard of living in the world* Moreover, big and little business can work 
side by side in this competitive economy which does not condone monopO** 
lies sod special privileges*
Johnston emphasised one main idea concerning the relationship he* 
tween all groups in the economy* business, labor, agriculture, and 
government must cooperate in finding solutions to their many common 
problems* Bo cm group, he held, can prosper at the expense of the 
others* Government and industry have two vital problems* (1) the 
removal of certain controls as soon as possiblê  and (2) the prevention 
of a governments oaanated industry* Likewise, labor and management 
most stop their fighting and cooperate to protect themselves against 
a rapidly growing superstate*
Similarly, Johnston sought cooperation in his proposal for Amerl** 
can foreign policy* All nations, h© argued, must recognise their basic 
differences and work together for international peace and prosperity*
Johnston 9s fifth premise concerned the need for early, carefully 
planned solutions to national postwar problems. Certain controls would 
have to be lifted to restore the system of free enterprise* Also, the 
responsibility for employment must be returned to private industry* 
Finally, the United States must be prepared to take her place in inter* 
national affairs after the war, not merely as a victor, but as a strong 
leader*
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Johnston further held that business should take tb© lead in sup-* 
porting a new social security program. Social security, as he saw it, 
should provide only enough employee protection to eliminate the govern- 
ment dole. Under no circumstances must the worker see the program of 
aid so attractive that Ids incentive for self-reliance would he destroy­
ed* Conversely, the aid must be sufficient to prevent the employee*s 
looking to government for additional support*
Finally, Johnston believed that the tax program should be revised 
domw&rd* Taxation is a vital part of his argument for restoration of 
freedoms and opportunities in post-war America and in the fonmlaticaa. 
and finance of a social security program. Taxation, he said, can serve 
as a means of financing a democratic government or of killing the democrat 
ey it professes to support* Basically, his belief was that the existing 
tax structure so deprived industry of a just return on Its investment 
that fewer jobs materialised, wages decreased, and new businesses would 
not venture forth* The American public and American industry could under­
stand war-time restrictions, controls, and regimentation, flhlese, how­
ever, the people demanded that oppressive and discouraging tax laws be 
revised, business initiative and incentive would be so thwarted that 
government would take over both industry and employment* Thus, the 
totalltarlans would win by default*
CHAPTER IF
FGHMS OF 00FPGHT
Moot rhetorical critics since the classical period have main* 
tained that supporting materials may be classified as ethical* pathetic* 
and logical proofs* Aristol©, without so naming them* recognized the 
divisisnsi
Of the wans of persuasion supplied by the speech itself there age three kinds* The first Mud reside in tbi ©bar** 
acter / ethos J  of the speakers the second consist in proriding a certain /the rightly attitude in the., hearer; the third appertain to the argument proper. * « .
Therefore, the plan of this chapter follows the classical order# 
The first of the three sections examines the manner and extent to which 
Johnston relied upon his personality as proof# The second considers 
the speaker*a appeals to the emotions of his audience# The third part 
analyzes his kind of logical proofs*
ETHICAL FBOOF
Authorities generally agree that a significant part of a speaker’s 
technique ia the use he makes of his own personality* The ancients re* 
ferred to this element as ethosf or ethical appeal* Arlsiole* who has
^Arigtole^ Bhetorlc. trans* Lane Cooper (Hew Tork* D# Appleton* Century Co#t X932), p. 8. N.B* The brackets are supplied by Mr# Cooper*
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given rhetorics many of its standards of criticism# placed great emphasis 
on this type of proof* %  * . w® might almost affirm#” h® declared# 
"that his ̂ fa speaker character is the most potent of all th© 
means to persuasion.*2
Purthox̂ aore# Aristol* observed that there sere three kinds of 
ethical proof* He said that %  * * the sources of our trust in thorn 
/"speakers^ ttafe three# for apart from the arguments there are three 
things that gain our belief* namely# intelligence* character# and good
wiH.*3
The speaker*s control over each of them is evidenced by his words 
and actions during the speech. The audience *s belief and trust* said 
Aristol©* **. . . should be created by the speed* Itself* and not left 
to depend upon an antecedent impression that the speaker is this or 
that kind of man.
Thmssen and Baird maintain that "Antecedent impression1 is essen* 
tial part Of ethical proof'*. • • since the attitude of the audience 
toward the speaker-abased upon previous knowledge of the latter fa activl* 
ties and reputatie&**»eannot accurately be separated from the reaction 
the speaker induces through the medium of speech,*^
Bryant and Wallace also hold that reputation and prestige have a 
definite influence on the disposition of the audience toward accepting
2 Aristol©# jfoetoric* p. 9#
p* 32.
ĵTbddt, pp, 8 f.
^Lester Theaukwm and A. Craig Baird, Speech CrltlaiamfBaw Yorks The 
Ronald Preas CcppMy, 1948), p. 385.
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a speaker* s ideas* likewise, Hainan listed prestige and physical 
attract Ivan© ss as constituents of ethoa^ concludir̂  that w# * , 
personality and physical appearance are highly important to per** 
suasive success,
la evaluating hm  a speaker usee his personality# therefor®, the 
oritio must consider five elements* (1) appearance# (2) reputation# 
(3) intelligence, (4-) character, and (5) good will.
Physio®^ Anpearanfta«~*Itl appearance, Johnston has been described 
all tiie way from "smooth* to "handsome,* He is tall and slender, 
being about five feet and eleven inches tall and weighing approxi** 
mately 160 pounds. He sits and stands ereetf his walk is brisk and 
vigorous, His smile is friendly and sincere, and grey-green eyes 
are barometers of his mood.
His clothes have been the source of comment* .his suits and ties 
are conservative and in good taste, and from his shined shoes to his 
carefully combed, greying hair he is immaculate*
In every respect he is a pleasant man to meet* He shakes hands 
warmly, puts a visiter immediately at ease, and discusses in unhurried 
conversation whatever presents Itself, Before his audience he has the
%onald 0* Bryant and Karl E, Wallace, Fundamentals of ffifollq Smaflfr* 
fne (Hew fork* X>* Apple toa*G entury Go#, Inc,, 194*7\ pp» 487 ff*
SSteft consists of suoh things as the speaker* o prestige, character* likableness, m i  physical attractiveness-**®!! as seen by the audience*
It is not mwB9ai$i& his *real* self, but the audience*® impression of 
that self .
SL ,westernHniverei
P*« Saul Franklyn Haiman, jyg nxmrlmnts^l Study jq£ tb& Effects 
l2» S M M  (Unpukishad d^s^ation,
d i v e r s i t y P *  7*
p« 100 «
saga* manner* His genuine friendliness appears in M s  fmm mmu before
Qh© begins to speak*
There is bs doubt that M s  appearance end his otai~
<**s cordiality steed M »  well in the audiences* first judgments of Mm* 
Ihese visual perceptions* as well as his oral empresslons of M »  
intelligence* character* sod good will* combine to give a taoadw 
seeps to Johnston*® ethical proof,
BEPHtatlpfl̂ «*» Brie Johnston went to the national Chamber of 
Commerce with a wall-ostahlish®d prestige * His list of private 
businesses* directorships* honors* and honorary degrees is ii^ess&ve* 
ha addition to M s  presidency of the Seattle Chamber of 0cmmwm 
mod his viee-presid^ncy of the Whited States Chamber of Commerce* he 
was president or beard chairman of four business concerns in M s  hm&
state* la addition he was a dimeter m  cdaaiman of at least seven banks*
10insurance end trust companies* and civic commissions, the fact that 
Johnston had started from small beginnings and had climbed to such 
heists most ham had son* degree of favorable infltience upon the re* 
spent M s  listeners had for his ideas*
0tnring his four years In Washington* Johnston participated still
%awthome Daniel. "Eric A* Johnston* nTŜ L fffei3n»& H&rapsrs 
VI, Bo. 3 (April* 194?)* 5,
ra«*- u r n *  Ho, 26 {June 29* 1942)* 61,
^Before 1943 Johnston was president of the Brcm*Johnstcn Company* 
Columbia Electric and Manufacturing Company* Columbia Electrical Xastru* 
ment Gcaapany* Washington Brick and lime Company; a director of First national Bahk (Seattle}* Hew World life Insurance Company* Bank of America* American Security and Trust Company* Spokane and Eastern Trust Company; president Inland Empire Manufacturers Association*
mom actively la s*ibLi© affairs# At v&ri® m  timeg,be. jsema &e * cikito* 
s*aa* dreetoa?, ©r mes&er ©a twmtywone diffteMmfc beards^ ©©H©g©@ and 
uniwrsitiee awarded fci$ four l^orery Bachelor of Arte degree© and 
seven Doc tar ©f Lew degree©*^ •
Johnston, himself, is ©casvinead that m fav&rahX# mpnfcaticn I© £a» 
valuable i& the a*xli©m©©% jnre^stimate ©f the gpwmfee**- - f&£^atl<m, 
character, and prestige, be believe©, give the audience © willingness 
and a desire to listen and believe during the apeeofe* A v®p&t®t±m fO& 
honesty and trtrfchfulnees, be told this writer, add Considerable we£g$tfb* 
to s-odieoc© belief#
IT the man ©£ good amputation deliver© a weak m  speech,
“̂ x̂ise xaLuWifî  is  a psntsai n e t or committ©©© ©net do®roe on ®n*oix 
he was a member* Committee tm £ec«K»s£© Development, laaagei^nt-Lsbor Policy Oomxtto* of Bar Manpower CosBiiseiGn, Postwar Foreign Policy Committee (State Department), Advisory Committee for Civilian (kronmontal Organizations, Delegation to International labor Conference, War 
poser Commission, Committee for Drafting Federal Employees, War Mobilisation and Reconversion Committee, Business Advisory CUwaasil of 
Department of Goan©*©#, Economic Stabilisation Board#Me m s  chairman of &ter*lm@riesn Development Commission, Committee on Guaranteed Annual Wage, Essecuttve Council of American Cancer Society#
Be m s  a director of the Olympic Steamship Company, United Air Lines, Cczmlthee on international Economlo Policy#
*%!» honorary B#A# degrees were awarded by university of Washington, 
tufts College, University of Southern California, and State College of 
Washington*
The honorary LL#D# degrees were awarded by Whitworth College,Whitman College, Shed© island State College, Boston University, Lafayette 


















Local xvm&p&p&r*} published m. account of- M S  strive!, smerfcMiiig of M s  
background, and samikixmm hi® sp^oh subject* Badio Stabier*® 
nad© m  mtmv£Msmm& e m m m ^ g  Mm* &*e» without to
particraar speech or activity, periodicals found occasion to mention 
M m  ia editorial®. Baalnesq Week said of his i^Iatiohs with labor* 
**B®feh hard-toaded AA^*X*. bosses and #*1 .0* ’tfis le a a rie s  hav& fot&sd 
/^olmstc^J? persuasive sad personable * Ewe® John I*. Lewis was once 
heard to make a kindly comment about Mm**^ M  a preface to one of 
hi® articles ftfftfajifmn MKBsreaar said* *®r±© Jotastua, as tbs i^asis 
president of tbs Baited States Chuaber of Coraacrce, has Bede 
spoke man for a refreshingly progressive business viewpoint# %  
l^nora! h»** been the most sensible defease of America®
free enterprise as a unique way of iife*^^ Tbs ffey said
that tbs war was calling forth tbs voices of America in behalf of a 
now national faith. "On* of the most eloquent and statemanliia© of 
these voices heard recently**1 that newspaper added* vw m  that of 
Mr. Eric A. Johnston. • .*
The evidence here indicates* then* that Johnston*s appearance 
sod his over-all reputation as a businessman* a leader* and a patriotic 
citizen contributed to M s  speaking. Five factors were outstanding*
•̂ffitaiaeaa Weetey October 27, 1945* p. 33* 
^Ap&rloa^ iforcurr. April, 1944* p. 396.
^%ew York March 28* 1943* Bern* VU, p* 8,
• & I ® £ * » i? I I 1 a t? £ 1 a tr C* $5GtJ 0 cf
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neighbor policy of the United States, post-war international relation­
ships, and the role of the United States in world leader skip* Fran 
1944 through the end of the war Johnston spoke ott still other subjects 
s* they because important in the American econcwfiy* post*war building* 
postwar trade, industrial demobilisation, decontrol, and foreign 
loans#
In this variety of subjects he was alert to the causes, dangers* 
and impending results of the rapidly mounting costs of living* Be 
was outspoken about the increased limitations on business and the 
individual through the government program of controls and rationing#
He was concerned about the mounting strife between labor and manage* 
sent and their demands upon each ether in vital war contracts*
Thus Johnston fs broad familiarity with the national interests 
was one indication of his sagacity* Farther evidence appears in his 
application of what is popularly called "common sense*"
Johnston emphasized his "common sense" by purposely drawing from 
his wide background of business experience and his extensive wartime 
tours of foreign countries* Be frequently referred to Mmmli m  a 
man who had core tip from the ranks* Be spoke of his having gone from 
s door-te-door salesman to the owner of several successful business 
enterprises on the West Coast* "I want the same opportimity," he said
to one radio audience, "for the young man that X had after the last
winl *20 war* * • *
20University of Chicago Bound Table, "The Economic System*#d?oday and Tomorrow," transcript Ho* 282 (Chic a got University of Chicago, 
August 15, 1943), p* 20*
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On occasion be spoke to "« * * basinessamm like mys$XC« « « c®1
pointedly included himsolf in the group of mlmn bo do*
Glared* ”* * * -m in the world of business* * * #« ®  are making the
United St £ tea the greatest nation m  earth* To moth©# svdionoe bo esatd*
*Xn agr official capacity as an employer of labor* and in my nor© recent 
capacity as president of the United States Chamber of Commerce* * * *
I h$tm noticed ©no significant fact# * *
He was ©iion more explicit in bis reference to personal authority 
when he spoke at the annual dinner of th® Purchasing Agents jUss®ciat!©a 
of Hew York* On that occasion be established himself not only as a w m  
qualified to speak m  the subject* but also as esse morally obligated 
to do sot
1 rant to talk to yon about Kneels* X feel obligated to do so* Xf I didn’t* I would be dodging an Issue 1 ©si supposedto know something about* Few Americans bare had ®y ©ppor*tmlty to see that land of mystery* ruled by tom of mystery# Fes Americans have seen as much of Eussia as chance afforded 
me*
X went to Russia in the summer of 1944 for a close-up look ©t Russia*s industrial plant* and to talk to Russia about trade between our countries after se had sen the war# 1 spent 6 
seeks there* 1 traveled 10*00® miles in that vast country*X spent marly 3 hours with Generalissimo Josef Stalin in M s
^Johnston* *fhe Challenge of Peace*” Address* Baltimore Assoc£* 
at ion of Caaaeres* Baltimore, Maryland, June 15* 1942* jfJMl to n̂hO||* VXIX (July 15* 1942)* 583* fexfc also in pamphlet (Washington* D«C*U#S* Chamber of Commerce)*
22E M - »  p * 5d4#
^Johnston. /Victory 7# Address* Omaha Chamber of Commerce. Omaha* 
Nebraska* Octoblr̂ lS* 1944# Quoted by Omaha q^amb^r g£ CMnmercc. Hew 
October 20* 1944# P#3.
B5
apartment in the Kremlin.2**
Johnston further strengthened M s  audience*® respect M r  Ms*
Sagacity by other goner*1 reftereaces to his travels* "la ay travels
around the wmrld* * • « la sy travels around tbs United States
* * * •w2̂  he ©aid to one Chamber of Commerce group 3a ©^tolling the
advantages of capitalism, to s radio audience 3a I$43 be deliberately
referred to his travel experiences before stating his thesis*
Probetoy you gentlemen know that X have just completed a siasaeeek trip to South Amrica* there I visited th® 
presidents of seven countries* is talked to the leaders 
of laber^ to the leaders of business* both native and foreign* to the leaders of the church* We talked very 
frankly to those people* and 1 believe that 1 can assure the American people today* * *
Finally* Johnston indicated M s  wisdom in M s  sense ©f tact and
moderation* Previously, the spokesmen for organised business had been
adamant in their opposition to government and labor policies which
bore unfavorably upon capitalism* Johnstcm, however* Sought mod©#**
24j©hnston, "Tbs Bead to World B&aee." Address, annual sales dinner of the Purchasing Agents Association of $f©w Tork, Hew fork City, 
March 20, 194&* CcnereagiewsuaX Beoordf 79th Cong*, 2nd secs*, p* Ai6$&.
^Johnston, * America Unlimited *« Address* annual meeting, 
Pennsylvania State Chamber ©f Commerce, Karrieburg, Pennsylvania,April 16- 1944* Pamphlet, {Washington, C*C.s U*$* Chamber of 
Commerce;* P* 7*
^"la the Good Jleifidibor Pol lev Hare to Stay?1* Univer M££ a£ 
e M n^w Brmwa Tahla,. trancerfpt He. 268 (GMcagoi University «£ 
Chicago, Key 9, 1943), p. 3.
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ation, as typified by Ilia tactful criticism end warning to labor and 
management* H© did not resort to name^allingj bo did not harangm  bis 
opponent©*
I'd like to aee a pact of nouN&ggressim and imafeusl assistance between management and labor* X m  earn't get rid 
of management and yon can't got rid of unionism In a free eouatry* Both are social economic facta* fhe rl^kt of labor t© organ!©® into unions is tho legal right of American citiaens, * * * Wte of management, haring gam 
through, our doghouse, are still hero* ton of labor unions, when you've barked and yowled your way through yoor dog­house, will still be bore* I admit that wo of management mi^bt become mors labor-minded* But 1 also think that y m  
of labor might become more bueinese^minded * * * * If we're going to meet, we've got to meet half way* 2?
Similarly, be exercised diplomacy when he appeared before a
British Chamber of Commerce audience, a group not altogether sympathetic
with American capitalism* Here Johnston acknowledged tlie Briton's
right to the British economic system, without surrendering anything of
the capitalist's point of view* "Americans overwhelmingly b&v© no
inclination to try to revise your economic methods or your political
methods in the international field,* he said* "On the other hand, they
do not intend to revise theirs*
At the 1945 labor-management conference In Washington, Johnston
again employed tact as be pleaded for a sincere, cooperative effort
between the conferees! "I suggest that in ib© future we meet less often
27johnston, “A Warning to labor ASdLManagement** Address, 
Boston University Founders' Bay dinner, Boston, Massachusetts, March 13, 
1944* A* Craig Baird, Benregentatlm | « & a M  fiBWtel, 12&£~J24£* M Vol. XVII, Wo* 4, of Ste. Bsferenoe ahelf (Hew fork* The H*W* Wilsca Go*,
1946}, 207 f*
20«a Local World,» August 18, 1943, p. 10#
in tbs headlines and more often around the conference table* X say 
those things bluntly but with the utmost good humor* This la an 
excellent time for self-analysis and self-criticism.*2̂
thus* Johnston mad© use of his intelligence and wisdom m  an 
proof* (1) he repealed, throu^i his choice of speech 
subjects that he had a broad familiarity with matters pertinent to his 
audiences; (2) he relied upon personal authority for ĉommon sens#* 
observations a listener would expect to hear from a practical, success­
ful businessman; a&d (3) h® acted with tact and moderation in matters 
calling for diplomacy. Ey those three means he mad© a conscious 
effort to obtain greater audience respect for his ideas*
ta*aractey.~- the second component of ethical appeal is character* 
The question to be answered here is* “Bow did Johnston reveal his 
character ±a what he had to say?* The criteria for the examination 
a m  (1) his evidences of sincerity; (2} his finesse in praise of his 
theme; and (3} his presentation of himself and his cause as “good,* 
in contrast to the “bad* of his opponent and opponentfs cause*
Johnston deliberately employed several devices to convey his 
sincerity of purpose. Frequently he spoke of himself as an ordinary 
man whose “home-baked philosophy* consisted in *. * * honest American
^Johnston* /The Four Pillars of Labor-Manageswmt Eolation- shipJ7* Address, habor-Management Conference* Washington, D.C., 
November 5, 1945* Text deposited In U.S. Chamber of Commerce, p. 4*
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answers, growing out of the soil of American achievement * H» 
had no desire for the audience to everestiiaat© his abilities or his 
reputation* Insteadf he wished his listeners to hear him as a man 
who spoke honestly on matters only within his so op©* He knew* more* 
over, the point at which sincere modesty ended and insincere self# 
deprecation began* M s  remark at a Moscow press conference In 1944 
illustrates the technique* When he arrived in Moscow for a tour of 
Soviet production centers, he declared, *1 am a production man* 1 
make things that people use* X am not a politician and X m  not 
going to discuss polities while I'm here**^* Similarly, he told a 
World Trade Conference, 11 At the beginning X want to make a confession* 
X am not an economist* X want to talk in m  ordinary business man’s 
language. * * **^
Again, when he spoke to the Association of British Chambers of 
Commerce in 1943* ̂  he made every effort to convey hie laessag© eto» 
c3rely and plainly, without any reliance upon favorable publicity that 
preceded him* In discussing the occasion, he later wrote, wTn my 
address, carefully prepared in advance, I sought to cut through the
30Johnston, America iftiiimftad (Garden Gity, Hew Yorks Doubledey- 
Doran and Co*, 1944), P* 5*
^Statement, press interview, Moscow, June 1, 1944* Reported in 
Hew York Times, June 2, 1944, P* 3*
^Johnston, /"World Trade/?* Address, national Foreign Trade Oon* 
vent ion, Hew York City, October 11, 1944* T̂ xt, numbered K*~*l6-*OLO, deposited in U*S* Chamber of Commerce, p. 2*
33*a Local World*11 Address, August 18, 1943*
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protocol of fonsmOit lea* t was determined to *talk Spokane*1
Johnston displayed his sincerity in another way* B© pointed
oat his faults to create the affect that he was haring himself of
all pretense* If he appeared to hare nothing to hide from his
listeners, they may he hatter inclined to believe him to be sincere*,
To one labor group he cited criticism about himself and pointedly
declared his sincere purpose i
I*ve been accused of being pro-labor, because X believe in unions, because X believe in the right of the worker to organise* X*v© tried to recognise and then Ifv© re­peated what X believe to be true about labor* s righto, 
labor*s ambitions and labor*# hopes* X*vs tried to tell it honestly and straightforwardiy# And management hasn*i always wanted to hear it*
* . * I think it is only a matter of record to repeat that X have talked straight and honestly to msmS'gsmo3&b *Bow, just as t talked honestly to management X want to 
talk honestly to you* 39
Johnston also had a modest and honest response when Introductions
of M m  were especially glowing and flattering* On numerous occasion®
be showed M s  listeners that he recognised the flattery, but he added
that be liked it* #1 do not deserve the orchids that have been thrown
36at me,® be said, *but X am human and therefore I enjoy them*®*'
^America P*
^Johnston, *0topta Is Production #tt Address, Convention of 
International Alliance of Theatre Stag© Employees and Motion Picture 
Operators, Chicago, Illinois, July 23, 1946* Pamphlet (Washington, 
D.C.* Motion Picture Association of America), p. 6*
^Johnston, Probl©msJ7* Address, 107th Annual Meet­ing, Chamber of Commerce, Wilmington, Delaware, January 27, 1944* 
Text, numbered B-~4~~3, deposited in 0*S. Chamber of Commerce, p* 1*
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It may follow to th© audience that a man sincere in so personal a
matter may well he bane at in the presentation of his Mean*
Johnston fully realised tbs value of sincerity m  a pea?**
suasiv© device* Be maintained that the m m  who carried the audience
to the desired end wee by no means always the most eloquent or best*
informed speaker* A speakers personal sincerity and belief in what
be 1® saying will carry itself through to the audience* ’Sincerity,«
he told this writer* *1® the Important thing— that yon believe what
you’re saying*9 Be illustrated his point*
One speaker any not be as eloquent as another* but if he Is sincere, he will be mors effective* fake Douglas and Lincoln* Douglas was a polished* marvelous ’speaker*3 Lincoln wasn’t* How of course the things they talked about and stood for very likely influenced the audience**** but Lincoln had sincerity* To me that’s m  illustration that the best speaker doesn’t always win* fake Barry Truman* * * * in the last presidential election* Every­
body said Truman couldn’t win and that Dewey would*Truman made speeches! Dewey spoke a few times* Truman 
was effective because he talked to the people— their language* Although he was less the ’speaker’ than Dewey* he won* Sincerity is what counts* net eloquence* 97
By well-chosen, tactful commendation of a good cause, Johnston
desired to enhance his good reputation and character* His sincere
espousal of democracy, for example, may indicate to some people his
desirable moral character* His praise of democracy, in turn, would
put a favorable light on the new capitalism, a democratic economy*
His correlation of these two praise-worthy causes appears in one of
his radio addresses to labor, a group often antagonistic to the point
of view of management!
^Statement by Jdfcnstom, personal interview, January 5, 1951*
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€Jm pvo&tmi&m to dot® Iso® bom nothing less than m #  laarkaKL©, serving to confound msr enemies, • • * $©«&»■• work between laaaagaBaaat and labor bo® paid mosaic*!® dividend® In planer and guns and ship® and tank®*American iiod wfcry*® porfossaam© bo® give® the emp^t®
H ®  to the dictator*© false theory of the decadence of democracy* 38
Likewise* Johnston paid tribute and offered teiapered praise to 
other group® ah® d M  net always share hi® idea®* For eiwagfe* he 
wanted foreign opponent® to recognise M m  a® a m m  of virtue* Yfboa 
he uphold idea® and events they honored* they nay be mere inclined to 
see him a® a Man of good character, Therefore* after hi® 
stay in Britain in August and Bept©Bber* 1$4% ho rotaraad to laud 
wsasOy the British people* if not the jmmopolistie practice® in their 
eeonoiay*
iny American who visits Great Britain at this crucial stage of tho war return® with two distinct reaction®*-** of admiration rm** of convict t ion*
The admiration 1® for the splendid spirit and the character of the British people* They have nudergcne 
privation® and hardship® to « degree unknown to m  in the United State®# And after four grueling* weary year® of this life of total way* the Efitioh people are still good naiured* tnrcomplaining* end spirited* the American 
who. visit® Britain will. knew what the British imm when they call Dunkirk net a d@feat*«»bui a victory. For event® 
have proved that it we® a victory for the character of the British people* 39
^Business Addressee labor** Badio address, National Broadcasts 
ing Co., Washington* B,0#* January 16, 1943# Mac transcription furnished the writer by the national Broadcasting Co, (Text also m  
file in U*S* Chamber of Commerce,)
^Johnston* «Angle*A**»riean Peace Foliar#* Bedio ■address* 
National Broadcasting Company, Chicago* Illinois* Beptcmber 24* 1943* Bis® transcription the writer %  the Wational BroadcastingCompany, (Tent also deposited in W#S, Chamber of Cosaaerce,)
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A final method ty which Johnston sought a favorable aud&enca
impassion of M s  character was to place M s  opponent in an mfavor-
aMe light* %  associating M s  opponent*® m m ®  with those qualities
the sudieac© considered corrupt, evil, m  mvirtuous, ho could ®t the
same tiim  show his cum position to he ths opposite* He fluently
used this approach when he pointed to the goveniiaant m  a twxm
destroying ©any of the American oitlaen*s fa?eedomst gaining for itself
by taking fro® the people. Concerning the need to rm m m  waar-tirae
controls and return free enterprise to private industry, he declared,.
To keep c m  thinking clear we aunt recognise that some­thing entirely new has been sided to oar economic setup* Formerly we. had three primary economic ©states? men&g©- meat, labor and agriculture* How we hare i i fourth-*— hago^ sprawling, power-hungry, throwing ever new tenta* 
clog around the other three# It is the govsasBiasnt* It is no longer simply an i^Blrwrnnt of the people-^alX of the people— . * * It is swollen with the urge <a£
growth, expansion, and perpetuation* 40
Johnston mad© the most of the technique of associating hi$
opponent with the unvirbuons when he responded to Henry Wallace*a 194?
European speaking tour* For the most part, Wallace had rrbteoketl ihtit
capitalistic system of ©conony. Johnston had occasion to b© in
Brussels soon after Wallace fs appearance there, and he spoke to tm
Belgiu^Amerlean Society;
Europe recently had a distinguished visitor from the United Stated, Hr* Henry Agard Wallace* He left you with some very had rniscconceptions about my country* He gave
^Johnston, /^Post-War Problems^. Mdress, Bureau of Advertising, 
tosricsn Bcwapaper Publishers Association, Hew Tork City, April 27, 1944* Press release* numbered B—*21— 2 4, deposited in B*S* Chamber of 
Commerce, pf 5*
yon some very bad advise about the United states and Its role in the affairs ■of ilia world today#
It is not ĵ r intention to attack Mr# Wallaoo or 
hia motives a Bat X am going to attack s-oris of tIm things h© he© said# I do so in the interest© 
of world taidersianding and world, peace* * * *
Mr* Wallace would hm® you bellow * * * *
If %** Wallace can find any place cm earth# « • *
I ais afraid Sir# Wallace may haw forgotten to 
remind you# • « »
Mr. Wallace gave yon a doleful picture* * * *
But this you should know and I doubt if Hr. Wallace mentioned it* # * *
Mr# Wallace didnH tell you these things* But X 
want you to know them, because 1 want you to know tko facts# * * .
Briefly* the truth about the United States is 
this* * . .
ccnelusic3ĉ 7 1 hare wanted only to tell you the truths about my country* I bare wanted to dispel some of your doubts and fears and uncertain­ties# . I hero wanted to bring you a message of promise, eaacourageaent, hope, and faith* 41
In summary, ‘Use evidence here points to three means whereby 
Johnston knowingly revealed himself to be a man of commendable 
character* First, he established hie sincerity of purpose by re­
ferring to himself as only a plain businessman, whose faults and 
weaknesses were like those of most other Americans* Second, he made 
certain that he sponsored beliefs which his audiences held to be
•̂Johnatcaa, **A United Freedom Front*** Address, Belĝ .um-American 
Society, Brussels, Belgium, June 26, 1947* Gm^omAomX ;%eorfflt 



















utilised four positive moans to obtain audience good will for himself 
and his causef (l) ho observed decorum in the praise of his audiencej
(2) ho established a coattail ground between himself end hie listeners!
(3) ho offered criticism with careful taetj and (4) ho spoke candidlys4»I
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3& this audte&ce there mm tmdoubtedly mm who mm unsympathetic 
toward business* It was hi# job to b© courteous to them, yet maln- 
tala Mm mm dimity and regard for hie cause* His opening para­
graphs illustrate the technics i
Mr* Chairman, y m  hem had m  array of talented witnesses 
belter© yew* fhey M m  discussed virtually every !&ee© of the anti-trust laws, So I am wondering if there is much 
1 cam contribute to the important study your comitteo iS analeieg*
1 am not an expert in monopoly. lv©n if 1 thought Z were,
1 frankly dot&t I could add too much light to your inquiry*For X am constantly discovering that m m  who hive spent their whole live# studying the subject den*t agree, That has been quite obvious, of course, in these hearings*
But X do have one or two approaches to the problem of economic concentration mad monopoly to suggest, .ami X appreciate your invitation to come here* J$
Furthermore, Johnston made a determined effort to identify him­
self or his subject with his audience mod their imsediats problem*
*So matter what the subject or who the audience,11 he told this writer, 
•always find some way to tie together Hie audience and what you have 
to say**^
Xh one of his first speeches as the m m  president of the Chamber
of Oomnsree of the United States, Johnston appeared before a large
atriience of businessmen In Baltimore* Without pretense or artificiali­
ty, he spoke of himself as mm of the group# he, too, was a business­
man* Moreover, he was interested, as urns the audience, in seeing
^Statement to House Judiciary Subcommittee m  Monopoly Power, Washington, D»C«, Hoveaher 16, 1949* Mimeographed copy of text furnish­ed the writer by the Motion Picture Association of America, p* 1*
43ststem©nt by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1951*
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a peaceful Baited States. In that sense ha belonged m  a
patriotic cltijsea as wall as a businessman. $& the following
eacceypt, his use of Xgt ** especially effective*
We want mors than just seetarity. We want opporta&lty and progress, the opportimity to go places and do thing©* Wo want to ran our country as a majority et the people 
believes it should be run* We want to read reel news in newspapers* We want to listen to the radio programs of oar choice| not those programs thought *besb* for us ty a group of officious officials# WO want to worship andwork as we see fit, to start or stop a business whenand where we choose* In a nutshell we want to run our government} we don't want the government to run us* • * * 44
In the third place, Johnston was tactful in offering criticism*
Be spoke from the assumption that an audience is moved to action or
belief only when the speaker exhibits sincerity In a mn-to-raan 
approach to the audience* She rule is the same whether praise or 
blame is due* fo talk up or talk down to the auditors is to belittle 
one's self or insult the audience* Johnston put that idea bluntly, 
yet tactfully, to a Joint Survey Group of the Office of Foreiga 
Services
%■ impression is that you do a pretty good job* X think, of course, there are exceptions * the principal criticism 
that X have heard is that you are stuffy— a little high- hat, and that you. really don't associate with the common people very often if you can avoid doing so* 1 don't know whether that is a just criticism* X thick that in 
some instances it is*
I think your first Job in dealing with business men is to make them feel that you are not talking down to thorns
^Tfae r.hvllemgp *£ peace." ASdrcsa, June 15, 1942, p, 584*
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of American society it*s just three £roi& themasier bedroom to th© dog#hsmse*
Bow the dog»hou$e is yawning for y$$* the Federal 
Cky^rnment and meny of -fee State ©ovefMents or® beginning to seek you with laws* Bora® of tteoi 
law® m y  have too many teeth. Sosa® may bite etakC oat of good vm£mm m  well m  oat of hid m l m m *  Who1® going to care? If the public went© you socked, why, socked you will be*
Gentlemen of iwa*egej8@»i# monopolistic practices have helped to mrikm a® tmpopulsr* McaaopcaJLoti© practices are mow helping to make organised labor unpopular. Gontlemea of labor and gentlemen of nanagement, when 
w© wash our hands, the right hand washes the Ioffe and th® Soft the right* Hem about a little loint hsnd*wesMng to cleanse both aoto of hands of &m©po» liatio jsrseiioo#? It woul&nH bo a bad idea, In 
case you both want to get In right with the Jmerio&n people* 4?
Finally, parallel to lolmston*® t©S$m|$&© of fair a d  eoadtoi 
at® rebuke® is his frank, straightforward presentation of what ho 
believed was the troth* Be placed no confidence in hinting* If he 
sincerely felt that he knew the ©atm© of trouble Or know a solution 
to a problem, he presented it openly and undisguised. Hie frank 
speech was a deliberate Md for the good will of the sadism#*
Johnston c cm tended that the best tander standing comes only when 
all the facts, regardless of their implications, are faced sqtmroly. 
When the speaker finds tbs proper balance of candor end respect, 
probity and consideration In presenting his facts, the audience is 
more likely to extend to him their good will *
^*A Warning to Labor fmd to' Management *■ Address, larch 13,
1944, vp* 20a ff.
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M m  speech®® to the Russians and to American audiences about 
Russia are Illustrative of hi® strati©#* tactful, straightforward 
speaking. Be knew the value of Rossi® as an ally daring the war* 
Bat he also recognised the jtadamental difference® in Basslan 
Qosammim. m H  American Democracy. While seeking Buaslan friendship 
and cooperation* Johnston believed* the United States m m t at the 
same tine retain It® own Ideologies and seUVrespect* Early ia 
1943 he sought American end Russian geo# will in that amicable 
balancet
Be wish to Join idioleheartedly in cor gratitude to the 
Russian nsot&e for their htroiEit and their' sacrifice 
against a comnm. enemy at the Europe an end of our global war. Be in America will continue to give every 
help possible to the Russian people* fighting for 
their homeland* Bat* we do so without any hypocrit­ical pretense that we want their social set-up Intro­duced within our own country. The Russian leaders* who pride themselves on being realists* will readily 
tpaderstand this straightforward attitude* they will 
no more eatpect ws to conceal cur views m  their 
collectivist economy than we would expect them to conceal their opinions on our democratic capitalism* 4$
In Jims* 1944* Johnston spoke before a hundred Soviet trade 
officials at a luncheon given by A. 1. Kikoyan, Soviet Foreign 
Trade Commissar* the audience very likely regarded Johnston as a 
"bloated capitalist" who lived on "greedy and swollen profit®1 
wrenched from the "proletariat*" let, at the outset of this speech, 
be sought their good will through hi® sincerity and frankness*
^Johnston, "America Ifollmited." Address, Chamber of Commerce War Council and 31st Annual meeting* Hew fork City* April 27, 1943* 
Vital BmmteA* U  (June 15, 1943), 323*
1 0 0
I shall try to show you my admiration for your heroic deeds and ray gratitude for your hospitable invitation 
by talking to you from the bottom of my heart, non- politically, ami owe with friwifcaese*
* .  #  *  *  ♦  # ■  * .  *  •  *  * ■  •  *  «  «  #  .*■ * ,  *  *  • '  #  *  «  *  *  *
You cannot haw solid friendship until you haw solid understanding* W@ haw a familiar American proverb 
which says your only true friend is the m m  #10 knows all of the worst about you and still likes you* So now 1 am going to tell you a direct* harsh, too# business fact*
in @eanomie Ideology and practice, my country is 
different from yours* You are State^minded and collect ive-minded * He are wot prlvate-mlnded end 
ii«iividufll*4idrded, and, gentlemen, make no mistake we are determined to remain so and even become mere 
so* Ckatlamaa, there is a point that must be totally elear between us before we can be really cooperative friends* 49
Thus Johnston knowingly indicated his good will toward M s  
audiences* First, he reached the proper point of Sincerity between 
too m&h and too little audience praise. Second, he associated 
himself with his listeners and their problems* Third* he was tact* 
ful when he had occasion to offer rebuke* finally, he spoke in a 
disarming, s1̂ igbt̂ frc«»̂ tl̂ *-shoulder manner* la these ways 
Johnston gave his audiences a feeling of his interest in them and 
established Massif as a man of good will*
^Johnston, /lj*S .-Soviet Postwar Relations^?* Address, Soviet 
trade officials, Moscow, June %  1944* frees»raleaaa, numbered 1944, on file In U*S* Chamber of Commerce, pp# 1 ff*
3h reporting this speech, the JJg£ fork t&mA observed it to be 
one of wetrsight~from-th©~shouia©r frankness*1* Commenting m  its 
reception, the report salds "At first the Russians appeared non-plus sod by Mr# Johnston*s bluntaaese, but later they burst into gales of mirth at his sallies at American Communists and M&sftdLsts** Sgg York 
Tliaee, June 5, 1944, P* 1*
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& 9 K f i r s t  two factors which contributed to 
Johnston* s ethical, proof* although Aristotle did not include them 
as ^artistic* means* ware Johnston’s personal appearance end M e  
repat at ion* In appear mice, he was nmeculiae* dressed la conserva­
tive good taste* When he went to Washington at A& years of age* 
he had had an Impressive* successful background in private 
Industry* During hie four years there he had a widely recognised 
reputation for leadership on civic and government boards and 
coaaaissions*
Johnston1© broad business experience gave him m  invaluable 
source of material far his speeches* Be thoughtfSxliy applied that 
knowledge to the interests of the day* using his personal authority 
fear *Qcmatoa sense* suggestions and recommendations * Be was matter- 
of-fact but tactful in presenting M s  ideas* whether to a friendly 
or unfriendly audience* By these devices Johnston established his 
wisdom*
Johnston* in both M s  selection of subject and in his maimer of 
phraseology* disclosed his character* In the first place* b® 
indicated himself to be sincere* Wot only did he often say* WI sin­
cerely believe* * * ** and #1 tell you in all sincerity* * * *!l but 
las also personally believed that the speaker must sincere* He 
made deliberate effort to show himself and his cause m  spcaapore Of 
the right and the good* Bimilarly* he represented himself as the 
opponent of those things most persons held to be unvir turns®* 2n 
those ways he sought to establish the audience1© favorable opinion of
3.02
hid character and thereby lead them to be mar® aseaabl© to Ms 
idem*
Johnston expressed praise sod recognition of M s  audience, 
whether M b  listeners were opposed, partlsim, or neutral* However, 
h© was skilled enough to draw the proper Us© between ̂ equate 
praise sod overdone, Ill-timed flattery. H© made sure to identify 
himself with his listeners and their fundamental problems* hm was 
an owaer, a businessman, a laborer, an industrialist, m  simply m  
jteaeriesn eltlssen* this speaker made another bid for audience good 
will by M s  skillful and expert facility in offering justified re­
bukes or s©lf«*critiei«ffi with good tests* Johnston employed these 
four devices to exhibit his interest in the welfare of M s  listen­
ers, to obtain their good will, and to strengthen his ethical proof*
Tims, five factors constituted Johnston* s ethical proofs 
appearance, reputation, intelligence, character, and good will*
By those means he led hie audiences toward favorable response to M s  
ideas*
EMGTIGM, PROOF
A second important element of Johnston* s supporting material was 
M s  selection of emotional proofs* That motivation by the speaker 
is defined by Gray and Braden as “* * • th© process by which the 
speaker arouses or stimulates * * * internal compulsions to ouch a 
degree that the listeners are more favorably inclined to respond a©
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he intends they should*"^
Johnston expressed himself plainly <m the matter of emotional 
appeal* Through the emotions, he held, the speaker has m  important 
access to audience agreement* "The great masses are ©motional, n he 
told this writer* "Shoot for the emotions, and once haring hit the 
©metions, you can reason with them and lead them to a conclusion*
This section of the study examines the manner in which Johnston 
deliberately employed certain "motive appeals*^ to guide his audience 
toward a more favorable response*
Patriotism*-*** Johnston, the spokesman for capitalism, employed 
extensively the appeal to patriotism, which was the m m t appropriate 
while the nation was engaged in World War H. He seldom included the 
appeal alone* Ordinarily, he combined it with others to make the total 
impression stronger, for "it Is seldom that a given act arises from a 
single motiveJohnston intended to take every advantage mode avail­
able to him by this kind of proof* For example, he might make patriot­
ism the dominate note in a speech, bat he reinforced it with obligation
5®GHes Wilkeson Gray and Waldo W# Braden, Public Snaaklngt 
Prinoinles Practice (New York* Harper & Brothers, 19§), p? 54*
^Statement by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1951*
* « the appeal to all the specific sentiments, emotions, and desires by which the speaker may set the primary motive© Into action*" 
ilan H. Monroe, Principles $2BSS. 9& &ESSfife Iork* Scott,F ore smew and Co*, 3rd* ed*, 1949/, p* 194*
53Gray and Braden, p. 55*
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of duty or seme other appeal# On another occasion be might combine the 
appeal to patriotism with that of personal enjoyment* Similarly* he 
appealed to fighting spirit* group loyalty, and freedom from restraint# 
Many times Johnston pai the patriotic appeal, to mark in ̂ establish­
ing public confidence in business# la made it appear patriotic to do** 
fend capitalism, for through the system of free enterprise the Allies 
had the equipment to defeat the inis pacers# In the following typical 
example of this approach, he use* the pronoun to mean jpdustrialist^ 
and ferricgfl citlgens* «©ur country *s businessman and industrialists,» 
he said, “are giving the dictators smashing proof of freedom1© power#
Me of America, one nation united, are producing better weapons, planes, 
a*ifl gone awl producing them faster than the three Axis nations combined I 
Johnston often pointed to the United States as the greatest of all 
nations# At the same time, however, he extolled the virtues of his 
immediate canse--caplta,ll taa***chieh had contributed Immeasurably to that 
greatness# thus, the listener who felt pride for his country may have 
been moved to confidence and pride in the economic system that supported 
it# to a Chamber of Ccameree audience in 1944 he made that appeal#
Our system of private enterprise has lived through crises-** mod emerged with new vitality# It has won far America a standard of life, a standard of popular education, a degree of self^gevemaent, a wide-spread relish and en­joyment not merely of the necessities but the luxuries of existence, without equal anywhere now or in past centu­
ries# 55
54«The Challenge of Change #* Address, June 15, 1942, p* 5&4* 
55«§jn©riea Unlimited#11 Address, April 27, 1943, p* 524*
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In an ariurese to a sooting of loung BspuMioaao to siado a typioal 
appeal to group pride*
I urge yon, as the heirs? to lessor ship in the Bepuhlioaii party, to essrt every influence at your command to Insure 
that our part in world affair® will be kept as a people9 & pelieyj 2 urge you to demand a bill of particulars-***!© ask "How ffluoh?8 and "How soon?13
Ours is s party which built alters to the spirit of fvocdcsu for all next* Ours is a party which believes in ©quality! 
in justice! in civil liberties* Ours is a party bora in an hour of crisis* Ours is a party bom  among the people, and today’s decisions must be mad© by the people* this Is o r  Ifemblicstn creed* 60
Jofanstm frequently sought to awaken and stimulate lev© of freedom*
Msuay of his speeches contained a parallel comparison of the freedoms
enjoyed by the democracy and those forbidden by other ideologies* He
maintained that the American citizen too often takes for granted his
rl^rts and privileges* On one occasion in 1944 he appeared before a
group of prominent educators, businessmen, religious leaders, and labor
representatives * The meeting was sponsored by twelve national organ**
61izatiens who sought a nation-wide peace movement* Bare he argued 
that the struggle between a free America and an American super-etat© 
could not be settled ty "party labels, religious or geographic lines*" 
The real solution lay in the American’s choice between freedom and 
subjugation* which Johnston symbolized in a national hero*
^Johnston, /The Republic an Creed and a Foople1 s Capitalism^/# Address, Xoung ffcsptibllcane National Confederation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, June 7, 1947* Congressional Recordr 30th Cong*, 1st* see®*, VOX* 93,Ft* 12, p*43^3* ™r-r—
%̂©w Tfrrk Tiwiaat October 28, 1944, P* 1 *̂
Shall w© .follow the new-fa shioned liber®! whoa© flaming banner proclaims**-1 Man belongs to tbs State; the State wHl protect him; the State will employ M m  for tbs 
benefit of the State*? Or shall we follow the «M<* fashioned JeffersomiaX liberal whose blaming. banner of many struggles proclaims—  *fhe State is but the ©errant of man, to be used for his greater achievement# and freedom1? 62
Tho entire matter of war-tims controls lent itself easily' to m  
appeal to the individual*s desire for freedom,, Whenever Johnston had 
occasion to refer to the emergency controls, he always remarked on the 
American*s wdllingaese to accept them for the time feeing* But, he 
warned, each represented a restriction on some phase of individual 
freedom; tbs people most moke certain that that freedom would fee re­
turned fully and prosily after the war* Johnston pro sussed t$iat hi® 
audiences wished to have freedom, but h© also felt that most people 
needed that desire stimulated* In a Hew fork City address, at which he 
substituted for Governor Dewey as the principal speaker, ho appealed 
to the listenerss
l&nan wartime controls can fee lifted, wiH individual right# 
be fully restored? Will tbs pendulum that ha# moved so far in the direction of (k>v©r&m©nt domination fee allowed to swing back freely from Authority to liberty? • * • Those 
questions touch the core of American destiny#
As a people we Americans do not frighten easily* Bat I would remind you that In the decade before the war we were fed on a heavy diet of fear, fear of personal in­
security, fear of another depression, fear of basin©##, fear even of cur selves# life became just mm domed fear 
after another#
°%ohnston, £* A Free, Post-War Jterie^j?. Address, Founders1 Day 
Convocation, Lafayette College, Easton, Pennsylvania, October 27, 1944* 
Press release, numbered K— 31, deposited in D*S* Chamber of Commerce#
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p m  defeatist and pessimist got m  so busy fearing other things w© forgot to fear that which la really important, and .that is M g  Government* 3h the resulti&g pih&o of the spirit, the American people grew Indifferent to big 
Government1* steady and ever more arrogant encroachments* Sat today no sea what it mean© to he regimented by Big Government. And more and more of m  dm*t like it.
There are two way© in which oar patrimony of liberty con he loot. It can he taken away from us by frontal assault, as the Axis is threatening to do* This is a danger we are surely overcoming* Bat it can also he lost by do* 
fault. It can slip through our fingers. And this is the more deadly danger, because the adversary is our own smugness or indifference or lack of understan&ing, * . * and the battle lines not so easily defined* 63
Summary**-- Tima the evidence here reveal© that Brie Johnston
assiduously practiced hi© own advices "Shoot for the ©motions.* He
did not imply thereby that the truth is to be compromised * Bather,
recognizing the strength of emotional stimuli, he used the motive appeals
as smother means to impart the truth to his listeners* It 1© appro*
per late to end this discussion with a quotation from a typical "America
Unlimited* speech* It represents his inspirational addresses in which
he makes a plea for the "American Ideal,* blending many emotional appeals*
The three concluding paragraphs follows
Ife can well be proud of our progress, but we cannot rest on a s  achievements* Still other hard, grim month© loom ahead*Our effort© must be rekindled in the fire© of freedom* In the hoar glass of victory, no single, precious minute must 
be wasted* SO are united for victory, and a© a united people we Mil concentrate our strength with increasingly furious 
power against a tyrannical enemy*
The American Ideal— life, liberty and the pursuit of happi­ness-*!© no idle phrase or empty promise* It la a living
^/TPost-War ProhLemsJ?* Address, April 27, 1944, p* 5*
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reality# Xt is you and me and the Sen on the war fronts and tb© families at home, it means ©quality of ©ppor** 
tunity,it m m m  liberty and tbs self-respect of tbs in* dividual# It naans adventur©f reward and security#
th a t ideal has always boon our beacon In  dark and storay  times* Whoa psaee at la s t Is  ours* i t  w il l  b© th e ,, inextinguishable torch which w ill  lig h t the world#^4
thus Johnston, the in s p ira tio n a l speaker, put to strong us© the appeals
to his listener* s motives*
logical mocy
The f in a l fee?m o f support employed by B rie  Johnston was th a t of
logical proof# Most w rite rs  declare th a t th is  method of gain ing S u d i*
once belief is achieved through tb© speaker** propitious handling
of fasts and arguments*
On the m atter of selecting evidence and developing arguments,
Johnston himself had this to say* **lfou should strive to c re a te , by
skillful analysis, skillful presentation and skillful broadcasting of
your findings, such an overwhelming array o f fa c t, evidence and in te r *
probation that you will get the hearing which your findings deserve#*^
By that statement Johnston recognized the relation between the two
66constituents o f lo g ic a l proofs fa c ts  and in fe rre d  fa c ts #
Chapter 111 considered Johnston* & basic ideas# The present d is *  
suasion examines two m atters re la te d  to  those ideas* (1 ) the methods o f
^America Unlimited." Addreas, April 27, 1943, p. 525.
-̂’Johnston, "ESeofiraiifl&a and the Boonon#." AddrttWji meeting of 
business economists colled together by the tf*3* Chamber of Commerce, Wellington, B#C#, March ad, 1944* Text deposited In C*S# Chanber of 
Commerce, p# 1*
^Gray and Braden, p# 281#
n a
inference h» chose end (2) the Idbidis of evidence be selected to pr<yve 
his ccntenttons. What war© tbs speaker’s reasoning p*oe©s©©s? What 
kina and h m  mush evidence did be employ? This section seeks tbs 
answers to those questions*
Inference
A* Qm&ri£J&9fc±m*-'» Johnston frequently argued by generalisation, 
drawing a conclusion from a number of "specific instances." Be did not 
approach, and probably had no need for, "perfect" induction* la the 
realm of h u m  affairs the speaker seldom, if ©v©r, can present all 
cases* Furthermore, within the limits of a fifteen^minut© speech, he 
can only suggest his proofs, seeking *. * * a high degree of certainty, 
©r at least of probability.
For example, Johnston made no claim at citing all the "sins* in his 
"Warning to Labor anfl to Management. instead, he enumerated wh&t he 
called the "seven deadly sina9̂  of both groups and inferred that labor 
and management were in disfavor with the American people* His cone* 
elusion was based on that finding. To the two factions be declared,
"Go ahead and turn this country into a continuous brawl, and the govern­
ment will chain you both* /"orj? Make a better choice. Work together
^Thcsaasen and Baird, p. 355*
Warning to Labor and to Management«" Address, March 13, 1944*
^In brief, the "alas" wares (1) monopoly by labor (closed shops) 
and management* (2) arbitrary fines and suspensions by unions and unfair competition by management* (3) union and corporation autocrat©! (4) 
failure to make public financial accounts* (5) strikes* (6) pinkat-line 
violence* (7) restraints on production*
and stay free***^
At the outset of that address Johnston admitted that M m  Evidence*1
woo not all**inalttslv© f that ha had not covered ©vary conceivable ease*
•Let*s take a leek,* ha said, wat the sown deadly sins in a spirit of
frank helpfulness and with full recognition that they do not apply to
all unions and all management or at ail timao#«^
Twie© Johnston generalised from specific instance© during a speech
to a British Chamber of Coisaeree group* Typical of his handling this
kind of evidence, his ^specific® facts sore always not as specific as
they might have bee&f
The American* • • ii * , « opposed to private artificial monopolies*
The United States » * # has legislated emphatically and 
repeatedly against* * * artificial trade practices* Our lass utterly forbid such domestic devices as dividing of markets, the allocating of outputs, and the fixing of prices 
by trade groups* 72
His generalisation was that the average American oitisen is opposed to
economic imperialist* Sis instances might sell have cited several of
the laws to which he referred and specifically entaaerated some of their
provisions* Because he did not, his generaliaatlon was based on very
general declarations of fact*
TOXhta.f p. 308.
71XMd.y p. 203.
^®*A Local World.® Address, August 18, 19-43, pp. 9 JF.
ISS&J
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Similarly in the m m  speech h© spoke of political imperialisms
President Hooecvelt*s Good Betghhor policy toward laiin America ia no mar© personal whim of Ms* Freeident Goblidge began th© Good Neighbor policy by withdrawing our marines fTcm Santo Domingo* They have been withdrawn also from Nicaragua and Haiti* HO haw© surrendered to Cut® oar treaty 
v±0xt to intervene in Cuban affairs* HO have pledged independence to the Filipinos on a definite date* We are in fall retreat from the political imperialism into which we were plunged by the Spsnisivibnertcan War and President McKinley*" 73
The generalisation from those instances was that the average American
Is opposed to political imperialism# Mare the speaker did stand on
firmer groundf he listed the five oases in which the tteited states had
relinquished her held m  foreign soil*
On the whole* Johnston* s generalisations are characterized by one
outstanding fact# he draws thim from undeveloped examples that stand
without elaboration# This study does net reveal M s  having made use of
the "extended* example* Typically, in a bond drive speech in 1944 he
defined what he meant by "freedom," one of the goals for which the wvtit
was being fought* Ae examples of what freedom Is nofr* ha sites France*
Horsey, Poland, and Italy* Be gives no detail hare about the lack of
freedom ia those countries; rather, he lets the audience draw its own
conclusions frcsn his suggestions#
Sometimes, though, we do&H appreciate freedom until it% taken away from us* Ask a Frenchman what freedom means to him today, ask a family in Borway or in Poland what freedom means to it* Ask those living dead in tbs concen­tration camps of the Basis what is the meaning of freedom tothem* Or even ask an Italian what freedom would m m  to
7h b ia . .  p , 20
13,5
Mawlf fttisaolinl and the Noais would let Mm have It* « •
Us® sm& lack of ̂ o’velopeteaat app®&*& la m& address to the War
Writers Board* There he maintained that racial and religious
intolerance are fundamental^ contrary to the democratic jMlosophgr*
Wo disregard oar to attack minorities is to deprive the nation of ma^
of its effective eitissaas* Be listed nine examples as proof*
Subtract from the grand total of America the contributions of our racial and religious and economic minor itl&s-*&nd what 
remains! St&traot foreî a»b©aKa Andrew Carnegie from s t  metallurgical Industry; or David Saraoff from American radiof as? Georg* Gersfewin and the Negro composers from our native music; m  NorwegiaiWbern Kmrt© Kockne from our football; 
or Butehs**borm William Bek from publishing; or £kmi$h«born William S* Hhudsea from tb© automotive Industry; or 
Iktsei&â born Biajor de Several from .American sviatio&i or Belgian-bom is© H« Baekeland from American chemical sohieveiaButs! otr slave-born Br* George Washington Carves? 
from biological developments* temptation la to Hat hundreds and thousanda ito have ttonm their particular genius late the Americas melting pot# 75
For a Baltimore audience la Jbae, 1942, he likewise Hated general
examples to substantiate a general statement* Hie immediate point was
that after the war private industry will not permit a period of economic
stagnation like that which followed the first World War* Be prefaced
the catalog with, *! base my convictions on five logical precepts*®
After this war we will have the greatest plant capacity In history; we will have « greater source of raw materials* both natural and synthetic, than we have ever had; we will have the greatest number of skilled mechanics and teotal* elans ever available to m y  nation; wo will have the greatest
^Johnstoa, ^Everybody’ a Busin©s tory t n Badio address,
National Broadcasting Co*, $po3»he, Washington, April 16, 1943* dies 
transcription furnished the writer by the National Broadcasting Go* 
Text also cm file in 1J*$» Chamber of Commence*
^ HIntolerance*” Address, January 11, 1945, p. 1B2*
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beok-log of accumulated demands for all Sort® of co^iwl itiasf 
bh@ p^opl© will hav® accumulated saving© with which to buy this hac!k>*Xog of aectssttilated Romanis* 76
Bast there his example ends* Actually, his "logical precepts1* could tm
strengthened with souse further explanation or evidence * Bach statement
could be made more convincing if accompanied by statistics* In this
instance, as he most often did, hie broad statement was "substantiated*
t@r other broad statements*
In the same speech he made the broad observation that ”* . b̂usiness
built America, created the world1® most powerful nation* * M  proof be
offered these example®!
Business dug the coal and iron ore from the mines of America, and created railroads and skyscrapers* Business plaeed wheels under the combustion engine and sent more 
that thirty million ears add trucks gliding from assembly lines to a vast network of highways, which business also built* Business developed and sold everything from hath* tubs to ice cream, and gave America an opportunity to enjoy a standard of living and a way of life such as no 
nation in history ever even dared dream* 77
Probably no cane in that Chamber of Commerce audience would have argued
the point with him* They were pleased to hear that through their own
efforts they had created America, the most powerful nation in the world*
The fact remains, however, that his "proof* was weak, and h© spoke only
in the familiar symbols readily acceptable to his partisan audience*
In srosaary, Johnston drew his generalisations from broad Instances!
seldom were they completely developed* Because he was primarily an
^"The Challenge of Beae©#* Address, June 15, 1942, p* 585*
^3-syiU# P*
1X 7
inspxratiotisl., speaker, relying most heavily upon ethical and ê KTfcloaaX 
pweef, be hs& little need for the exker&led cxnmple &s proof* There** 
top®} without suggesting that he had ®x$m$3Q&& every possible elrcuia* 
stance, ho presented his undeveloped illuatr ations and let the caidionee 
determine tbs validity of the final generalisation. Tim logician m m M  
doubtlessly bo nnccsrsrinced and would demand greater specificity* Yet 
the businessman, the worker, the general piblic, whom Johnston had the 
reeponsibility to nova or inspire, were probably more easily satisfied 
with loss msticuLous detail*
B* Analogy *~«» Johnston made more effective us® of analog than be
d M  gene rails sh ion * His most frequent subjects for comparison ware
labor and industry, and be often drew parallels of their similarities*
Tbs analogies considered in this discussion are typical only of those
be offered as proof* those made figuratively are classed as a stylistic
device and are examined in Chapter TOt on style*
Speaking to a large group of union employees in Chicago, yohnetaaa
drew an analogy when he declared that labor was asking for the &w&
public and federal reprimand that industry received during the M m  Bod*
Business ignored paKLte opinion for years, and you’re head* 
ing for the v&m direction. Basin©as thought it was mi untouchable prim donna in the nineteen twenties* It didn’t care who m s  crushed beneath its wheels when it m u  driving toward Its c m  determined goal*
ind you know what happened to business*
It’s etHl groggy from the socks it got from an outraged 
public through a responsive Congress*
That can happen to you* 78
Bar© ho did not have to dwll upon tbs mass of legislation and tho usi»
favorable public opinion that had harassed business for over a decad©*
Sis alienee knew, for they had profited as industry booaim loss potent*
•That can happen to you** served the speaker as an ominous fact in M s
argument that labor end management most cooperate*
Johnston made a typical comparison in his analogy between the
insurance that business buys for its protection and the social security
that the worker deserves* Be offered it as proof that industry must
take an active pert la formulating and supporting m  adequate social
security program*
The businessman relies most heavily on his own initiative * * * There are sen* risks, however, which he lets insurance 
companies underwrite, such as the hasards of fire, flood or fraud* Business believes in insurance*
Aay businessman has m  overwhelming interest in the conti~ 
malty of M s  production* * * * Be knows he has certain inescapable overhead costs regardless of the volume* There-* fore, when his business goes into a tsilspln, he terse that overhead costs will soon convert profits into losses* Those losses will bankrupt the enterprise if persisted in l/wg enough*
X like to coopers the donation of the businessman with that of the workingman* X am convinced that they have common 
interests* * * *
For instance, in modem society a worker also has overhead*It is his constant worry* * * • The worker also finds he has a minimum overhead which persists whether h© is ©n or off the payroll* His ‘unavoidable expenses such as rent* or mortgage payments, installment contracts, grocery, light, gas, and telephone bills must be paid monthly* If he is
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world leader (&rrscf)*̂
Johnston seldcea took occasion t© argue through th® formal udXo#
gism* Although there ore some instance© of M s  deductive reasoning,
ha made no actual statement of a major promise, minor premise, m &
conclusion* typical of his inferred syllogistic argument i© tho speech
to the Purchasing Agents Association in New fork City, where he argued j
fh® people want a greater Mddle*claes economy* more job seeurity, and real prosperity for ewryceae*
The new capitalism furnishes all those features*
therefore* the people want the new capitalism*^
Similarly, he did act formally state a conclusion to M e  deductive
argument in his hareh 20* 194&, address* "If a nation gives its word
that it will do a certain thing cm a certain date, that nation is
^"We1 ve got abundance* * * « WO la America have got the greatest 
industrial power m  earth* * * * t propose that we add a dimension of unlimited hopeful promises to oar advocacy of our democratic capitalism* We have every right to do so* Reason plus resources, physical, natural and spiritual, give us that right* Up to now, we’ve put all the emphasis on the known and measurable past and present achievements* from now on, 
let’s put Hie accent cm the immeasurable possibilities of the future under a brand new capitalism* Ibid.. p* ©*
S3«We /The toericen people^ say »  m  t greater alddle-claBS 
economy* * * *We say we regret to see slack times and seasonal employment* We 
say we are for steadier jobs* * * *we a H  soy we want better homos for everybody^ that w© want hot­ter education opportunities for everybody! that w© want higher health standards! that we want a better national dietf that we want security for in their declining yearsj that wo want all the things which spell 
real prosperity for all the people*" Johnston offers the contention that tbs Bow Capitalism provides those features and thus Is the choice of the American people* "The Hoad to World iwao©**1 Address, March 20, 1946, 
p* A1660*
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expected to live up to it* teseia prosaist to withdraw her troop© 
from m  March 2 ̂ f\%6*7* She hasn't done it# ̂ Ihearafare#
©nssla is a n&tiaat that hue not 'Uved up to her premise#^ Md ih&t*s 
why wefr© worried*#®̂ 1
Evidence
Am Emmpl&8m*«»Xt has AXreedy b©«a pointed out that Johmston*© 
reesseing from examples would m t  always stand up under detailed sen** 
tdbjy of the logician# the point to b© made here# however# Is that his 
examples# as a kSM> SSL ^WPit- sore appropriate and effective#
She number of example* he chose for evidence varied frees a single 
i&ustrablea to an impressive list* for instance# his discussion oa 
a radio forum with Harold J# Laski in England illustrated his apt 
choice of only one# Natural monopolies#11 he said# "©an he operated 
better * • « under private enterprise with, government regulation than 
they can under government ownership# * * * hi .an illustration# your 
telephone system right here in England# * # #w®^
yetastm selected current examples that were close to the audience# 
typically* he empfaasiased to one group the gravity of post-war unemploy* 
ment by phrasing hi© examples as the job*seekev*s questions* **B® jfth©
^XtAO.. . p. A1661,
®®«The Economic System— -Today and Tomorrow." Radio forma, August 
15, 1943, P. 10.
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workerJT lao&s at It In relation to hi© personal experience©, a ©king 
himself, for ©sample, 'Will sy job be there after the war? Shat will 
my wookly pay chock amount to? Gan X keep that job?* «*®
Similarly, whan ha ©poke on « foxnna on Latia^tosrican trad®, hi© 
examples were those of the businessman, chosen to convince other bud# 
nessoen who ware interested in boozing mid selling on a foreign market* 
“We are paying more for those things than \m would normally* We are 
paying more for rubber than w© did before the war; we are paying mom  
for copper; w© are paying store for wod#*^
When he wished to inqprees ana group about the endless opportuni­
ties for development and expansion after the war, he took one example, 
the airplane. For that topic, however, he gave examples of what M s  
listeners eoold expect to do in pcsfĉ war air transportation *
Within five years after this war, yon will probably be mo 
mowe than thirty hours from any place in the world. lm will fly from Hew Xorte to Bnenos Sires* • • in om day*Ton will fly ttam Hew lark to Loudon In less them six hours* 
Tom will fly from Hew fork to Moscow, Muss ia, or perhaps to Shanghai, China, in cue day* Xou will fly omr iim pole©
* * *
few esspplee he might have chosen kinds of airplanes m  he might tmm
^ / “industrial FroMemsJ?* Address, lamary 27, 1944, P* 3*
^"Is the Good Neighbor Policy Here to Stay?1* Hadlo forum, May
9, 1943, p* 5*
America Unlimited*" address, April 6, 1944, p* 5*
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mentioned advanced engine designs, bat hiss references to flight times 
between countries t o w  mors convincing to hi® audience of bu&imssmem* 
si** they mad* trips, shipped their products, and received supplies* 
Their interests would store likely lie in flight hew® than in engines 
and designs*
A® emphasised earlier in the chapter, Johnston did hot ordimrily 
develop hi® examples or substantiate them in any detail* the fact re- 
malms, however, that they m m  pertinent to hi® subject, were of tfuffU 
eiemi number to be meaningful, and had their source® in the speaker*© 
and the audience1® iasaediate asq̂ arlcnces mid interests*
B* Testimcaqy and statistics*—«Jctostoea. seldom quoted the tosbi*
mcsoy of an authority to prove hi® point* A® a rule, the evidence in
this study indicates, he preferred the indirect quotation, Oharaeber'*
istic of his .handling of authority, he based hi® remarks to a group of
union employee© on the ides that full production 1® mot merely the selfish
industrialistfa point of view to get the greatest return on investemt*
Fu31 production Is imperative, he contended, in all economic systems*
In support of the contention, he paraphrased what ether mem and govern*
nest® had to cay* For a surprise ending, he saved the strongest point,
and the m 2y direct quotation, for the end* the underscoring ha® beam
applied by this writer to point cat the indirect quotations*
Lei’s look at Great Brltian, * * * The British governmnt 
t<fld the British workers it would lead them to Utopia* And wham it took over, it toftd them this* * * Utopia IS pro­duction* * * * What doe® it meant * * * * W©«r© not~ going to gat the good things of life unless we mice them* And that, in substance, was precisely whab the British labor
125
government iolfl its people*
The Prim© Minister called British unions to drop any •customs or rules* which might hamper full production* 
ualleft SKL employers to toss out all •restrictions m  output calculated to create artificial scarcities**
• * * look at France* France has a pro-labor government*And France is determined to increase her production* * * *
^eneh miens gro mfamfcMiff. production * * * *France, U3ce Briiian, knows there is no real hope outside 
of production* These governments tell their people thiss Give us more production or we1 re doomed*
. * * look at Russia* * * • Communist Russia is employing capitalistic techniques in an all-out drive for production• * * * Russia has recagniaad the value of Incentives to 
production* « • *
• * * let me quoftf you this* 1 increased efficiency Is the 
way to higher wages, loser prices for the consumer* a better market for your product and a more secure job for you* In­creased efficiency does not mean speed up when accomplished 
through union management cooperation*1
That’s the end of the quotation* and, gentlemen, I didnH 
make that up* That isn’t management talking to labor, either*I quoted that directly from labor’s S&onthly Survey, an ex­cellent pahUoaticn of the American Federation of Labor*159
In selecting support for his original idea that both labor and manage­
ment must achieve full production, Johnston chose three pertinent authori­
ties— three labor or pro-labor gave rnroents— and a quotation from the Ameri­
can Federation of Labor* There could be no charge that his sources were 
biased, for they were ail from the camp of the audience* In the words 
of their own economic groop lay his proof that full production was essen­
tial*
^ “Utopia Is Production*w Address, July 23, 1946, pp* 6 f*
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the ease mill which they permitted eomperisons to he drawn in imbsbanti* 
atioa cf hie idea*
Summary
this examination of the speakers Bads of proof discloses those 
facts*
2h the first place* Johnston made foil use of his ethical appeal* 
His physical appearance gave him an immediate advantage* he mn please 
ant* well-groomed* and masculine* Moreover, his successful personal 
businesses and his four years of leadership in civic and federal eem* 
missions during his tenure 1m Washington provided a reputation that 
lent respect and credence to his ideas* This speaker made a delibcr* 
ate* yet subtle* display of his wisdom* He exhibited a broad knowledge 
ef current affaire and tactfully and impressively drew m  his personal 
authority for solutions to pertinent questions*
Johnston further established his ethical proof through his charac- 
tas. Be took care to Show himself and his ideas to be on the side of the 
good and to represent his opponent as favoring those things the audience 
believed to be unvirtuous. By emphasising his good character he led 
his audience toward a more favorable consideration of his beliefs* He 
purposefully presented himself as a man of good will by identifying him* 
self with his auditors and their problems and by offering praise or cen­
sure with decorum*
Overall* the material covered her© would indicate that Johnston
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the good wUX of nil economic, social, ©Bid political groups for capital* 
lan# Hie ©motional appeal was comparably important to that of his othps 
in ĉeoraplishiag his mission*
Finally, Johnston depended least upon logical proof* However, b© 
did not disregard completely tbs possibilities of a certain amount of 
inference and evidence* Although he preferred to argue fro® specifie 
instances, M e  instance© were frequently as broad as the final generali* 
station he wished to establish* Be wee more effective in drawing ooneXifc* 
sims by analogy* Causal inference and the formal syllogism, he employed 
infrequently*
Joimstcn made some use of examples, testimony, and statistics* His 
examples were well chosen, appropriate to the point, although al«* 
waye as ecmplete as might be desirable for their fullest effectiveness* 
Hot often did he find occasion for direct quotation and statistics to 
prove hie statement*
It mast be concluded here that Eric Johnston looked to ethical mad 
emotional proofs for his greatest effectiveness* Be was essentially an 
inspirational speaker, having the responsibility of reestablishing good 
will for capitalism* Thus, his appearance, reputation, character, and 
pleasing manner gave his words greater weight than did his presentation, 
of evidence and his methods of argument* Likewise, his appeal to the 
logic of his listeners may have been less important than that to their 
emotions* Be could more easily defend capitalism through a defense of 






Johnston1 s part to make his message conform to the needs and Inter**
of his auditors* Kwh of that adaptation was obviously deter*
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in speakings c m  net alom adequate* "The strength of the massage. 
Itself, depends entirely upon the amount of preparation that want into 
i-t.*1
The stops that Chasten n»de in the preparation of a apeedh ap­
pear simple enough, hut the work involved in their depletion was ex- 
anting* "First you get an idea,11 he said in discussing his own speech 
preparation* "Then you refin© It* Thai* do research# then outline# 
Then fill in the details in a fall sammeript* Refine again* Revise* 
Ste^r* 9iliv«r«^
After Johnston had accepted a major speaking engagement, he spent 
sons time personally reflecting upon the theme or the main points he 
wanted to make to the particular auilcnce* Maintaining that any c m  
speech must have unity, mast he about only c m  subject, his immediate 
problem was to determine that his subject net that standard* Fro* 
queufcly his statement of his subject appears in one Short, simple 
sentence! "Tonight 1 want to talk about illiteracy among the titer* 
ate#* "The theme of ay talk tonight is peace*" "Tonight X want to 
talk about how America can avoid socialism*" "Tonight X want to talk 
about the most militant force in the world*"
%»6. Allyn* "Speech and leadership in Business," Quarterly 
Journal of OtSieL X O T  (February, im), 3C**39* ' .
^Statement by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1931*
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Ones he had determined hie theme and had and# certain that the 
points he wished t© include were clearly m  the subject,, he began the 
discussion phase* *1 ©ail in the top staff," he told this writer,
•tod eng&afa what t want to talk about, what t want t© say to that 
particular group* "3 ft was' here that he discussed, particularly in 
the preparation of a najor address, the principal Mean and the over-* 
all contest* His staff, made up Of specialists in many fields, listen** 
ed, offered suggestions, then went out to gather details* Buring this 
dijscniesi©n-*researeh step Johnston drew up an outline which served not 
only as a guide toward the unity of the speech but also as a frame** 
wash: upon which he built the final speech* «fhe Outline is especial** 
ly inportant," he declared* "It is a guide to what you are trying to 
hit* Without an outline you lose track*
Ones he had assembled all the material, Johns ton then wrote or 
dictated the first draft of his speech* Baird quotes Johnston as 
saying that this first manuscript is made "a few days in advance# of 
the speaking date* EvidentaHy, however, the importance and length of 
the speech actually governed the time between the first and final drafts* 
He has been knows, for example, to hare written a single speech as msy
3m a *
*ibia.
5A. Craig Baird, Bapresa^-Myg Ajpa^fjmfl&a&» 33&$r2S6k (Hew XoHc* fhe B* W# wiXeeu0©*, ̂I94w/, p* 201#
X33
&ft a dosaen times*** Bach revision represented M b determination to 
be concise and to the point, for he mintained that **Peopl» 3ifee ©ap~
doses of public speaMag* Thus, what we m$r imsA be oondemed#
&  ay Boston spseOfc to labor^ I s ta rte d  out w ith  an o r ig in a l muu** 
script of pages* When we get through re v is in g  4 tf  i t  was
ei^t pages*
During this period of writing a M  revising Jdtasteu loapb ©lose 
toueh with M s  researchers and the specialists in the various fields 
he was to oarer la the address# Those persons read each version as 
it was prepared, saade suggestions, and seat it back to Johnston feu* 
consideration and possible additional revision* The final copy of 
the speech was not nea^y until it had the approval of all 'those wcrfc«* 
lag with it*
The final phase of his speech preparation was study* Once all 
appropriate changes had been made, and Johnston and his eo-workers 
were satisfied with the content and its arranges® nfc, th® study manu­
script was typed* Depending upon the importance of the speech occasion* 
he read and re-read this speech few* compete memorization or for famlli** 
artaation* As he told Baird, *After I have gonfr over it a nuafcer of
E* Silver son, Eric _£• Jpl^ton, Sookesmn SM, M M *  Unpublished M*A* thesis, University of Jtedtends, 1947, p* 10b*
7 Johnston, *A Warning to Labor &£& to Management* w Address, Boston University founders1 Day dinner, Boston, Massachusetts, March 
13, X9U. A»Craig Baird, Henresantiattofl AaaSteBtt SE22alM» M£r23J&* (Hew Torkf The H* W. Wilson 0o«, 1946)•
Statement by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1951*
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&n official ®«d associate' of Johnston* & in the Chamber of Commerce* 
declared that thi® prolific speakar "had researchers and literal 
®m|3NKI?t®*, long with him, know hi© style and couM wife® in hi® 
style# Johnston gave thorn hi® basic Moo® and they might even draw 
Op the first draft of a speech* Johnston, himself* however, was a 
fluent writer of speedhes* sod th© final drafts wor® hls*ŵ
Fiirfcbarmor©, Johnston*® own consent using %re* aonoorrdng the 
Boston address^-^tb&i *when w© got through revlsi^ it# • « 
would indicate that ho acknowledged the helpful thinking and Maas 
of his staff# It is concluded her© that although ha drew freely 
Upon the suggestion® and advie© of certain associates and specialists, 
h© did not hare *ghost writers#*
Thus Brio Johnston*® speech preparation is charactarlsod by 
the thoroughness with which he conducted his research, organised 
and revised the draft®, and studied his final mnusoript csr notes#
Be did hare a staff of trained reeearofeers to aid M m  through the 
preparation of hi® main addressee# However* the fla&l mnnscripb 
from which he studied* spoke* nr read* was hie own*
•ft take® m m  native ability to mbs a successful speech, ”
12Ibid.
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Charlie, glad to bo back with you in Harrisburg tonight, alsoa nusfcer of b$f other friends that I so© out through th© audience this evening,’*®
3# *If w© can go this# «« • Thou 1 can say to you in Atlanta this evening. .. * ,,1“
4# *Are no abl© to- use the- tools* # *? If w© cam, than f toll you in Rochester this owning# * *
5* *0a» ho temps? his spirit* * *? If ho &m* then I San toll you this afternoon in Detroit* * * *$*
Often Johnston employed the technical language and ih® Jargon 
of the group as an audieaoo-adaptation device. The words may have 
been meaningful to other audiences, hut such deliberate phraseology 
Indicated M s  intentional adaptation of his idea to the particular
18Johnston, "America Unlimited** Address, 27th Annual Meeting, Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,April 6, 1944* Pamphlet (Washington, B.C.t U.S. Chan&er of Com* 
meres), p* 1*
^Johnston, Post-war AmerioaJ?. Address, Atlanta Chamber of Ccmaneroe, Atlanta, Georgia, February 1, 1944# T«fc deposited in Tf#S* Chamber of Commsrce, p* 14#
^Johnston, * America Unlimited." Address, Rochester Chan&er of 
Cosameroe, Rochester, Hew fork, March 17, 1944# Text, numbered 0*15, deposited in U.S. Chamber of Commerce, p. 5*
21Johnston, *The Road to Realism for American Business** Address, 
Seonomlc Club of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan, April 17, 1944* Steno­graphic transcript deposited in U.S. Chamber of Conferee, p* 7#
It is pointed out, that the foregoing Illustrations came from 
speeches delivered in Wilmington, Harrisburg, Hew Haven, Atlanta, Rochester, and Detroit, during a period In which he made twenty major addresses of record* It does not consider the less important speeches, on which no manuscript was preserved in the U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce.
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258group* His speech to a meeting of the E laotrio Institute of Washing**
ton, B*C*# is typical of the scheme for a special!sod audience*
1 think wo shoal# describe Washington in the terminology 
of the light and power im&ustxy and say that wo should have In Washington far more high-powered incandescent 
light upon our national problems and far leas low-powar- ed edicts against American business* It seems to me that 
we should have more of th© glow of national pride* and less of the heat generated by internal friction* We 
should deliver more power to the fighting lines* and dissipate less power in the party lines* We should 
have store light upon subjects, and less sound about these subj©ots*23
When hie audience was composed of men representing a variety of 
professions* trades* and skills* he presented his ideas in the latr* 
guage at the particular group* In his May 2* 1946* speech to the 
annml Chamber of Commerce meeting* for example* he made use of such 
words as accumulated capital* flow of goods* mass production* pressure 
groups* minimum wage* annual wage* profit sharing* and social security * 
In the conclusion he drew an analogy between the old and new capital­
ism* The phraseology would have been Inappropriate for any other 
audience!
22ttm made use of the same technique for humor* Th© examples given here are plays on words* but the subject and situation are 
serious*
^"American Business and the Peace** Address* 10th Annual Meeting 
of the Electric Institute of Washington* D*C** March 21* 1944# Text 
deposited In TT*S, Chamber of Commerce* p* 7*
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Yesterday *s model® are todays Candida tea for the junk 
yard* Tomorrow* 9 model is already on the drawing hoard*
Today*® model is already second-hand* We don’t repair or r a patch the warn out machine* We do n’t hesitate to 
scrap worn oufc tool®* We shouldn’t hesitate to scrap worn out social concepts#̂ 4
In th© third place* Johnston adapted himself and his cause to
hie audience through the establishment of a consnon bond of interests*
The same device also enhanced his ethical proof* as previously shown#
nevertheless* it emphasised his effort to make a specific speech ap*
preprints for a particular audience# These short coiasents are typical#
1* “In ay official capacity* • • as the president of th® United States Chamber of Commerce# * « #**5 he spoke of himself to a Chamber of Com** seres audience*
2* To businessmen at a World Trade dinner he was a businessman* *1 want to talk in an ordinary businessman’s language*”2®
3* In 1944 he went to Russia as ”• * * a private citizen* * * * a 
production Ban* * * •*27
4* To a group of writer® he was a builder and manufacturer, who had 
a vital, cosvaon interest with writers# ”We are all of us, in our several ways, seeking to preserve America# You who write* * * do 
it with the weapon of words# Those of us who build and manufacture do it
with machines and g o o d s .  r,28
^Johnston, “A Decade of Decisions*” Address, Chamber of Commerce 
Annual Convention, Atlantic City, New Jerssy* Hay 2, 1946* Pamphlet, 
(Washington, D*C#,s U*S* Chamber of Commerce), p* 16#
^Johnston, JTVictoryJ7* Address, Omaha Chamber of Commerce,
Omaha, Nebraska, October 18, 1944# SSflM fiteate $£. .BigCM
Sallgfete# October 20, 1944, P* 3.
t*' -■
^Johnston, ,/̂ Warld Traded# Address, 31st National Foreign Trade 
Convention, New York City, October 11, 1944# Press release, numbered K— l&*~10, on fils in TT*3* Chamber of Commerce, p* 2*
^Johnston, statement, Ifew York Time®* Jura 2, 1944, P# 5*
28 Johnston, “Intolerance**1 Address, War Writer’s Board, January 
11, 1945* AlMiaaS SmasMSU JL2&H5# A* Craig Baird,ed*, p# 177*
X/rX
StefEfr tfeMl frequently ©aeqplcyed m a m
of adaptation less obvious tfeaa the vory familiar esei discussed in 
the foregoing pages* In this section* tbs wit©# has chosen for a 
move detailed analysis two address®© listed earlier as basis 'to this, 
at«dy#̂  These eacaâ lse a »  typical of the means by which Johnston 
adapted himself and his cause to his audience*
Ihq Opposed Audiame#--JahRstgm delivered ”A Local World"3® dur­
ing his three-week visit in England where he was & guest of the Brit­
ish Government and the British national Committee of the International 
Chamber of Commerce during August and September* 1943* During his stay 
there Johnston was "representing United States business men* and the 
opinions he expressed and the observations he made were sure to resolve 
conoid erati on* if not agreement# Since this was one of his ppinoip&X 
addresses there* ho obviously gave it careful thought and planning#
Johnston knew that this British audience was likely to be made 
up of prominent businessmen who operated tinder an economic system 
which was more and mere coming to favor socialism* Already the Brit­
ish Broadcasting System, a "public* agency, was owner and operator of 
all radio stations# Many industries, although not socialised, did
^Supra# vv). ; .7*
3 ̂Johns to n, **A Local World# w Address, Association of British 
Charters of Commerce, August IB, 1943* Vital Sue^qhog, X (October 
15, 19(43), S-ll#
3%ew fork % i July IB, 1943, p. 27*
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a the sad lane*1 a ta® la So®!#®* mad th& pa&&* that Has* ¥ox&**
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British Broadcasting Company, while those In the United State© are 
privately owned and operated* (4,) The British government is sovereign, 
iMI* in the Bfc±t©& State© it I© the people vto are sovereign* In short# 
til* American opposed amotily what the Britisher Mvocated^pcdvate monopo­
lies# cartels* concentrated pcarora* However# .Ifohnston assured hie pro** 
ju& lesd and 1© ace, ^Americans otFervholsiinsgly have ne In o iim tio n  te  try  
to revise your economic method© ©a? yew political methods in the inters 
national field* On the other head they do net intend to rerise theirs*”*^
Speaking to this audience e£ business leaders# Johnston pat hie 
proposal as a m tter^fvfact business proposition* It would not have 
served the purpose to a group at' legislators# or laagers* or peMtiw ̂ 
eiana* It was buaiaosmaan whe would he interested in buiMing up 
thi enrnlnrr cower of backward natlons so- that btrvlng cower in those 
nations would increase* ffee m i d i  would he greater profits f m  the 
initial investors* He sailed lor a laergar of Jmtdsaa and British 
capital, invested osoperativsly with the capital of the prospective 
regions* Britain# he said# had had more fioeperienee in the mmgwsrfc 
of international capital j America had mere capital* 'That kind af oo* 
operation would pay off fimneially and promote a fTeo^tradlng# peaces 
M  world*
Johnston had alee considered other factors when he prepared M s  
speech* He knew that his listeners were British# ran whoso national
p* xo*
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pride w&s not surpassed even hsr the American*©* Establishing a com** 
man bond of and ors band ing , he took occasion to rosa&rk on wMr# Church** 
hill*s popularity among ua,11 hem the Americans respect him as witty# 
eloquent# and stubborn* **Xour Prime Minister#*1 he added# nA& certain­
ly* on© of the most popular British Prime Ministers that America has 
ever had*1*^ H© praised the work of the British at Gibraltar# Malta# 
Africa, and Asia* declaring that now, on the threshold of xrlctoxy,
** • #v© of America salute you of Britr-im for tbs mgnificent fight 
that you have made# standing a H  alone# during the darkest part of 
the w a r*  *35
there is only one indication of Johnston*© adaptlî g Ids material 
to an impromptu circumstance daring this speodx* Even the one An** 
stance# however# emphasises this speaker* s constant awareness of the 
audience and its makeup* Furthermore# It discloses his ability to 
take advantage of an immediate situation* Evidently# his fair# 
point-blank contrast of the American and British points of view on 
national economies, followed by his praise and n saint©** to the val** 
iarrt, wsr-tise British, had been favorably received# Sensing the 
opportune moment, Johnston declared, **Xt ][*our anti^dmperiaXistAe 
philosophy,^ means what 2 am now about to say to you after long &©*• 






































t was glad to have Mta* Bulette tell yen a few momeiJts ago that lie was for fro© enterprise* Bow aboufc a year age, 
lb took a lion-hearted m n  to got out and say that ha was 
pop free enterprise, and those who did it spoke in rather 
soft terras, and didn’t wish to bo quobadf but now it seem# tbat ©mrybcdy is for free enterprise* Why, area our friend, 
Bari BMatter# has ©om» out for- free ©uterprise* I presume that if Diogenes were aliv© today that h© would have a 
flourescent lantern and nouM go up and down the streets attempting to find ©©srnbody who was not for free outer- jw?iss*
I am not sura whether this sudden conversion to free enters prise, hc&rever, cosies from searching their hearts or the 
ballot bosses* X am not sure whether it comes from the soul or from the polled
lore again is an indication of Johnston* 3 recc&nltion of the above- 
averag© or high intelluotual and informational background of his audi­
ence* Xt is net likely that anyone missed the reference to Browder, 
who had lightened his all-out attack m  demoorable government since 
the United Stabs© and ftuse&a had allied themselves against the Asia* 
Probably meet of hia listeners had heard of Biogenes, who searched 
during the day with a lighted lantern for an honest man*.
Johnston especially liked the rhetorical question, which gem 
him something of an appeal to the group* a curiosity and at the same 
time provided a transition between his mM*qput questions and answers* 
This device appears durlxg his presentation of figures on the natural 
resources and land tinder cultivation, the point being that the United 
Stateehas a greater abundance than India and Europe combined* “Does 
















ho began* After voicing: his position, he added* **How there or© net
ail people in the Uhited States who agree with that* As a matter of
fhot, a ve*y high official In Washington toM m  two weok© ago* * * *R
Then sgala he brought in hie opposing belief i rtHcw I am one who vdb,©**
mstrfcly disagrees with this theory* * * ** Bucb bite of corvorsation
lend vitality to naterial which way othorwise b# duH* In this a&#
dress he also drew from a variety of fields for hie statistics in
comparing a block of eleven western states with India axd western
Europe* He used in his evidence, statistics on the sines of gee**
graphic area^ populations* development of resources, and agriculture*
Although consideration will be given later to Johnston's style
in choice of word and phrase, it mm% be mentioned here that his
iaagsry and his ability in such figures of spa e oh as the metaphor
and simile lent much to his holding the interest of a partisan and!**
eace* This fact is best illustrated late in his speech when he likens
history to land and the American people to Columbus*
I have sometimes felt that stretches of history are very much like stretches of land* You go for a long time, m m *  tines almost across a continent, with little change, and then suddenly you coxae to the land*© edge* Byroad lies 
the great unknown, the open sea* We are the pioneers on the Continental edge of on© of those periods of history* 
t sometimes think we are like Christopher Columbus taking 
off from the European continent* He don’t know ©s&oily where we are going* Thera Is dissent ion in the country, 
and when we get there, w© probably will arrive at a spot which Is quite different from that to which we thought we 
were going* X wish X had a periscope and could look a- round the corner and depict that tomorrow for you accurate** ly* But there are m m  things that are looming up through 
the nebulous fogs of tomorrow, and on© cf them is that we
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are in a great varmint 1on and w® stand in the ® M  stream*^ 
Throughout this speech there was an uideô ourrent oaf one of John** 
aton*s basic personal motivoa* Be himself m  firmly believed in the 
ability and the great no as of the Tlhited States that he could nee with 
facility the appeal to the audience*® mtioml pride and patriotism*
Kesri Americans, Johnston tasw in preparing this speech* enjoy praise, 
net only Of bhsmsslwea* bat also of things they held dear* Be md©
use of that appeal here#
• * * vs have greater horlson© before us than aver before# # * -
« + # w© have only began to explore the frontiers in scienceand inwentsloa and in new techniques*
* # * we shall have greater opportonities in badness# • #
* « # we have the greatest rosoureea, the greatest ©ppor**
tunitieo, the tools in ear hands# # #
# • # we are the strongest country in the world fimmi&lly#
K© have the greatest produetiv© oapac&tr of arcr nation in the world# We have potentially the greatest ansed and failitary 
force of any nation la the world#
There never m s  a place in the history of the world where mankind and geography were placed in such auspicious poet* 
tions together#
The final sentences clinch the entire appeal and moCdf **0an a i  thus 
endowed with all the prerequisites of greatness ©else ths opportunl^ 
tlsfl that lie ahead? Can we temper our spirit and raise out* minds to 






**1 always tagr to mke each group fool, ,f Johnston told this 
writer, ^tk&t that 3peooh was especially and on-Ly for them*** Xu 
keeping with that goal, Johnston placed groat emphasis upon his speech 
preparation, tho analysis cC his audience, and the adaptation of his 
ideas to the listeners*
Although ha had a competent staff to assist him in the discussion 
and research phase of preparation for a major address, the evid3**30 a** 
vailabie does not indicate that Johnston had ”ghost writers* ** The fiml 
speech drafts were his own* Johnston spent considerable time in re** 
wising his manuscripts toward the fiml draft* Finally, through a 
concentrated study period, he committed the speech to tssmory or so 
familiarized himself with it that he could speak with a few or no notes* 
This speaker took special care to adapt each speech to its Intended 
audience* Even his general, inspirational speeches bore that character** 
latte* His most frequently used devices toward that end were familiar 
references, professional Jargon, and the ostablishnent of caramon grounds* 
Two typical addresses illustrated Johnston*G subtler mans of adapt** 
H e  h^g speeches to opposed and partisan listeners* Fc£r the former group 
he devoted more time to establishing good through humor, common grounds, 
and straight-forward language* His suggestions wore those of one bus!** 
naeawua to another* He made a dominant emotional appeal to the audience*s 
patriotism*
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In the friendly and sympathetic audience, however, Johnston**? 
task was to umltttain a sincere interest on the part of the group fat 
kls old and familiar truths# through humor* description* and apt 
phraseology he sought that end#
*1 get a thrill from the audience *s response*11 said Jafenston#^ 
Without the ©are he gave to his speech preparation and the adaptation 
of his case to his audience* he could not have had that enjcymnt*
^Statement by Johnston, personal interview* January 5* 1951#
0HAPT1SB VI
sfescsj mimmmm
This chapter considers -the manner ia which Johnston arrayed 
the parts of his total speech* Although th$ rhetoricians did not 
agree on the exact nmaber or mrros of speech divisions, they did 
agree that the canon of dispositip involved axrangexMmt and pro* 
portion of the speech material* The modern division, Brigane® 
points out, however, is firmly established at "introduction,n 
"discussion,v and "conclusion**1̂
Johnston plaoed groat emphasis upon the importance of his 
speech organisation* His speeches reveal that fact, and ha strong* 
2y expressed himself to this t/riter* "The purpose of public speak* 
ing is to leave an idea and to get the people to execute the idea# 
Thus, the address must be confined to cm thing, om point, one idea# 
The more points a speech has,*1 he added, "the poorer th© speech*
^William Borwood Briganoe, Speech ComDositiop (Hew York8 F*S* 
Crofts St Co*, 1947), p* 67*
3Statement by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1951*
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Johnston* e introductions cannot b© atriot3y catalogued by *typea,»
for they were corabimtiotis of th© elsssifioafciona ordinarily cited in
3studio® Of speocb division®. Broadly,, hovfevar, the priaaipal oontanb 
of thoso oovorad *8r this oxaninatloa includes (1) porsoral refaranee, 
(2) M f w e a m  to sabjoot, (3) roferenoe to audione®, (1) haaoir, (5) 
anacdot®, and (6) startling statomot*
Earaonal gafereneo. humor. roforooea to aqflionoo .~~.Tohn3toa 
frequently utilised a combination of personal reference, humor, and 
reference to the audience# In only a few sentences he could acknow** 
ledge the m n  who Introduced hl% Btalee a polite reference to hie 
listeners, and blend the material humorously in a bid for audience 
good will# Hie “orchid" introduction, which he adopted many tirmat 
Is typical of the technique# In Wiladngion, Delaware, he put it this 
wayt
X do not deserve th© orchids that hare been thrown at m $ 
but 1 am human and therefore enjoy then# X tell you bo** fare X go any farther, however, that net only have X feet of clay, but seiBr of ay friends think that I ham the head 
of a dodo as veil# 1 have longed all say life# • « to have
%Sdd Miller made a comprehensive study of introductions and deter** 
mined a practical catalog of types, based on content only* reference to subject, reference to audiorOe, reference to occasion, quotation, refer** 
ones to current events, historical, anecdote, startling statement, ques** tiesu husor, and personal reference# "Speech Introductions and Conclusions, Quarter^ Journal of Spaeoh. TCOX (April, 1946), 1*0-183.
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1&e opportunity of baing Introduced to such a large crowd at Wilmington, toe home of ay good friend and a m n  whom 
X consider one of the most efficient secretaries in Amer­ica, Mr. Gassowiflv « *4
To an Atlanta Chamber of Commerce group he begaai
It is grand to again be in the heart of the deep South. I hare been living for the past year and a half in another portion of the political anatony of our country that is a 
long ways fro® the heart ana not in the South either. I 
see most of you either don*t know your anatocy, or else you doa*t knew Washington. It is great to have so many 
orchids thrown at me tonight by Carlyle Fraser. X knew he was in toe parts business but I did not know he raised orchids on toe side*?
la Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, Johnston said at a state Ohairibcr of
Commerce dinner meeting*
I appreciate very much toe orchids he /Mr* MarsbaljJ? has thrown sy way, and although 1 do not deserve them, being human 1 must confess I enjoy them. X have always wished that 1 might be introduced by ay friend, Bill Marshall, 
and tonight before this very large gretqp | have the honor and privilege of being introduced by him.®
He adapted the same introduction to a group of businessmen in 
Detroit*
X know one of the reasons at least why Norge Corporation and Borg*Warner are so successful, in listening to the 
sales talk which Howard Blood has just given about me*I vast to assure you, however, that although he has thrown a number of orchids at ms, I do sot deserve them, but being
Johnston, £ Industrial ProbleinsJ?. Address, 107th Annual Meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, Wilmington, Delaware, January 27, 1944.• Text, numbered B— deposited in U.S. Chamber of Commerce, p. 1*
^Johnston, £#o&Mfwt America^* Public address sponsored by Atlaa** 
ta Chamber Form Committee, Atlanta, Georgia, February 1, 1944. Text deposited in U.S. Chamber of Comffaeroe, p. 1*
^Johnston, "America Unlimited.M Address, 27th Annual Meetly Penn­
sylvania State Chan&or of Commerce, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, April 6, 1944* Pamphlet (Washington, B.C.* U.S.Chastoer of Commerce ) , p. 1*
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human I Eijtst confess that X enjoy them**̂
Subject; gg£ Iiijnses*--Many times Johnston rotated the words of a
prevAous speaker to his subject, then gave the topic a hunorous twist*.
He was careful to listen for such phrases as “free enterprise” In the
remarks of th© m n  who introduced him* With that as a 3ead, plus a
humorous anecdote, he was able to m m  his subject at the outset of
th© speech, at the same tiros stijmlating laughter and good will in
the audience* His Sari Browder and Diogenes quips are typical of
these introductions* To a group of professional m n  In Washington
in 1944- he began*
1 was very glad tonight to hear Dr* McClellan talk about 
free enterprise or what he calls “individual* enterprise*It was & lion hearted roan who, even as little as a year or so ago, stood on a public platform and talked about free 
enterprise* Those who did so did it in hushed tones and d M a H  wish to be quoted* But now we haV© a ©uddes>~*y©s almost an alar^ng^oonv©rsAon to free enterprise, or 
individual enterprise if you wish to call it that# Even Sari Browder is for free enterprise* I am not sure whsth** 
er these people have soarchsd their soul or are watching 
the polls* X am not sure whether they speak from com« viction or from convenience#
To audiences in Harrisburg (Pennsylvania)*̂  Bow lark City* Rochester
7Johnston* “The Road to Realism for American Bus Ire as*" Address* 
the Economic Club of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan, April 17, 1944* TeaA 
deposited la B«3» Chamber of Gcmmerco, p* 2#
^Johnston, “American Business and the Peace,'* Address* annual most** lag of the Electric Institute of Washington, Washington, D*C*V March 21, 
1944* Tort deposited in U*S* Chamber of Commerce* p* 2*
9»America UnlifflUXKl," April 4* 1944# P* 1*
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(Wew fork), and Detroit to adapted the same ldea#1Q
**ofc aH  «f his totroduetions which gave a humorous treat­
ment of Mb serious subject ware the Br owd©3>-Biog@n© 0 type* Many time a 
ha began with an abrupt stotament of his general subject, included a 
humorous story* than wont taoedtotely to tte AtoetoeUn'of his topic* 
His warning to labor and to «*aty£n»rib at the* Founders* Bay speech in 
Boston represents that variety in the approach*
this is a talk about labor and management and their place to mettog American human needs*
t r&aamtoy a strike out ay way ih the West# the strike leader was a smart nan* When the newspaper reporters asked him what all this labor tro u b le  was about, he eotSdi
♦labor trouble? there*s no labor trouble* the employees 
In this plant are just bavtog a little trouble*1
And he was right* That particular strike was mnagomnt’s fault*
Tonight* lfm going to Mention plenty of bad practices by 
labor? and plenty by mamgemenb also* * * #£*
k n a r A a ^ a ItJKatigh Johnston was a dramatic story teller* he did 
net often use the isolated anecdote as M b introduction# The “management
^Johnston* JTPost~War AraerioaJ?# Address* Allied Stores Corporation 
meeting* Hew fork City, February 24* 1944* Text* numbered B-CL6-23* do- peaitodin W*0# Chamber of Commerce* p* 1#
Also* “The Hoad to Realism for Amrtoan Business,” April 17* 1944*
p# 1#
Also* Jchmton* “America Unlimited#” Address, Rochester Chamber 
of Commerce* March 17* 1944* Text* numbered D— *13, deposited to U*S# 
Chamber of Commerce, p» 1#
^Jetastcn* “A Warali^ to labor to Management#” Address, Boston 
University Founders1 Bay dinner, Boston, Massachusetts, March 13* 1944# A# 
Craig Baird, qam-aaaotatlva Amartoaa gpee.atea, J242~*1S4& (*«< Toric* Tha 
H. W. Wilson Co., 194477 P* 201*
trouble" ataxy ipeied above Illustrate a the type* The serious stogy
Immediately related to his subject, however* appeared occasionally*
It Is typified ty hia opening sentences la a radio address during an
annual meeting of the Chamber of Goran© rce in 1943*
Coed evening, Americans, werywhere* One day in the yeas* 
1912 a Congreessmn stood up to speak in the House of Bop*** resentativeo. Be held two telegrams aloft, m m  in each 
hand# He said* Mentis men, in ray right hand 1 hold a telegram from the business man in one city of ay state*
. It opposes the passage of the legislation m  are now ©on*■ stasris^* fn the other hand I hold a telegram from the business mem. of a nearby city* It favors the passage of 
this legislation! How In the world are we going to know whether business is for. or against this legislation? *X&
Staartii^ gt&tem&n^ apd suspense*«**Jofanst©n of ten began hi© ad** 
dresses with a startling or arresting statement* This type of intro* 
duetlon, fas raointaimd, was especially strong as an initial jnaans of 
obtaining audience attention and interest* He called It the “shook 
treatment* *13 Illustrative of that introduction are the opening sen* 
teaeea to one of 3dm radio addressee*
The world Is cm fire!
True, we are getting the fire under control, but the job 
will mot be finished until not a single esfcer is left ■ anslderlfS!?*
The Sixth War Loan Drive, now starting# sysfcollses the
^Johnston, "Responsibilities of the U#S* Chamber of Commerc©*"
Radio Address, national Broadcasting Co,, Hew fork City, April 20, 1943* 
Dies trao&crlption furnished the writer by the Bottom 1 Broadcasting Com* 
pany* (Text also deposited la U.S. Chanfcer of Commerce)*
^Statement by «Tohnston, personal Interview, January 5, 1951*
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mgs efforts of all of ua to another tbs devouring flams s*^ 
Moapo frequently, hewvw, ho employed only an "arresting” state­
ment, one that appeal** t© the interest and imagination of his listen** 
era* Fop example, typical first sentences were* ”Hr journeys around 
America hav* oouvAnced me that from ocean to ocean ow people are stir** 
red tgr two deep amotions* # # ©a* *$hie is in the nature of a valgdie**
tcoy address* « * *”̂  or #Th© American system of free enterprise has
passed the test of war with flying colors**®'
This same classification includes the element of suspense* In a
Chicago speech in September 1944* for example* he employed this tsehni**
quo to build toward his delayed announcement of hie subject# Here
■^"Radi© Bond $*!£*” Sadi© address* National Broadcasting C©*, 
Washington* B* G#, November If* 1944* font (carbon copy aarfced "Pinal 
Draft# Publicity Copy”), nunbered L*~1X, on file in tr*S, Chamber of
^Johnston, "The Four Fillers of Unity# * Address* Kansas City Ghanfcer of Conacre©, Kansas City* Missouri* Novenfrer 19, 1943* Tescb 
deposited la U#S. Chatther of Commerce, p, 1.
16Johnston* ”A Decade of Decisions*” Address* Chamber of Commerce Annual Convention, Atlantic City, New Jersey, Hay a, 1946* Pamphlet 
(Washington, D#C#t tJ*S* Chamber of Commerce), p« 1*
^Johnston, ./"The Four Pillars of labor^Hamgement Relationship/?# 
Address, Zebor^Management Conference, Washington, D# 0*, November 5, 1945# 
Text, press release, deposited in U*S* Chamber of Commerce, p* 1#
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Johnston hinted and immediate!^ involved hi# audience In "a veiy mm* 
trovereial question** In the following quotation he built steadily, 
adding little by little toward the climax, the announcement of hie 
topic*
X think we all need to rediscover America, and if you go 
abroad these days, you are bound to rediscover America* * * •
X find that people all over the world are rediscovering Amor** lea* whether it is Vargas In Brazil or Llqyd George in &ng* 
land or Stalin in Busaia, /or J +  * «the people in the United States who said it couldn’t be done, » *that we couldn11 pull 
together in great stress and strain* * * *Bven those people are rediscovering America, and it is because of that that I want 
' to discuss with you important business executives a very con* trovarsial question* It is a question that most business men should decide* and yet very few business men have made a do** elslen* Great national business organisations have not made 
a decision upon this subject, although business organizations pay most of the cost of this articular thing* And so X want 
to discuss it with you today, perfectly frankly* Maybe some of you will not agree with me. I think that Is unimportant* 
But, I think that American business should nnke up their 
JTsicj? minds and sake their decision os the Batter, and so, whether you think X am right car whether you think X am wrong Is completely unimportant, of only you make up your mind as to what should be done* And that is the question of socialsecurity* 2$
Length of igtraduotIon*«•**$lller* s Stcdy found thatspeedh intro**
ductions, without regard for type of speech, average almost ten per cent
Wof the total speech length* The second column In the following table 
is reproduced from Mlller*s findings* The third column shews the ease* 
parable figures for Johnston*s introductions* These statistics were
^Social Security and a Dynamic Capitalism*” Address, September 
8, 19U, p. 765*
*9£B* jSii*, P* 132 *
1 6 3
2D©ojapileil f m m  the sixteen speeches basic to this study*
UBHGTH m  OTIIODOCTXQNS
of speech Miller*© Johnston*sfindings average
Gonviaoe 7.5# 12*5*JtSEBflPEI 8.9 1*0
Stimulate 33.0 9*1
dll speeches 9.8 0*0
ess*
The tabulation discloses that* overall, J©hm3toa*s introductions 
a w  slightly Isas than the average length of those studied by Miller* 
Johnston* s averages for speeches to iaCam and sMinalatt ar@ well 
ualer the average, and only tetroduotlons to speeches to comtesm are 
above average*
No valid relationship can be drrnm between tbs length and the type 
of introduction* For essunpls, tbs introductions to speeches to inform 
ranged from 2*6 per sent to 9 ps* soot of the total length* Xfcose for 
stimulative speeches ranged from 1*1 per cent to &x*5 per sent# Speech- 
es to convince !*d introduction* between 9*6 and 15*4 per seat* Moreover, 
the shortest speech considered In the sixteen typical examples had aa 
Introduction 15 per cent of the total length-- the same percentage given 




j&aamarv*— Johnst on* a introduction® in general exhibit the ease 
with which he could very their content. In one short introduction 
he could combine a personal reference, humor, and an amouncsimmi of 
hie subject* ia another ha mishit combine references to himself* his 
audience, ana his subject, the most outstanding characteristic was 
his use of humor. Of the sixteen introductions considered in detail
e
here* fifteen contained a humorous anecdote, several plays on words,
or humorous references to Johnston or a previous speaker. Be was a
22good narrator and his stories were to the point, finally, his intro­
ductions were slightly below average in percentage length of the total 
speech. His familiarity with the audience, rather than the type of 
speech, appears to have been the determining factor, On the basis of 
such a limited survey, however. It Is impossible to make any final 
pronouncement,
STATEMENT OF SPEECH PROPOSITIONS
Johnston carefully phrased his propositions in most of the speeches 
covered by this investigation* These nsubject sentences" were a con­
cise statement of the speech content; each division and subdivision 
pointed directly back to them.




























































persits encourages freedom of the individml* His proposition
appeared at the end of the introduction* « ^  prsg2Psm for tin© future*
swst *>• bs unleash and unshackle the i^o&uctire capacities of s»b  so
tb»* h* mgr h»v® a wid»r harlson than « m  baPawt*"24
Johnston did not ssjpresa all of his propositions: in pm sawfcsnBa*
Occasionally, hut worthy of msni&oa hors* ho extended a thesis Msa
through tvs or snore sentences* One of his spssshss in London is typical
of that variation* His contention in this instance was that British**
American cooperation is dependent upon mutual understanding of the fexato*
mental differences in ifao economic, political, social, and cultural liras
tf the two nations# He said f
this sentimental localism which es&sts all mm. our county, la fortified by oar economics &M one policies* ¥tay imarl^ cans, in addressing British audiences, .stress tha rosejriblances between the two countries* 1 thiA it wiser to begin %  strain 
ing the differences* Only through realisation of those differ** ana#a can we break through them Sind arrive at true terms of 
friendship,*”
The body of this address was a straightforward disaassicm of those differ** 
•naes and a plea for undorstandiqg and cooperation,
Johnston’s last address as prodded of the Chafer of Oommxm 
of the United States contains his typically broad proposition of a bread 
subject, wTonight#tt he said, 111 want to talk about capitalism ant its
ÂlOOFlcm Unlimited* * Address, April 6, 1944-, P# f #
^Johnston, «A Local World** Address, Association of Brit ish 
OhaidKjrs of Commerce, London, England* August IB, 19A3* SfiSESl^
me* X (October IB, 1943), »
rol« la the imtOalm Osenis ahMta,"26
On the ifceXsf those features mark Johnston*® ̂ positions* Cl)
Me stated them at 1&& end of the introductions* fa) CWtmtiV &* 
presented them la c m  sentence* although he sometimes employed a 
•thesis paragraph,* instead of a thesis eeateaee* (3) He so con­
structed them that tfaay served as statements of his overall Idea and 
the unifying elements for his main and sub^topies* (A) He did not 
always sales a opaclap statement! often the bey sentence was broad 
enough to permit a variety of developments*
m w i m m w t
Tftdaftfr arrangement £& ideas*—4fhoa Johnston said that the best 
speech is “confined to only one thing** he did not Imply that the 
speech might not be developed by a series of points supporting or 
illustrating his ome^n&ln Idea* In fact* his addresses abound with 
numbered ideas m &  illustrations, and his arrangement of material in 
the discussion is characterised by the topical method*
Most of his speeches do disclose a carefully planned development*
Six of the speeches considered in this study are organised by the topi­
cal method* and his Warning to labor ££& to Management11 is a represent®-
2&»A Decade of Decisions** Address* May 2, 194&, p* 1*
la numerous other speeches Johnston stated his theme In his open* 
fnQ sentence* eliminating the introduction almost altogether! *Ths theme 
of ay talk toolkit Is peace*11 (Mey 28* X94d)f "Tonight 1 want to talk 
about how America can avoid socialism** (March 10* 1949)f anight 1 want to talk about tbs most militant force in the world* * * peace *•
(May 18* 1949*)
Uxm eweapla* Shoaetahe M i w  the deadly »&»* «f the two
opposing aaaye* Re elaborated gpm thom "atae? la aajipert of bin 
heals oontentlon that the tw» g m m  had mtseod hheix* s&wtoaitleB at 
lasting tmmr with the AmkUwa pribUe*
Sst*a take « lode at the deadly *iw la a optr&tw* aufPUJMNnii # « #
ŵSlIA' dlfc iS'%iwShi6k'W Hppjl yW R H W w W  *WP w tV09j|gH t W iP ffliM riF  3EaI*wWd^^S^3aber*s cmfca
* * * &adti3l&p# # * * -
M u  t i | | | A  A o h l fe w a w p  m *  M. # ia iiiM < t /  s lid  /  /  M  tw l< w m i
A m  %A4a*b j—.--M- je ^ . ia..-^—:..J.A .t.t. *  ^3Mi joyn̂ f p*H*«Jar pqa|ĵ \tx>xQw ̂  iy
^ a A a a a M g u a & jd k W  .^nheih ^ B u A .4 lG ^ ^  aac P  A i d U n A ^ h h A i t a  -» .-J k  ■ -drttAPj i l  m  jm vm u A  v . . t -A  ^W*WSII^I^lPSSt # * QBE* *s32P PJBQ18X0130 €SF 0 O X 0IHPP# a «. * &TX* X
*ît
qqop «p̂ pE#?OT!fcw poppwp# * # tin eiri no Qa^Q«$0«*
ftli t f o lia te  to  naltejp^
3atrtt JftSWfc#- 5&PP Wffiiyĵ y P̂ ter̂ B̂Pflhlk. *  *  % A ite ilw i Ip  it  M tiP i iP
®0£ ̂ wKBHEr®1 ĵJWWP w3S “W W  *?BL ®* ŵ̂ jyWHi wHBfvla a vithhoMlag ofir«ht»t/ty mmgeaea^/*
ffcflû £ĵ|g, ¥£&&03PiP PflBfc ̂tuft p&Q&itt ISSWIs,
Sin aerau Reslrnlnla ha ppodm>tloa« « «, • 'ffeatfaoiMjeadlija* n i  *aSaw«doMalne* tp labor, Zwhloh mot he h«a|M an te» aaaapneot**. fttHaw t» i»ovi3e adaqpnta i«*> iMMmlhr^Jr^
the entire ipaiih aeaatata la Jchnatoa's owvlete oovarage «r l̂ toae
pfi4at»p»
Statlarly, hie oyu»p» epsmdt on eoelal wawitgr to W6A ewalwal
*•* Vax«das to Ihbor tul t» H»mg«msat»* A«Utroaa( i&fereh 13, 29U, 
pp» 203 « •
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from throe principal Moulds0 concerning the subject!
Doubts can be summed up in three broad questions*
1* tfhy does the Ohited States need social security?
Can the United States afford the cost of a broad social security progn^sT
3* Boss social scourity remove the incentive is work and 
turn us into a miisn of drones* each striving is live at the expense of tbs others?*®
Still another typical instance of this arrangement of spoeoh rnaieri-
al and Johnstons liking for numerical "sign post©*1 appears in his address
to the British Chamber of Oemiaerm** As a transition from tha introduction
into the body of this speech* he makes this analogy* **Tou do not change
the spots of a leopard ty potting him Into a son* Om of the most per-
Mvdfe ^ iafe- .■% Im JiiisaHlMiSk JtLdf! Ŝt ut;* S jm qSfrlb̂.-a)B ttkMk Ul#MBioiem r&xx&oias cr a captain sort or woria planner as tnat no wiinjes 
that if he can Just put leopards and lions and antelopes and elephants 
into the same internation&l sage they will cross-breed right off Into 
an identical international animal* they will net**1 The «American leo­
pard** he contends* has eertain indelible wspots*" and eaeh "spot* 
Johnston develops as a main point* The body begins!
X will new commend three American spots to your particular attention because they have a particular importance in inter** 
national affairs*
^Johnston* "Social Security and a Dymmic Capitalism*w Address* 
Chicago Executives1 Club, Chicago* Illinois, September 0* 1944* yjt&jt 
flp»A4fo*>ef X (October 1* 1944)* 7&5# (Text* numbered also &e—
posited in tJ#S* Ohaciber of Commerce)*
toe first As. * * Johnston develop© the Mss that
the American believes that he ha® Hmde a m  vase out of 
ansgr races* He Concludes th# point wiihr/ to- other words* and to mm up this pointy we cannot* a® X look at 
it* cooperate mi the basis of racial senttoentalAiy*
Bjgfe 1 <**»* to ay second spot m  the Aasrioaa leopard* / ■ »  ho makes the point that the United States wholehearfced-* 
**** atxl will condone m  part of ŝ nope**
X thick X can see a quit© mire shafts® JTsiqj? of ooepera** ties * * « in what f have chosen t® sail the third spot m  
m m  American national character* / toen follows the discussion of the American* s national pride ant his determination to re** main Awrlftsn* He blends this with a smaller "spot** the inters 
set the United States has in buiMiftg up the backward areas of tlie world, and he asks specifically for cooperation between 
British and American capital and skill* He concludes the 
point of American national pride bgr shewing that a xtan*s pride In his locality has a vision toward a better country* and olti* 
aately, a feed werld*^/2̂
Johnston did net always Observe the natter of proportion in allot** 
ting ttaa to his main ideas* Semsfeiane there y m  an overbalance in 
favor of c m  or two* Bis "America TMAadted* address in April* 1943* is 
a ease in point* In this annual report* an inspirational address to i&c 
Chanfcer of Commerce* he declared* "Concretely* that means that we the 
Chamber of CcmoaeroeJ? must dedicate ourselves to two supreme objectives, 
toe first* of course* is the winning of the war* * * * toe second is to
®*«A Xooal World.0 Address, August 18, 1943*
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win th© poaew#**^ The first of those two objective® ho treats brief­
ly 5a cue paragraph with such phrases as primary goal, sacrifice®, 
©nduring victory, proud privilege, and free men* Th© second ob­
jective, however, occupies two-thirds of the discussion#'^ ilthcsugh 
he does not so name the sub-division®, they ere easily diseemabl© 
as (l) insist on freedom of the individual in economics and govern­
ment (2) attack the superstate and foreign politico-economic system® 
like Fascism and Communism, (3) support capitalism, (4) cooperate with 
labor, agriculture, and government#
Prohlem-splntlcaa atrrangement pg ideas*—  The only other speech 
plan Johnston used frequently enough to be considered typical 1® the 
problea»soltrtico arrangement# His conclusions sometimes contained 
solutions to basic problems, but the speech organization did not de­
pend on their presentation#
When he opened the Labor-Maxmgeraent Conference in Washington in 
1945, his discussion clearly had two divisions# *# • « we have had a 
long and often disquieting array of proofs of its /"a meeting of 
labor and management^ urgency and importance#* Xh this first part 
of the discussion Johnston developed the need for the conference and
^Johnston, "America Unlimited#w Address, Chamber of Commerce War 
Council end 31st Annual Meeting, New York City, April 27, 1943# Vital Speeches IX (June 15, 1943), 522#
% t  is doubtful that Johnston made this division for space empha­
sis, for nowhere ©lae did he suggest that winning the peace was twice as portent a® winning the war#
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est.ebl3.shed the problem as that of reaching accord. Is the ■ sseccnod part
he emmsrsited the "Four pillars of Labor «<*Managcraeni Belatidaaship̂ tt hie
suggestion for the way to reach that accord* The solution empleyod
the enumerated catalog.
Flrstt Lsbor unions are now woven into oar ©comoiaia 
fabric and ecllectlv© bargaining is m  essential part of the demaerstle process. . . .
Second* Management mast retain the unabridged ri^ht to manage, * * ,
Thirdj Both Labor and Management most recognise that ©wen higher standards of living come only from increased productivity. Anything which retards output or cut#
Into quality becomes by definition immoral, antisocial and untenable.
Fourtht The consumer, the worker and the investor must all share equitably in the fruits of increased production 
• * • f 32
Johnston *s "The Four Pillars of Nhlty* is another typical axamptS*
of the same js?oblem»solution arrangement f In th© first half he
discusses the problems that face the American! mass unemployment after
the war, violence and hatreds, strikes, war or peace* In the second
part he argues that cooperation between government, labor, management,
and agriculture is the solution:
We shall meet their challenge /"the challenge of the 
problem^/ cnly if we grasp at the outset that all imerioans-»*ihether in management, labor, agriculture or gGvernment^fundaiaentally desire the same thing* . * *
Each of these groups has a stake in the American system. . , .
Management, in this spirit of unity, must understand. . . #
The Four Pillars of Labor-Management R©lat±onsh±pJ7. Address, 
November 5, 1945, pp. 3 f.
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3b this spirit of imity, met remove. * * *
J^itmlture wm% recognise. * * .
Qoverament mxst under®tend. * . *
this type of tualtŷ witkls typo of cooper in t Ion betweeu 
tHe four elements of m v  society will seam* * * *33
jfrflMMpey;**** Johnston liaffilted his <31 sous®iocs almost altogether to 
two plans of arrangements (1) the topic®! and (2) the problem* 
solution* In both methods he made extensive us® of "ei^s^post#* to 
lead his listeners through hi# catalogs of points* In the opiaalm of 
this writeri Mr* Johnston was effective with both plans* through thorn 
he maintained interest, aided audience understandlug, and moved his 
ideas to his planned conclusion* the number of points in his speeches 
ranged from two to seven* Three and four, however, usually made his 
case* A few of his titles show his liking for enumeration* “The 
Foist Pillars of Î bfnvMftnageiacnt Itelationahlp,* *$he Few Pillar e of 
Unity,* “Post-War Trinity**
Be carefully related his points with appropriate transitions and 
by references to his central Idea* 3h every speech covered %  this 
study Johnston developed his discussion deductively, beginning with 
his proposition, then citing evidence and argument in support*
^*Tbe Four Pillars of Unity.* Address, November 19, 1943, pp* 7 ff. Essentially the same arrangeiqjmt appears in * America ttolimted,* 
12/16/43, and £  America 4/21/44*
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&EH&CH CGIiGIirSIG*®
Johnston1 a speech conclusions, like his Introductions,
are varied# Bowevwr, this speaker hoi & strong preference for making
his final sentences offer a challenge to his listeners# Hot only did
he use this plan in his inspirational speeches, hut also in those to
Inform and to convince# In fact* thirteen of the sixteen basis speeches
In this stair ere marked lay this ieohpique# Moreover, it Is safe to
ear that 95 par cent of a31 the texts examined ware concluded with a
direct challenge t# the listeners* la almost every instance, ho
appealed to patriotism^ When Johnston spoke to the annual Chamber of
eoamerce eenvemtiem in 1943, for example, he appealed to the American
eitiaem'e tare of country and challenged him to continue his fight for
*th© AmerSosnldeal#*
Still ether hard, grim months loom ahead# Our effortsmst be rekindled in the fires of freedom# In the hourglass of victory, no single, precious minute must be 
wasted# We are united for victory, and as a united people we trill concentrate' cur strength with increasing^ ly furious power against a tyrannical enemy#
The American Ideal^llfe, liberty and the pursuit of 
happinese-^le no idle phrase or el^ty promise# It is a living reality# It is you and me and the men on the 
war fronts and the families at hone# It means equality of opportunity, it means liberty and the s®lf*respeei 
of the individual# It means adventure, reward and 
security#
That ideal has always been our beseem la dark and stormy times# When peace at last is ours, it will be an in** extingulshabla torch which will light the world# 34
34*jinerie« tfc o iw iu a .* AddreM, A p ril 27, 19.43, p . 535,
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Similarly, his address In in 1944 reveal® the cesaM-*
nation of tfe© challenge to build a better nation and the appeals to 
patriotism and religion*
There never was a place in the history of the world where 
smnkim i and geography were placed in m e h  auspicious positions together* it would appear as though the kind­
ly Providence that had wrought this miracle is anxious­ly watching to ace this epic test of man1® capacity for 
grandeur* Gan nan time rieiOy endowed with all the perquisites of greatness seise the opportunities that 
lie ahead? Gan we temper our spirit and raise dor mind to new levels of achleWment in this country? If we 
can, than this is America IJalimlbed* 35
Although Johnston employed samnaries and ̂ statements, they did
not always constitute the entire conclusion* At tines he added a
challenge to the audience* On other occasions hs would combine the
auaaary with a highly emotional appeal* This speaker concluded four
of the sixteen basic speeches with cither the single or combined form
of summary or restatement* Within those few were speeches to inform,
stimulate, and convince*
For example, his 1943 radio address on the responslbHities of
the Chamber of Gazoncree concluded with a simple restatement of the two
main ideas of the speeohi *fo hasten victory, and, then, to plan for
the rebirth of America— a vital America which will help guide the
whole world to peace and proaperity**thst is the purpose and duty of
business as represented tgr the Chamber of Cosaneroe of the thiited States
^•America Unlimited*" Address, April 6, 1%4* p* 7*
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Cte another occasion ha added to hi# restatement of hie two main 
Idea* a strong emotional appeal to patriotism*
Hi want to win the war first of all* Afterward® we want employment, economic opportunity* freedom and liberty.
W0 want a great middle class society under the American genius of life.
The®, with a unity of purpose at home and abroad and a 
sublime faith in a Divine Being we will all sing in unison***
The Star Spangled Banner 
long may it ware O’er the land of the free 
And the home of the brave* 37
Johnston made still another variation of the stmeaary in his Ŵanm* 
hag to labor Jfid, to Management." Bare he added the challenge to his 
suggestions by which the two groups could correct their * seven deadly 
sins**
So, to summarise!
What about agreeing mere or leas as follows?
We of management will try* # . * Ton ̂ l«bcrJ7 *131 ̂ *T *k® repress. * * *
We will tell you. * . . Tou will tell us* • * *
^IteepcttslbiliileB of the Whited States Chamber of Commerce*w 
Badlo address, April 2B$ 1943*
^ ttThe Four Pillars of Unity** Address, November 19, 1943, P* 9*
Johnston effectively concluded another Inspirational address with 
the final statute of *Tn Handers Fields.* (̂ Our Priceless Heritage*w Address, Corrections Commission of the Council of Special Agencies, Washington Criminal Justice Association, March 25, 1944* Text, man* bered 0*14*25, deposited in B.C. Chamber of Connie roe, p. &.)
rn will try* * .* * Tern will txy* *■ * #.
We will try* * * * ton will try* * * *
We will recognise* * * * But you will recognise* * # •
The United States earn bo strong only by wets of popu- law free-will# That la why I say in conclusion jam 
two things to you of management and to you of labor*
One* Go ahead and turn this country into a c c^t inuoue brad, and goveraawiat will chain you both#
Two# Make a better choice# Work together and .stay free#If you stay free# 1 have no doubt of the r©suit— astrong iwri«*, «n 38
In brief# the evidence hex* reveals that Johnston utilised almost 
exclusively a conclusion which offered a challenge# Because he was 
primarily an inspirational speaker* and because his theme was often 
a glorification of the ”American ideal#* he clearly chose the type most 
appropriate to his content and purpose* To his challenge# Johnston 
sometiiaes added an emotional appeal* Patriotism was the predominate 
note#
Johnston’* conclusions are also typified by the summary or re­
statement* This plan does not occur as a distinct or separate type# 
for again Johnston added other devices to it* His summary may be com­
bined with an appeal for action*
-^«A Warning to labor jg£& to Management.” Address# March 13* 1944* 
p. 203.
This typical suranary-ehalleng© conclusion also appears in the 
speech 1 Anglo-American Peace Policy#” Radio address# National Broad­
casting Company# Chicago# Illinois# September 24# 1943* Disc tran­scription furnished the writer by the National Broadcasting Company* {Text also on file in tf*S* Chamber of Commerce#)
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This study ha® rewaled a closely Jaait relationship between tbs 
introduction, discussion* and conclusion of Erl® Johnston1® speeches#
iax
the first place, Johnston introduced M m  cm* 
vimeing, informative, and stimulsting speeches with inierch&ng© aKL® 
combinations of Introduction types# f bom principal types were blonds 
©£ personal reference, reference to- subject, reference to audience, 
humor, aneedert©, and startling mm arresting statement* Johnston mdm 
most extensive um  of humor* Warn introductions served to establish 
Johnston's good will mod th» audience's good will' for Mm? introduce 
the subject; or establiiih a thesis to- be proved or explslned* t$m 
evidence hero d M  not show ecmelusi^mly why the latrodtuctions wore long 
©r short# Apparently, Johnston* s familiarity with the audience was the 
determining factor.
FrTICfT*MTBff* «21 of the sixteen speeches basic to this study 
Johnston presented Ids proposition or thesis sentence before he began 
the discussion * Bis thesis was not always concisely worded, however#
Bis many peirietle, emotional, inspirational addresses were broad, 
general treatments of abstract ideals (freedom, Individualism, unity,
H he Aaaerican way of Ilfs*} so that his propositions in them were 
necessarily broad and general* 2h any event, that statement of his 
thesis was a dependable forecast of the ease he would present In the die# 
cussicsn#
arranged his discussions deductively. His main and eub»divisicM follow* 
ed and supported hie Initial statement of the proposition, fhis speaker 
favored the topical and the problem#*solution ordering of his proof* Be
In each of the sixteen typical speeches, Johnston
developed both types with two to seven substantiating ideas# th& usual 
msaber being three or four*
Johnston gave an orderly progression to M s  case throng appropri- 
at© transitions and through "sign post* designations of tbs points m  
h© discussed, them# His principal guides war© the ©numeration of th© 
divisions# that is, one, two# three, or first, second# third# the speeches 
in this study indicate that he deliberately listed and named his divi­
sions, related them adequately to his subject sentence and to each other, 
thereby giving unity and coherence to the total speech#
Conclusionst Finally# Johnston fs conclusions are characterised by 
his almost exclusive use of one type, the challenge# Thirteen of the 
sixteen speeches basic to this study and an estimated ninety-five per 
cent of all speeches ended in that manner# Johnston, principally an 
inspirational speaker, appealed in his closing sentences to the 
patriotism, self-interest, or pride of his audience as he offered them 
the challenge to make the proper choice between good and bed, success 
and failure* He did employ the summary and restatement frequently 
enough for that type to be considered here, l&mn so, that plan was 
combined with a final challenge or motive appeal*
By Miller’s standard, Johnston1© conclusions war© of average 
length, 5*5 per cent of the total length of the address# Win© of his 
eleven stimulating speeches concluded with the challenge, an ending short­
er (6.4 per cent) than Millerys average of 9*4 per cent# Conclusions 
in which Johnston stsmiarlsed or restated his main ideas were shorter
XS3
than those of thm first type* Tba observation appears justified 
that the length of conclusion «mu» determined by the typ© of con­
clusion*
USB <fr .USCtifiVOB
tho jmpNM) of thl* ahapNr Its to omsSyw* Johnston** tmsmm 
aal to «mlaafc» it In torn* oaf <*3arttjjr, vlvMswao* and impwsosivonaao# 
tto dieouaelon will oonsJdor tho felMqi «ap»oto of tbo opoalMr** 
otarlM (1} plain 2aagwkti% (2) oonwoto ana atwtmot turn*, (3) am 
alto4 oap*aoolo% (4.) honor* ($) fSguroo of' spaoate* (6) w»poi4fcio» 
of Sdoa* (V) loaded weedo* sol (8) oantonao otrantor**
n U »  UUMSQMB
HetHfoft toftl&2*&si idb̂ pilSsS?l!Sr % >• im b̂siPwslNwSsfiNi. Isgp
vcafda Mailer to toft t M  1% w i i  to&fc w t
aoiflflP*! dpd0«**S^ ftSlKl ■■6|DSF*dd8fêy W«Û |̂P# l3ftft$UF*nftlk 3$ jflm̂ N̂SdiWi
t i r w i i i 'T i r  f i i r i i i l in T  m  in n im 'nm n mihffirirr im di*! jo t**** ^OBBW3y W&W&IMj TOJU& mSm ftnS&Iljg#
wgmwr «W8 8wf̂ fH«59 wkHp w  pg*yŷ | WPftmŵ r mXw fHvdwdiPRd
wEMB *%BnHBdU Oyr *3a*Cw™BJÊ  tfftXIftftipftft tJOs»tXf*®W» Sl3EJ3®sl'4*r lift
fffiapTai vnritfl to ftBftftftftftft ft** 1ft lift ftftoft fttotô l *****
*»»« B* Homoo* Jgelnftltliai BftJESNBM . JBMtft 0®** fade* Sootfe. FomMwa e a l O e ^ ^ ^ ^ H M ^ n ^ l T ,  p p T ^ T
Mdfftnoik “Cbeormtlone on Rooeowolt** IAfcws«*y Stylo."
- “ “ ‘  X m  (A p ril, V m > ,  22SKM6*
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intent to talk plainly* to his and in nee* and ho deliberately* selected
his vocabulary* to bring his expressions as closely* as possible to
familiar* dignified conversation* He strove to speak %  « * in simple
laymen1® language# » • **̂  "in an ordinary businessman*® language# # +
He wasted to ***talk Spokane**11̂
Johnston1® address "ResponsiMlitlee of the United States Chamber
Commerceserves as an example of this speaker* s plain language and
his effort to employ the more commonly understood expressions# A de-
tailed word count disclosed that 64#5 per cent of the vocabulary in this
speech lay within the first five hundred most frequently used words; 74#5
per cent were la the first thousand; 92#? were in the first five thousand#
7All of the words fell within the first twenty thousand* By way of
3Johnston, "The Hoad to World Peace#" Address* Purchasing Agents Association of Hew York, Hew York City, Ifeeh 20* X94&* Congressional 
Be cord* 79th Cong#* 2nd* sees#* Vol. 92* Pt» 10* p* A1661#
^Johnston, ./"World TradeJ7# Address* 31st National Foreign Trade. Convention, Hew York City, October 11* 1944* Press release, numbered 
K—-16—-10* deposited in U.S. Chamber of Commerce* p# 2#
^Johnston* America Unlimited (Garden City* Hew Yorks Boubleday, 
Doran and Co#* 1944}* P* 214#
^Radio Address# National Broadcasting Company* New York City* 
April 28* 1943# Disc transcription furnished the writer by th© Nation­al Broadcasting Company# (Text also deposited In U.S. Chamber of Com­
merce}#
?The figures given here were determined by the Thorndike word fre­quency list# (Edward L# Thorndike* & Teacher*® Word Book (New Yorks 
Columbia University Press* 1932)#
Although such words as yeconvaraioa. £§SiEBBl2Y$3M36» &*** iS32M2tir zation do not occur in Thorndike^ list (conversion and emnlcrasnt wore shown at 8000 and 5000 respectively)* they were arbltarily included in 
the first 20*000 word-f requency group in this study# All words were classified by Thoradifeefs figures* although such terms as (18*000), and radio (11*000), and United States (13*000) sur@ly had a 
more prominent position in 1943 than in 1932#
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comparison, 89*5 por cent of th© vocabulary An Roosevelt1 sf irst in» 
address c&ias within tho first five thousand , ansi 98*5 par ceht 
of that In Lincoln*8 Gebtysburg Address appeared in that gro up*^ The 
follewing tabl® shows comparative word^frequsncy porcentages on selected 
speeches for Roosevelt, Lincoln, and Johnston* Th© second and third 
coltaaas are free* SehuXta*© finding©*
HostFrequently 
M l  Worda
a.mwiwi







500 67.8* 77.7? 64.5?
1,000 74.2 85.5 74.5
2,600 32.9 90*7 89.8
3,000 86.8 94.0 87.6
4,000 89.5 94*0 90.2
5,000 92.0 98.5 93*7
10,000 97*0 99.5 96.6
15,000 98.0 99.6 98,8
20,000 99.5 100.0 100*0
fhe outstaaiii^ significance of this comparison As that Johnston*e 
choice of the plain vocabulary compares favorably with Roosevelt and
^Richard B. Sohulta, !,Rr©sidenfc Roosevelt*a Vocabulary,** School 
and Society. jDOCH {Jum 1̂ 34*3, 823 #
is?
t&mala* Both mn W e  idmm fm* their to osweao ther^lTeo
m m m #
C h ^ g  t il:  <&#**
biasing *T«tastsa*a ^wtiiag be lobw jj$ be Mon^om*** 
the Sw$is$e m  Msiffcmftl* # * ##?ssi«l&ng&r# bat mlmttit itestsdag* * » #*^ 
Threagheah ^dhwston** opooohee thov* ar® m$& mm-phm of vhat Baird re* 
f«*» to a* Hoftonoi* i&raelsig* la w u f  took oMuaitioi in ttate etndy 
there are oorarel auch eow»e*£oflO ae *te a f&ieh*** % %  tho eaft of tho 
rope** **oowh^»t%* ttX4$> eorvieof" rf iMr i&w*1* *% groat doel** ?lto 
toot « % B *£&*$0 arrangement*11 to » »  ee$r a £gm» Oh eeMe&e*
ho reooried to o3aogi *hrtrle&$p the *pEfogrei essst̂# *m@alyMmKthtt&* *
ooO "beowsir and boootw#H
tho ae**eob Baird abetxrdo with ibeive &&*
pnostoii toi they i$rpi*y the ©paa&W1# oho!#* of the jxkgK&w Mlesa*
|AOn this oecaobeti Johnston doelarad that labor woo oOkioo for t a m M A  
Igr perslsrbontl̂  ©staging in unfair p ’oabioea* wA»d deoH th$»te 901 0 0  
dude it V  rolling* * * *** he warned* the ta&naaeme uoed im twm %ube 
littlo aOhmmtf* to onst doan omootitlon| ho w ou ld  tts£«ib J d L a » lf hooMo4* 
i& favor of Woo onfcorpriee* awl than !rs^wkosid act*mll*® wtsea tho Anti** 
Woot ravialot* "pat him m  th* fire** Jttaaboa eneSa* oaoool^r of Woal^r* 
bonding,* fleXoi*««dei#*iiag* and getting "laid off*** la deaaHMng tho die*
^A * C ra ig  B a ird . B a ia raaoa ta tlv iO  A a a rja o a  S s S S to i*  X943«*l% 4 (Mew™ w  i*ww*o*̂ oowwoaw>wBmaô wwmoowi*w>   > 1. ■•m.Toote# Tho H* w# Wilaon 60* j, 1̂ 44>) y P#SDl*
*%«sA*»« t k d n n l*  Fomiiat** Sagr* Skwtoa* ?Ka«sa<*-i.wtts, Jiirdh  23,
v u u
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favor which business experienced la tlio 193Q*s, he rss&ndcd ‘both. labor 
and management*
Congress soaked as £ busimB&J with a mv law just about 
every day# It soaked us with good laws# It sacked us with 
bad laws* It soaked those of us who were criminal* It sock­
ed those of us who were decent * Who eared? .The public want- 
ed us socked* and socked we wer©#®*!-*-
Xhat typically slangy* informl vocabulary Is also evident in John­
ston's January* 194-5* speech on intolerance*^ Here he asked people who 
declare that class distinctions are not mad© in America to %top kidding 
themselves*w Intolerance is encouraged by ”a tendency to soft-pedal 
the spread of alien doctrines of Intolerance #n American oitlsens most 
face the facts* ltbstl's not deny,** he said* ^that there are differences 
In race and that ota* country 1ms all the fifty-seven varieties of God's 
hunanHgr**
On the occasion of his fiml speech as Chamber of Commerce presi­
dent,^ iĵ iq choice was similarly wpopular*w Even though the Ameri­
can has ^know-how,® he said* there is much disagreement, staggering, and
1hbid.. p. u.
Johaatoa, "Intolerance.* Address, War Writer’s Board, Hew lark 
City, January 11, 1945. A. Oral® Baird, Representative American Snaochesi 
3gUr28& (Hew Tork* The H. W, Wilson Co., 1945). Text also in pamphlet 
Ŵashington, tJ*S# Chamber of Comoro©}*
^Johnston, "A Bocal© of Decisions** Address, 54th Annual Chamber of Coramcrc© OosrvcsSion, Atlantic City, Hot*/ Jersey, May 2, X94&** Pamphlet 
(Washington, D*C*i U»3# Chamber of Gommerc©)*
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squabbling* got to amp out of it*w ho added* If there is to be
a prosperous mtiow# Typical of th© plain ©sspressloa was bis eommeab 
on the extrema unpopularity of business in the 19£0%* «* .. « to sail 
years© If a socialist was mm?b* and yon could ora ah the best social 
circles* Capitalism sat below the salt and had to slink around tho 
Sid# doors of the best thinking* Capitalism provided the bread for the 
banquet* but it was considered eruKSBy to bo a capitalist#***̂
Thus the popular idiom* tho folk egression* and slang gave a sin** 
©ere quality to Johnston*» formal and inform 1 addressee# There Is no 
sots hers of the carefully polished language of Webster* for ©xmpl© •
This is not the language of fine literature* Nevertheless* it m s  high** 
ly appropriate in Johnston1 a speaking to the broad public * It m ®  the 
language of one average American eitissea talking to his f^i#E&s--and 
opponents#
£2JS!N& ̂ ra^eiy#-—Johnatoa, also enhanced the vividness of his style 
by his visual imagery# Typical of his ability to visualise his idea for 
his audience are his Inspirational comments to the Union league Club of 
New Tark#1  ̂ He was not content* for example* to say flatly that war pro­
duction since Pearl Harbor had gone steadily upward* instead* he declared*
^ z m * ,  p* 4.
^Johnston* ‘’The War of Preparation*M Address* Union League Club* 
New York City* October 8* 1942* Tort deposited in H.S* Chamber of 
Commerce*
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1 If X held before you a chart indicating the rise in American war pro-* 
d act ion simo Fearl Harbor, you Would se© a line rising steadily at an
ISa ag io  o f fo rty **fly ©  degrees*fl In  the same speech h® described the
d o le fu l seen© painted by the pessim ists t ^Thcy say th a t a fte r  the war 
th e  unemployed w il l  roam mis* s tre e t® j * * * the g ro at mw in d u s tria l 
cap acity  * * * ^ w i l l ^  beeom© cobwabbod w ith  disuse* • * * ŵ  Fr©*~ 
queshly h is  p io tu ris a tio u s  ware o p tio n a lly  co lored* tn hi® A p rils  
1943 bond d riv e  speech, fo r  example, he asked hi©  ra d io  audience to  
consider w hether * *  # « your frie n d * o r r e la tiv e , perhaps, r ig h t nm 
is  b raving  machine gun f i r s ,  o r the &<sfe**aeh o f th e  ©nesy a ir c r a ft*  * * 
ho say be somewhere couched in  a fo x -h o le , wary o f Jap o r Qermaa 
balXeta. . . .•**
On another occasion, he asked the busimsasaen in his audience to 
look with him into the future a© ha took them on imaginary airplane 
flights to all parts of the woariUU^ *
In review, Johnston* © plain language aided him|Xn achieving clari­
ty and vividness* The principal characteristics are his simple vocabu­
lary, his folk expression© and slang, and his visual imagery*
^ibid*, p* 20#
17Ibid*
•^Johnston, ^Everybody*® Busin©ss-^Tictoryl** Radio address, Nation­
al Broadcasting Company, New York Ciiy, April 16, 1943* Msc recording furnished the writer by the National Broadcasting Company* Text also 
deposited in I7«S* Chamber of Commerce*
19Suvm* p* 149 .
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Typical of that feature of Johns ton1 a style is the following ©x*»
eerpt from a speech la Kansas City An November, 19431
Thor© are dangerous years ahead of m  with mtltltvdimm unsolved ja«©bAefa«, divergent inter© sms* and almost in­
superable difficulties# We shall meat their challenge 
©n3y if v» grasp at the outset that all Africans*** whether la management, labor* agriculture or government^ 
fundamentally desire the same thing* They all want to 
preserve our unsullied democratic institutions, our super­ior levels of existence, our free economic life which havemade us the greatest nation in the history of the world
Similarly, his phrases "framework of mutual understanding, **
"welfare of our country* " and others in his ape© eh on post-war cot**
struct ion must have carried a variety of meanings to his and is nee 4
"I hope that you can he a model for the rest of the nationof self-regulation within the framework of srntml under­standing, respect and admiration# 1 hop© that you under­stand that the welfare of our country is more important than the welfare of any individual in this room# I hope 
that you can understand that if you can regulate your­selves, if you can do the thing which you think you can do and which this nation hopes you can do, then there is no question about the continuation of democratic capitalism in the United States# "27
Generalities and abstractions also characterise hi© opening address 
to the 1945 Labcr-Management conference© in Washington!
In its economic life America faces elearcut and fateful
Johnston, "The Four Pillars of Unity#** Address, Kansas City 
Chamber of Commerce, Kansas City, Missouri, November 19* 1943* Text 
deposited in U*S# Chamber of Commerce, p# 6#
^Johnston, Poet-War Construction XndustryJ?* Address* Con­struction Industry Advisory Council* Washington* D#C#* November 1* 
1945# Text depoeited In U.3* Chamber of Comoro©* p* 3#
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alternatives* peace or war, cooperation or violence, self** 
regulation or coercion by law, * * • It 1 & this fundamental ehoioe which confronts this labor ̂management conference* If 
w© make that choice clearly, unequivocably and unanimously, w© shall In offset be registering & vote of confidence in the American way of life*28
In summary, the facts her© indicate that for the most part John?* 
atom preferred the concrete to the abstract word* Ha drew hi© down* 
to**earth vocabulary from hi© personal experience© and from those of 
his audience* 4© his vocabulary was plain, it was also concrete and 
vivid* Nevertheless, a substantial number of his good will speeches 
are marked by the opposite type word, the abstract* He spoke In gen-* 
eralltiss on such abstractions as American* democratic and patriotic 
ideals— sub jects which arc difficult to express In the concrete* It 
is fair to conclude that this speaker* however* did not use the 
abstract language to excess* There was sufficient of the concrete 
and vivid words to insure clarity as a whole*
EXALTED EXPRESSION
Although Johnston*© language is characterized by the plain style* 
he did sometimes employ "flawety* language* On occasion, for example, 
there appear such expressions as H tafflotww1 s dawn,w **a golden sunrise,"
^Johnston, JTThe four Pillars of Labor»*Mam cement Relationships^* Address, ĵ bor-Managoiasnt Conference, Washington, D#G*, November 5, 
1945* Press release deposited in TJ#S* Chamber of Conraercc, p* 2*
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•the land with peace, contentment and prosperity*3* On this matter of 
style, Gray and Braden write* •An edited style, a part of which may 
consist in the nee of worde that would rarely be used in conversation* 
may on some occasions be appropriate | bat the occasion must call for 
the style* Even then* it can easily be overdone *K̂  Xa this present 
evaluation* the question arises as to whether Johnston used this els** 
meat of style excessively*
Johnston4s words themselves ware not exalted* It was his oo&Mna** 
tion of words* sentence structure* saotioml appeal and highly figur­
ative language that gave the total effect of %ht elevated style#
Usually this language characteristic appeared in concluding paragraphs 
of his inspirational addresses* Only occasionally was it in the dis­
cussion*
A typical example lies in his two final paragraph® of a Chamber
of Cojmaerce speech in Wilmington* Delaware* in 1944*
1 trust that American business furnishes that leadership* not is your own business only* not in your chamber of 
eomoaroe only* but in the community, in the state* and in 
the nation In which you live* If American business will furnish that leadership— s&moricaa business that has been endowed by education* by training and by experience and by tradition* to furnish that leadership— then X have greater assurance that tomorrow*s dawn will, be a golden 
sunrise that will flood the land with peace and content— 
meat and prosperity#
^Cil^a VlUawtm Gray and Waldo W. Braden, PuKUc gjRgafctog* 
Principle ft and Practice (New York* Harper and Bros*, 1951)* p* 429*
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Indies and gentlemen An Wilmington, % trust tonight that 
the lord gives us th© courage, the vision and tho wicdom 
to $&ay the pari which has been assigned to m  la the vary 
complicated world of tomorrow* X 3mew of* no other way to preserve peso* la oar lifetime*3®
On the other hand, the last paragraph of iho introduction to
*The Fots» Pillars of Uhlty# begins this apoech oa an imposing note#
Chi this occasion the speaker made a strong plea for mtlonal and Inter**
national rnityt
The world is caught in a chaos of violence and hatreds*There are wars between nations# conflicts between groups within each nation, misuMer standings ©wen cfioog slXAes*For that vary reason the feey word of our time, whether 
at has or abroad is UHITV* It is the word that holds 
®s» great hope for a decent* peaceful prosperous ose* istenee for the bassos of sankind everywhere# Unity is 
the open m m m  from that devastating chaos, Hot even the booming of cannon and the eseplosicm of bloe&*bu»tei*e 
osn drown out its syllables* though the ears of JNtife* kind be filled with the din of destruction* its heart 
catches and hoards the echo of that hopa*3*
In only sue speech did the style appear in the texts **111
abused sad uasjustly treated are the victims of intolerant hate, but
the dopes who follow the intolerant leader are tmaorelfulXy betrayed#,,32
this stylistic device is not incompatible with the plain language
and aanner of expression ordinarily associated with Johnston# In the
2®/*Industrial Problems «J7 Address, Charter of Coioaorce Annual 
Meetings Wiladngton, Delaware, January 2?, 1944* Text, mm&sred B#«* 4— 3, deposited in o#S# Ghanfcer of Commerce, p« 8#
Four Pillars of Unity #w Address, November 19> 1943, p* 2# 
^frXnteleraaee#* Address, January 11, 1945, p# 183#
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addresses examined here* lie did not g© so far with a levied language 
as to make th© ©ffoct tiresome or otherwise obt1 aotiomble« Th® Ian** 
guag® was effective and appropriate to th© subject* and it lent 
dignity to his purpose#
Language that is most vivid is highly descriptive# However* 
Johnston makes so little use of description as a stylistic means that 
It does not warrant consideration her©# Johnston does approach It# 
however* in his metaphors and In the colorful adjectives of his tt®2e*» 
vated* language#
FlG'lESSS €F SFBRQB
Much of Eric Johnston* s vivid language is attributable to hie apt 
figures of speedh# Although he employed mary different kinds* four SfN* 
peered frequently enough throughout this analysis to imkM thom an es** 
sential part of his vivid style* They are the metaphor# simile* 
figurative analogy* and epigram#
Metanfaer asfl metaphor* th© implied comparison of
aRln« things* is a pronounced trait of Johnston* a style# In mimsr**
one instances hja ideas were heightened and emphasised by his apt
choice of such vivid figures as those*
Acer leans do not want an <f areata America*"
♦Infected by the poisons of dlspair* M
Hitler achieved production ,fby driving an entice nation with 
the flaming whips of terror and propaganda#1*
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w» * * a durable peace cannot last on the shifting sands of an unsure foreign policy*”
a*® aot engaged la a musical comedy mat with soldiers marching through th® streets ©vcsy dey to amuse and thrill th® populace*”
*♦ * * th® machines# « *that busimssmar* are pouring over the 
Axis in a fiery torrent* • * •”
Self-inter© st is Bth® dynamo that propels the machine of human enterprise#”
In his radio address on lahor-mamgement cooperation in Bwomber# 
1945# he made a figurative comparison of labor and management to foot-* 
hall players* *Some of us seem to have forgotten that w© ar© all playing 
on the same team* Instead of running down the field together we have been 
tackling our own sen and running the “ball in the wrong direction* ”33 On 
another occasion# American combat aviators were **young knights of the air# 
winged messengers of death and destruction to the Basis* In the same 
speech he spoke of American planes as eaeuy targets* w* * • they ,/"air** 
pSarasJ? f3y through a veritable hail of exploding steel*” Two other 
typically vivid metaphors appear in his address on intolerance* «Most 
of them American eltiaensj? are not aware that they have been infect** 
ed by the virus of intolerance liiich already has the who!© world writhing
^Johnston# j[*Labor-"Managers n t CooperatiorgJ? * Radio address# American Broadcasting Company# Washington# D*C*# Hoveraber 1# 1945* 
Text deposited in TJ*S* Changer of Comoro®# pp* 1 f*
kngl®~An»rlean Peace Policy*” Radio address# September 24#
1943*
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in tfaa fatal favor of war*“35 jn the following metaphor, the democracy 
was the "American boat1** "The obstreperous h&t®~ma^er® and their fooli^i 
fellow travelers who think it is smart to rode the American boat may drown 
with the other passenger®#*^
Johnston1® simile® were a® vivid and effective as his metaphors*
For example, he nad© the point that during th® war all economic groups 
worked and fought together, but when the danger was over, they again took 
«P their bickering fen* special favors* "like bull buffaloes," he said, 
*we#d formed a ring against th© wolfVp&ck which attacked our herd, but 
once v©*d beaten off th© enosy, we looted horns with each other in d©** 
nestle straggle **37 Also, this comment on the new capitalism contain® 
the stated comparison* *&© didnH import ©in? kind of capitalism from 
Europe* It grew here on this side of the Atlantic* It is as native to 
America as Indian corn or the Mississippi Elver*Chi another occasion 
he observed that "confidence In the American enterprise system* * * A® 
like an electric current which is flowing from person to person, charging 
them with now s e a l * *39
^^"Intolerance * * Address, January XX, 1945, p<* 178*
36Ibld.. p. 179.
Decade eS Decisions#” AddreaSj May 2| 1946. P« 6.
3®Jrohnst.on, £ The Hepublioan Greed and a People*a Capitalia^p. loting 
Republican National Convention, Milwaukee, Iflsconsin, June 7, 1947* O.oir* graaaional Record> 80th Ceng*, 1st scss*, Vdl* 93, Ft» 12, p* A30Q4#
59«xhe Challenge of Peace•" Address, June 15, 194*2, P* 585#
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Analogy*-*-& third typ® of figure repr© sented in John**
8$®***s speeches is th© figurative analogy* %  this® ©abended comparative
device ha la at vividness and interest to his ideas* Again* his spoech
oa intolerance bears a typical illiistrationi
A^y metallurgist will tell you that th© toughest^ most r©*» slstant metals ar© not “pure* ores b?it alloys that blend th© moat valuable qualities of maasy ores* It is thus with 
the American* who fuses in hi® blood and spirit th® virtues and vitalities of many races* creeds and oultim©s^giving ^ us an amalgam that is mmr* unique* and ^measurably strong#40
On another occasion he urged the American to %©XXJ democracy to other
buyers of ideologies*
She bargain counter days for democracy are at m  end# In the market places of the world today* it is no longer enough 
to spread out the wares of democracy and sit behind the ©otrafcer with folded and ©exaplsoerrt hands* W© get no oust©®** ore and make no comrerts that way against the high pressure salesmanship of communism which peddles its bag of premises from door to door* Xu the^worM struggle of ideologies today* this is a buyers* market*43*
This man*3 figurative analogies not only carry a pertinent ©cmparl** 
son of two ideas but also paint a vivid picture for his listener*® imagi* 
nation* His plea in Kansas City, Masouri* in Hevessber# 1943* illustrates 
clearly Johnston5 s skill with this figure# He began th© idea by reminding
^"Intoleranoa»” Address, January U, 1%5, P« 181.
^Johnston, « Ideology for Demoaraqy.11 Address, Iowa State Edw- 
oatloa Association, Dee Moines, Iowa, ftovembar 5, 1948. Pamphlet 
(Washington, D.G.I Motion Mature Association of Aiwrlean), p. 8.
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•ad of the oaae with which ho esaplcyad it, TJwy al»« show hie prafer- 
mmm for the pm*
♦ our high protectionist dqgam is getting mngy***^
*t& id only a step from sfiss picketing to the pit**dow% and only a step from the sit-down to revolution* Watch your step, gentle** men of labor* *45 *
•Th^jr./th. fanawrqj? mad rain to grew their crops, hot they do sot need a government vet w&m**1*®
•la business there are two colors 1 dislike * One Is rod ink on the balance sheet | the other A© the pink di©charge slip in the worker* g pay envelope **4?
‘•Mr* Butt *3 introduction of hb as an international * brain trust* is appreciated* bat remindful of JEy/|randmofch®r*3 definition of *saft soap*«— sixty per cent *ly©t*,4®
C Concerning British mtlomllaatlon of Indus try *J7 **%& has yet > be demonstrated that the changing of a name on a stock certifi^ 
eats from #George King* to *Kipg George* will produce mom seal* * 
• **49
^Johnston# £ Partnership Capitalism*J? Address# national Federationof Bales Executives# New York# New fork* Jhne IB* 194$* Reported by th©
Beif Yoyk Jbae IB* 194&* p* 19*
^*A Warning to labor and Management*® Address* March 33* 1944#
p* 206*
^Johnston# ̂ Post-War Agriculture^* Address* Annual Meeting of the 
American Farm Federation# Chicago* Illinois , December 13* 1944* Frees release* numbered M— 5— H, deposited in U* S. Charter of Commerce# p* 10*
^"Steadier Jobs**8 Address# Joint meeting of Milwaukee Association 
of Commerce and the Wisconsin State Chamber of Coamerce# December 6# 1944* Pamphlet (Washington# D«C*t United States Chafer of Ccmtmerce}# p* 3*
^Johnston# MTha Africa a— Partners in Private Enterprise*'9 Radio 
address# Mutual Broadcasting System# New Yosfe City, March 23, 1943*
Text deposited in TJ.S. Chamber of Commerce, p* 2*
'interview, November 30# 1946# quoted by |£gj& Iftrifc Steag# December 
1# 1946# p# 26*
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lly* Johnston often employed the epigram as a
stylistic means of giving vividness to his Ideas* In 1950* when he was
awarded the honorary degree of Doctor of Commercial Science tjjr SJew Teak
University* the degree citation referred to him as a "celebrated archer
Of words which seldom miss their mark1* and a "colmr of the golden
phrase**^® It is true that Johnston was skilled at so moeixetiy .-phrasing
Ideas 'Unit the resulting epigrams are easily remembered and quoted* These
"golden phrases" are scattered through his speeches* and the few shown
below are typical of his prolificacy*
"Tou oBB’t legislate the golden rule as you can the gold standards’ll
"I inrite you to have another look to see if the beam in your aye has gotten you off th© beam of tolerance*"32
"In truth* we mast continue to cultivate our American tolerance foreverything except intoXer&»se*n53
"Stubberaess is not in the facts but in the men called upon to deal 
with the facts* "54
"X suggest that in the future we meet less often In the headlines and mere often around the conference table *"53
^Quoted bv M<ytion Picture Herald* CXGVII (April 15* 1950)* 30* 
^•Intolerance* * Address, January 11* 1%5$ p* 179*
52J&3&+> p# 170*
53£ M ;  p* 101*
^/"tha Four Pillars of LabtaHManagomeat Ho0atlonshlp_7. Address, 
BotmImw 5, 1945, P< 3.
ggXMd.. p. 4.
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T ? * ? g o v e r n m e n t  with our problems our m m  good sense should. m m *  we***® asking for harnesses, and harnesses, gentle*- men, are top horses, not for human b e i n g s # ®5o
®# * * W»!v< got to go hell-bent far it f*nm capitajisiî 7 &  'wm dsnH want the good things v»*w© got to go to hell*®**
%  • • w® raggt begin to shape history instead of lotting history shape us#*5®
^Competition is the carat mark on th® real gold of golden ©ppor** tunity* * * * eosgetition brings out the best in all of us for the best of all of ua*«$9
ttIn the architecture of American society it*a just three jumps from the master bedroom to the dog-house*®®0
£  labor cannot talk its way cut of public disfavor tar crying anti** labor, reactionary, and Fascist# Business tried with aaii^msAaess, bureaucrat, and coraaanist. It failed * 7̂ «3f©u eanH stop hell with 
vocabulary**^
"Formal signatures and fine rhetoric are useless unless they symbolize and sum up concrete realities#®®2
Overall, Johnston^ facility with figurative language gave clarity 
and vividness to his ideas# There are many figures in this Speaker1®
^Johnston, "Utopia Is Production.* Address, International Alliance 
of Theatre Stage Employees and Motion Picture Operators, Chicago, Illin&is, 
July 23, 1946# Pamphlet (Washington, B*G*i Motion Picture Association 
of America), p# 4*
^•A Decade of Decisions*" Address, May 2, 1946, p# 7*
P* S#
^Ibid*. p* 13.
^°»A Warning to labor to Management*® Address, March 13, 1944*
P* 202#
6%bifl*. p* 203#
^2**The Four Pillars of Unity*® Address, November 19, 1943, p. 4*
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devices employed in aay one speech* Those which appeared most frequently 
are« R̂asoeiaber this*** »t ropaat*» «l want to emphasis* that** "I 
want to underline these words* * » #* a M  MIdLste»l1» Johnston did not 
overwork this means of gsnpfoasis, yet he used it often enough throughout 
the speeches examined here for it to ba considered a typical Method of 
M s  calling attention to important points*
LOADED WQHDS
Johnston, who relied heavily upon emotional proof, necessarily had 
in his speeches ma®y ^loaded words,** those In which wth® affective, or 
©notional, component in sBaning is so strong that for the moment it out** 
weighs whatever there may be of logical meaning*11̂  Johnston made his 
language more impressive by this device#
In his April, 1944, speech on postwar problems, for example, he 
referred to the government as being the fourth economic estate, branding 
it as "huge, sprawling, power—hungry, throwing ever new tentacles around 
the other three JT labor, management, and agricuXtur©J7* It is no longer 
simply an Instranent of the people-̂ -all the poopX©***** * * It is swollen
Mwith the urge of growth, expansion, and perpetuate© n*
^Gray and Braden, p# 457#
^Johnstoa, £p©st-tfar Probl«raj£7» Address, American Newspaper Publishers Association, New York City, April 27, 1944* Press release, 
numbered D--21— 24, deposited in tT*S* Chamber of Commerce, p* 5#
The foregoing typical example of this speaker** attack on govern**
mental bureaucracy appears to mark an inconsistency in his point of view*
✓
That is, when he pleaded for tolerance and cooperation among all groups, 
ho ’warned against the epithet and mmeweallistg as foes of the democratic 
processt
We ean*t succeed if we live in an atmosphere of agitation 
and irritation* We won’t succeed if spokesmen fcr either 
side hurl thunderous statements and biting epithets at 
each other like old-time ralliiaxy ©oasraanders about to engage in battle*
The epithet, gentlemen, is the natural en@B$r of sound 
industrial relatione* Nano-calling is the most deadly 
foe of the democratic process*®^
Bven so, his speeehes contain many such "foes,” and hiss language is
heavy iu emotional ©ormotatAon* In one radio address he referred to
the "savage slave system of Hitlerism,* and added that "We are fighting
for the right to raise our children as free Americans instead of slaves
70to a tyrannical state*" Other emotionally toned words includet dlc«* 
tators, the withering influence of dictators, the bureaucratic elite, 
social planners, you socialists, regimentation, and stifling controls* 
Johnston*s September., 1944, speech in Chicago in which he advocated 
the foraation of a aowoA social security program, is typical of his
69/Th« Pour Pillars, of labor-Management Relationship*^ Address, 
November 5, 1945, p* 4*
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The foregoing public addresses bear no difjfarene* In sentence style from 
that noted in his forum tecte,iqti0t shorty tightly packed ©entsnoes in a 
discussion and qua stion̂ anstrer situation* The IbXIcwing repre s&ut&tiv® 
paragraphs are fror* his Chicago Rotiaod Table discussion with Harold J* 
Xaskit
<Jb\dLoasXy jjot*, Me have learned a great db&l during thiss dev Preston / the $9®9 depression previously referred tor/ and 
during the m  Wo have unls&rned a lot, too# What we should do is to stimlat# tho indivMtml to the fullest possible 
extent to imSce use of the advantages and talents which ho may have* The individual must haw opportunity as well a#: 
ty* Soeurity is necessaly* but it is a dull thing# 3fou can have security la a Jail# Opportunity is the- real hope and the 
real inspiration* In America I mot to preserve th® chano© to take a chance*
And the sfd!m2ation of creative desire on the part of all a w  
people# Ms havo only begun to explore the frontiers of the mind# M® have only begun to im&er stand what we can do In the 
realm of science and of invention and of n w  products* We have only begun to raise the standard of living of the people 
of our country* We must divwoe ourselves* once and for mile from the withering influence of bureaucrats who would keep our soonoay on a dead and dull l e v e l * 'W
la his convocation address at I&fsyeti® College* Johnston typically 
employed th® short sentence to carey the important* key word of his idea* 
The brevity t£ %be sentence pointed it out* In the ibllcwing excerpt he 
balanced two Russian and American differences against each other* To 
give final impetus to the contrast* he asked One short question* then
^Wa±fl>«ro«y of Ghicago Round Taibte, "The Sooaoaie Sysfew*— Today a»a Toiami*ow«" Transoripfc 3o. 232 (Chicago* Dal’/orulty of chiaago, 
Aogturfc 15* 1943), pp. 17 ff.
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fxvn horae tl*a fundaasatal 4if»*&iae1rf.0Ms i» his stert tummm*
Ja Haeala tears is ©oJy oaa> empZayoaf, tea State* In JUaerioa
there ar© millions of employers# In Hussi&* if th© mx*k$r 
®*ts I& dutch tilth M s  boss* h® As out of luck* In Amsriaa* if a worker gets in dutch with hi# hoe a* ho goo# around th®' 
earner and gets another job# Cam you haw m l  ®<^noa&© freedom in th® American ®m%m Aon there is only on® #^pi©yef?
In Husain tNpr aaM ’Sea#* I ©aid *Ko*tB0
Often th© short sentence appeared in J©hnst®a*s conclusions* It
carried th® !,pm*ohH and life of hie final puragmpba* and It added
faroefulaess as ba built to a elisaaau fhe last two inr&gx^phs of his
final speech in the Chamber oC Commerce illustrate tlaat technique*
America created a form of govm’nmemt* America created a mew form of naas production# America can create a t»w capital**ifl^
Business has the key to unlock th® door to this new capitalism*
VI® c&nH duck this one* Owe is the rê ponpAbility* Curs Is the opportunity* Dors is the decision*^
In the second place, Johnston often expressed himself in the loose* 
rambling sanner of casual* informal oosr®rsafti.on# Some of these soj&eiicss 
doubtl 3® ly •, off e nd the< grammarteis A o  demand polished style and theccm** 
ventional sentence patterns* Although it could not be detssrm&ned positive** 
ly* the text from which the folio*quotation Is cited is more thah likely 
a stenographic transcription of the speech* Ibis ŝentence** would probably
^Johnston, /"A Free Postwar America^* Address* Founders* Bay ConwoetIon* lafayette Qollega* Fasten* Fehnsylwizia* October 27* 1941* PTees release* nHsfcerod IU31* deposited in TT*S* Chamber of Commerce* p* 3*
Johnston* ttA Decade of Decisions*# p* 1&«
m
have been more concisely staled had it appeared in a formal manuscript#
A© it stands, it illustrates For*© question, «Bid the speech read wall
when reported'?’1 This particular sentem© does not* However, with th®
pwp** vocal inTlsoftion and with proper tia&ufff it no doubt gave the
J9SS& g&od ataruatnre# inoffensive to the ear and reason*
I find that people all over the world are radieecvorlssg America, whether it is Varga© in Br&sdl or Uqyd George in England oar 
Stalin in Russia, them too, are redlaooverliŝ  Axwrftaa| and the peop3n in th© thiited States, who ©aid it eotiidnH ha te*% that 
wo are a polyglot group of people of m w  creeds* race©* and religions* ana that we couXdn*t pall together' in great stress and strain, they said it oouldn,t be done* huh we have proven that they are wrong, because America tod^r is ©ut^produoiag 
all the rest of the wear Id together*®^
later in tho same speech, he gave detailed information in loose, complex
sentence©*
If wo include workmen*© compensation, un̂ ipQLcyxasnt compensation, 
and old age annuities, the present contribution of tbs typical 
employer toward social security, State and Federal* total© about 
5t eerfc of his payroll, in addition to the cost of any vela*** 
tary plans he say have adopted* * • *$hl© seen© that the employer pay© &4 per cent of the total, as ©on&ttrad With only 1$ psa? ©eat 
contributed by the workers* * * *1 would XS3e» to point out that one plan under consideration propooO© to increase the employer*© 
tax rate from the present federal levy of 4 P®r cent (1 p m  ©eat for old-age annuities and 3 per cent for une^lcyment eompenss**' ii<m) to a total of 6 per coot, on increase of 50 per cent* while the employee contribution would Jump froia the present 1 
per cent to 6 per cent, a rise of 500 per cent
Moreover, Johnston frequently put hi© idea© in tbs fragmentary




sentence, or what sons grammarians refer to as th© incomplete ©©sfcenc©*
the strict grammrian would object, declaring that involved idea©
expressed in such l e w  a n  «incoh©reî j#« But this type, HJce M e
loose, * sentences, is a mark of his oonversatioaal speaking* la
the following paragraphs the ©lipsoB *There is.« a M  # Thor© are* are under-
stood without any oeafosioas
Stil JBtia* naef strikes* Strikes ©ailed arbitrarily fey dictatorial business agents* Strikes sailed without wamit^^ 
even to the mss of the j»mb©re of the union, at a meeting 
attended fey a few hotheads* Strikes sailed for reasons that the strike leaders M U  not even disclose to- the employer* 
Strikes sailed against employers wh© have nothing at all to to with the dispute* 1 urls&i© tiom X strikes#&4
Similarly, on another occasion the introductory sent© no® to a paragraph
carried the subject, verb, and direct object* The nesct four sentences
were fragments In apposition to a modifier of the previous direct object I
We all have the solemn obligation to see to it this tine that our children inherit th© kind of America their fathers fought 
and died far# » • »Aa America suited for free m n $ not robots*An America which rejects the bogus equally ©nftsrced from above 
by sane superstate! but cherishes the true ©quality that derives from equal opportunity* As America that seeks diligently to re- 
w&tm unfair handicaps and protects those who fall by the wayside * * «An America that refuses to yield to the totalitarian con­
tagion# of this epoch# * * *@5
ft/*A Warning to Libor^ •t o Management*w Address, March 13, 194*4#p« 2@5*
^Johnston, "America Unlimited** Address, United States Chamber of 
Commerce Annual Meeting, Sew York City, April 27, 1%3* 22Mi SmSSbSS* 
IX (June 35, 1943), 522#
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A U m l  feature of Johnston.*® sentence structure is th© series,
«  what m j f  ref er to as wparallel structure*" Brlgamedefines M s  
pattern as w o  "aligning thoughts in parallel series# one following
the o t h e r *  *86 the rang# of item within his series varied from two to
w ma i  although two, three, and four, most frequently esnetitsfced M o
lists# Often there are sentences which road Hba th© following o m $
illustrating bio preference for the tbroa-^ahor series* In it bo msSees
an epigrsuaatie p3»a for ioleranosj
I repeats Intolerance i& destructive* Prejudice produces^ no wealth# Biscrlmimtion is a fool*® economy*̂ 7
On the other hand* the fiml paragraph to a Baltimore spaeoh in
1942 contained two sentences composed of two Items# Tfos effect was a
preponderance of Mahore tire material*
Ours may be the tragic privilege of living in tbs greatest 
a&lltsiy crisis slroe lapbl«w| th® greatest economic crisis 
aim® Adam Smith? the greatest social crisis since the fhl! of the Kama Empire* ©at if ours is the tragic privilegê  it is also the magnificent* opportanitywthe opportunity te 
meld and form and direct this society, which will lead to greater happiness* greater enjgjmmt sf lif«**«&■ socieiy which 
can lead to a permanent p®aee*™
In other sentences the series iasffifoers were appositions! modifiers*
William Harwood Brigance, Bp&.mk Commsition (Hot forks P*8<» 
Crofts# 1947), p* 237*
^"Intolerance*tt Address# January 11# 1945# p* 7# 
gg"The Challenge of Peace*" Address, June 15, 1942, p* 585*
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tn the following quotation Johnston used a tabulation of four8 «The 
Americas eoosoqr cannot reject respo^lbmty for the asd-W!X"»
being of the aasa and woaart 'who t&to* a part In It| those who supply tbs tmt 
materia Is, those who do tbs manual labor$ these who do the brain work, 
those who manage the enterprise*^
A statistical study of a ajMsb selected at random gives further 
Insight into .Ibtastoa*# sty la* & detailed account of tbs speech, **fha 
Road to Realism for American Business,’* reveals that in th© total ©f 164 
sentences, eight, or 4#9 per cent, were fragmentary* Furthermore, these 
incomplete sentences were mmtsg tbs shortest, averaging only five words 
per sentence* The longest sentences were oompound«K̂ mpiLsac, averaging 
twenr^-niae words par sentence# The oompleae structure appeared most often 
is this particular speech, exceeding the simple sentence by 12#2 per asst* 
The following tsbulatlos shew# the frequency, percentages, ami word# per 
sentence of the fire type#*
*rp» a* ---.' - -» Bo. of £ of Av. wards par
awt»,OTffit________.Jlwtwaaw_____ lalqA,,,,■.,........aaafewg..—
9iB^b» 55 33.5 15
Oawpô tad & 3.6 24
©oaplM 75 45*7 22Qompaimi-ooiBplax 20 12*2 29
Fr«(p— it 0 4.9 5
TOTAIS 164 99.9 20
awBWjeaBawaeeaeBMaMMwaBgaBwaHMwewiwmimiaiiâ ^  jiit nimiiii irimi iiifffwnwieaep̂ ewsaBg
89"taarloa TJnHiatfced." Address, April 27, 1943, p. 524.
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©a the basis of this vary United count, it would appear that Jcirn*
©ton*© man m u tease length was shorter than that of speakers like Winston
Churchill, Woedraw Wilson, aid Fraaklin loossifsit* Oullay found the aver**
ago length of Churchill* s sentence© to bo toea%**si3e wur&s#^® Ossa short
study of Roosevelts sentences reveals that speaker* e average sentence
ollength to ha 23*47 words* Runiem found the average length of Woodrow 
Wilson1© eentenoes to be 29*26 words*^
Statistical averages a&y give only a limited insight into sesfceaftft 
style# Bowewer* if those statistic a m  valid, d̂baasten used shorter 
sentences than did ether prominent speaker©# The mture of Johnstonf© 
flpseoh purposes did not wsoessitste a polished style of composition*
Sis responsibility was to reach the masses of the toeriean publics, Wb©
90Balbert E» Oulley, £
p* 425#
ion, State Oniversl% of
^^•The mean santenoe len g th  in  Roosevelt*© speeches is  s lig h t3 y  le s s  
than th a t of oontaajparary speakers* * # *Th® man leng th  o f the sentences 
in  Roosevelt*©  speeches is  s ig n ific a n tly  less  than  the sasan leng th  fo r  
the tan American and B r itis h  o ra to rs  studied to  % * Boroher®, « * * $h* 
mean sentence len g th  in  R oosevelt5& speeches /  Is L / 25*47 words* * * #tt 
Earl C harles Bach, a £  JfeSt taE S fe M M &  J0C ~Roosevelt * Uhpub
p* 25*
*A* thesis, Marquette Waiver sity, 193
^Wraord L* Rmlion, "An Objeotivo Study of tha Speoab Stylo of Woodrow Wilaon," Spoaefe Monogr&chB. XIX (1936), 75-94..
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had been comrlr«5ed by gatroruasont, labor, and agriculture that capital**
3a*a was the root ox* th© economic lHa of the nation* H© needed to speak 
their language# Mcareorer, he w&a only, none fairly Epical buBimmmsm#1̂  
wHightly or wrongly,88 he wrote, ttI can asŝ n*© ©ys©lf that in ©peaking 
foa? Krie Johnston I am speaking for a great legion of Sri© Johnston©*, 
ideas and hopea.J? fairly typlo&l and certainly widespmacl*ŵ *
So was his manner of ©xpreasionj he spoke the language of the people#
la summary, three siyHstie device© characterise Jctastea1© senbem© 
structure* (l) the short sentence, (2) the fragmentary sentence, and (3) 
the series* In the main, this speaker utilised the short, simple structure 
to express the Ideas h© wished to emphasis©* fhey wars frequently the 
*panah line11 to a point and contained the key ward or idea# His fragment 
tary sentences further gave his speech an informal* conversational flavor* 
like the short kind, they served to strengthen the point they carried* 
Finally, Johnston 2nd a preferem© for listing Ideas, facts, and evidence 
in series order# Th© series members, usually two to four, appeared as a 
straight list of it (Mas or as appositions! modifiers*
msmm
This chapter has pointed oat eight way© in which Johnston achieved
Erie Johnston, Agm-iaa.. tTnl imitnd. (Gardan City* New lark* 
Donblodoy, Doran and Co#, 194*4.)? P# v*
94Ibid*, p* 2#
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clarity, vividness, axtf impressiveness through language style* Sis 
vooftbolaiy compares! favorably with those of Franklin Roos ©velt 
Abraham Ilneola, “both of whom are generally accepted m  having spoken 
l^ogaago of the msses* His plain style was also typified by his 
slang and folk expressions* Ihrthewr®, bo excelled at word picturi** 
action, imagery, as another devie® to giro clarity and vividness to Ms 
ideas*
Johnston ordinarily preferred tbs concrete to the abstract word*
So relied heavily upon his expression of real, tangible things from his 
own experiences and from, those of M s  audience* Nevertheless, in certain 
introductions and conclusions to stiMolativ© speeches thif? m n  did resort 
to abstractions, generalities, and exalted language# There is no indica™ 
tion, however, that th© exalted stylo or general expression, was excessive* 
An additional technique was humor* He favored the p m  and th® clever 
play on wards* The anecdote and joke do not appear frequently enough to 
be considered as characteristic of his humor*
Johnston also gave clarity mod vividness to his ideas through his 
apt choice of figures of speech* Although he widely varied his choice of 
such figures, his preference lay with the figurative analogy, metaphor, 
simile, and epigram*
Johnston1® favorite method of repetition was to restate a key word, 
phrase, or sentence# His total effect in these instances was not always 
In language alone} th© result may have been a clearer explanation or an 
elaboration of an Idea* An additional device was that of rewording} th®

















































This final chapter oosaminee the manner in iwhich Erls Johnston 
delivered his public addressee* The discussion is mad© in three p&rtst 
(1) th® modes Of delivery, l.e«, manuscript, extemporaneous, and 
memorized* (2) gestures end physical factors! and (3) vole® sad diction. 
The problem hare is to determine the extent to which each of those 
elements of delivery contributed to the speaker fs overfall effective* 
ness.
MODES Of DELIYEKS*
Manuscript .~*Qf th® thro® modes of delivery, Johnston utilised
least th© manuscript. 3m fact, as he explained to this writer, he never
1read any speeches except those he prepared for radio presentation.
Because he relied heavily upon the inspiration and the response of his 
immediate audience, he preferred not to be confined by the printed page.
Be wished to be free to elaborate, delete or otherwise change his 
presentation whenever the audience situation demanded•
Nevertheless, Johnston was an effective reader of his radio speeches, 
sanA ±% wsk& difficult for this writer to note any of the characteristic
^Statement by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1951,
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voc si qusalltl©65 of th© u&ml manusc ript address, Occasionally, he 
twisted os* misread a word, as any person may do in extemporaneous 
speaking or in casual conversation, ID& such instances, ho had to r©** 
read th© word, choose a now one, or even rephrase the sentence at the 
instant*
Ih order to do tormina the extent to which Johnston folXofcrsd his 
radio manuscript, this writer chose for detailed examination om of 
the speaker’s typical broadcast addresses, “Business Addresses Labor,”2 
She typed copy on file in the United states Chamber of Commerce id 
marked in ink, “Final Copy** Be one in that office ocmld say peal* 
tively, however, that the file copy was th© actual manuscript from 
which Johnston read for the broadcast. Because it was the only one 
available, that text was used for comparison with Johnston* s actual 
presentation* From the National Broadcasting Company the writer 
obtained a pressing of the master disc, transcribed as Johnston read 
the speech*
The comparison showed that in this manuscript of 2087 words,
Johnston made these changes as he spokes deletions, 20} substitutions,
22} additions, 38, Thus, the words in the recorded speech represent 
a deviation of 3,8 per cant from the manuscript* For the most part, 
the additions to the text were such modifiers as the and as well as 
occasional conjunctions, and and but. The deletions were ireonsequentlal*
^ Johnston, “Business Addresses Labor*8 Kadio address, National 
Broadcasting Company, Washington, B*C., January 16, 1943* Disc transcription furnished th© writer by th© National Broadcasting Company, 
Text also deposited in U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
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*ISor© tlwxi ever hofor®, * * In tho manuscript bec&sao simply flMore 
than, over. « , .tf The text showed w* * .baild "th© kind of a world to* 
norrow wo droam of today." In that instance Jolmstun omittod tomorrow 
The substitutions w e  mor® Involved ; most appear to bo iho speak nr1 s 
adjustment to 3d.sr©a&lng* The following are repre sesrb&blve of the 
su-bstitutions he made*
MmtsssMt
"It is upon these two most to* perative subjects of today that my eormaents will ha based."
%  . .directs a talk especially to American workers**
11. . .channeling our immense 
power. . . .*
Xn the following excerpt, th® standard typo represents Johnston1® 
words as taken from the recording. Words in CAPITALS are those shorn 
to the manuscript* Those to brackets £* J  W3» spoken by Johns ten 
hut did not appear to the manuscript.
tod, now, I want to preview some of the prospects and problems
of peace. Why all this effori--why £*&\7
sfaSr/'.UL? this shelving of privileges for the duration?
I d<aa*t have to answer ̂ f*the questton^7 ̂ why,* ’fô  know what
m  tarn fighting for—  /w® are flghtlnc7— £<K? *** t0
raise our children as free Americans* . . .
Recording
wIt is upon those two most important questions that to* day lay cowents are based, *
, .talks directly to American.11
* .challenging our immense









In this speech Joimston garbled hie words only twice S5i£$n
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would. ho virur 'bo called upon to ttoe hteeelf so- precisely* Xq. th®
throe cpcr>ches referred to, horevor, h® isr*s compelled to delete ©over*!
sentences from his. short, carefully worded c<mcli*sions, weakening hi©
final drive sad appeal, in order to conform to the radio control
•aoperator fs signal to close,
Wssfmmxammmm*** The ©actemporamou® .mod© of delivery did not offer 
Johnston the restrictions m  pte*®ecX®gy and timing that the manuscript 
delivery did, la this type of presentation hi© word choice and ©entcme* 
structure came to M b  as ho spoke, allowing complete froodora for adj®p* 
t*fcion of hisi ideas to any iiaisdiate audience situation, Bven though 
ho did sot writ© out these speeches, ho did make specific preparation for 
each such speech occasion. Depending npon the importance and degree 
of formality of tbs occasion, he made careful outlines or sentence 
notations or even spoke informally without notes.
The collection of Johnston*s speeches filed in the Dhited States 
CJhaaaber of Cceaaeree contains almost altogether texts for which the 
speaker prepared complete manuscripts to he road or mmtv±z®&, Th® 
Speeches he delivered ®Infornally from notosj or even without notes
^Th® Chamber of Comnserce text m  Johnston1© "JtesponBibHities of 
the U #S, Chamber of Ganmrc*,* April 20, 1943, shows four sentences in 
the conclusion which are not In th® recording furnished this writer by th® Motional Br©adcasiing Company, The text to ^Everybody*© Business*** 
Victory!», April 16, 1943, Includes four sentence© in the conclusion 
which Johnttoii did not read at the broadcast, Th® text an 11AngXo~ 
American Peace Policy®, September 24, 1943, ©how© two concluding 
sentence© omitted from the recording.
Adtstemeni by Johnston, personal interview, January 5, 1931*
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to seaaoia preserved in their entirety, For thm most part* blue ouly 
record of thorn exiat© in portinent excerpts quoted by ̂ jspapcrs # Gifty 
eight of “Gh© X43 examined in tills study ure professional stenograph!© 
transcriptions * Five other typed texts in the collection bear 'the 
parenthetic coaaaenta (Applause)* It is likely tliat those texts was® 
actual tr&nsor iptions *
Johnston occasionally spoke from notes or an outline # When \m did* 
be had his address so sail in mind that only a card of key words and 
phrases was sufficient for recall ©f his ideas* During the two speeches 
ty Johnston that this writer attended* the speaker did employ soiae f«m 
of nates* It the first of these*^ th* writer sat at ds* of th© bssaqE&st 
tables* approximately fifty feet from the speaker*© table* After 
Johnston had been introduced* he stepped to the stand* took from his 
pocket a nob© card and placed It in front of him* He made his first 
glance at his notes* as far as this writer could see* at « point mM*» 
way in the speech* Only three subsequent times did ha lock down for an 
instant* each time the glance coming a full, sentence or two before the 
m w  point he wished to pick up* Because he looked down no longer than 
would he necessary to read a word or perhaps a phrase* it is doubtful 
that be m s  a sentence outline for this address* His organi*
zstion was so elear* and each idea fitted so precisely with hi© main 
Ides* brotherhood * that fas had undoubtedly observed his policy of carefhl
5«Itae Costly Folly of Blgotey." Aitoosa, fheatre Owners of .taeriooSstion&l ncnrwntiea, Houston* Texas* November 2* 1950* Personally 
observed and noted by the writer*
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outlining *n£ thorough faraniarlisuiion with Ms malarial*
At the second speech of Johnston* ft that this writer attended, the 
Speaker again made his address extemporaneously with the 1̂7 of notes 
During this fif fc een̂ idntrte speech Johnston glanced at IdUi note card five 
t iiao s —**oaeh instance being several sentences ahead of his h&w point* 
Hawing in Bind hie subsequent idea, ha was thus able to ©coaciude one 
and b o w  smoothly to th© next without a break#
Johnston used th© extempore delivery for speeches of lesser Xm* 
pcrtence* tbm more important his speech* the fuller the outline* 
Whereas the manuscript or the memorised speech had a fully prepared 
script, those to b© presented extempore ware given only a you ĥ, note 
farm. Efe made no attempt to preserve suc$i notes* Jotensteia said,
the one set of speaking notes that this writer had access to was a 
mixture of words, phrases, and sentences, These notations had boon 
written in pencil m  four pages of a small pad# the organisatlm of the 
speech Is not easily discernible from these personal notes* but they uo 
indicate that the speaker had his material sufftetently well la mind to 
he able to recall both order and content from sentence fragments* la 
the following ecpgr,7 Johnston* s llneaticn and pagination are retained*
^Tb® Business Kante Role In Education** Public address* sponsored 
by th© Houston Chamber of Commerce for Businass*-Xndustiŷ Educsition Day, 
Houston, Texas, November 2, 1950* Personally observed and noted W  the 
writer*
%h® original of these notes was presented to th® writer by Mr* Johnston, who could, .not recall the date of specific occasion of the 
Speech, H© did know, however, that he delivered it to a labor meeting 
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On two other occasions Johnston delivered the basic speech as that
sited above* making similar changes* emm in WAlmirgtott* Belaware*^
36M i  again in Mew Haven* Connecticut* Because in all four instances 
M m  audiences were widely separated in both time and space* ther© m s  
little liklihand that anyone wouM been* the m m  address twice#
Johnston had a number of other ̂ favorite*1 speeches, all of than 
memorised and varied only enough far adapbatioca to different auditor 
groups# Furthermore* when h© did not see fit to re^dellver an entire 
speech* he would frequently lift whole blocks from several previous 
speeches, fitting1 them together in a *$mn memoriae! deliver* For M *  
ample* In a Harrisburg address he gam an especially effective analogy 
between the architect*s blueprint of a house and the Americanos pssbmar
57plans* Be repeated the aam figures in later speeches in Boston* Penn**
Sflvania,^ and Mew Yoik*^
Thus* the memorised method of delivery was easy for this speaker to
prepare, it left him freer for direct contact with his auditors* and it
• M m m m m m i m m f m m m m t   ml* riHKuro
^*JTIndustrial Problema^# Address* Januery 27* X%4#
^Tj®erAsa dnlijaltedJ?* Address* March 21* 1944*
^America HnlhnitecU® Harrisburg* Pennsylvania* April 6* 1944*
Pm 5m
«/** Free Fosterer Amarioa^* Address* Easton, Ponneylvnnia, October 
27* 1944* Pm Am
^Johnston* "BeeAprocjaX Trade#1* Address* International Business 
Conference* Ityn, Mew York* Koveraber 10* 1954* Frees release, dumberedri 
']>— 15*deposited iri U.3. Oha.iber oi* Oovj. :■-roe, p. 5*
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served to shorten his time in preparation* Through his valorization 
of a speech of general Interest# or through his o êrpt-ing and &sm*> 
bluing parts of older speeches* he oouM reach a far greater number of 
audience© than if he were compelled to construct a totally different 
speech for each separate occasion* Furthermore# his ease, in w x d ^  
aation and his slncev&ty and spontaneity in presentation, mad© this type 
an effective mod© of delivery for him*
B€Biiar AteTOTETf
The second factor in Erl© Johnston5© delivery is his bodily activity*
This discussion considers the speaker* s facility and variety of move?*
ment both on and off th© platform* his facial expressions*, and his gener**'
al physical appearance*
Johnston himself did not realize the full use he made of bodily
activity* For that reason* perhaps* his were mtural* unstudied* sposr*
taneous gestures# “'If yeu*v© seem m  speak* ** he said# h*w»w I mk©
very few gestures#a20 nevertheless# the point to be made her© is the
contrary to Johnston*© own Idea* Uvea in explaining that fee did not
gesture and in deriding those who make their actions in a planmd* m«>
chax&cal way# he put on a delightfully Vivid demonstration# **A® they
read through the speech they shoot up an arm# shako a fist* or something*99
2ihe declared* broadly dramatizing each action as he laamsd it# 33nring the







Johnston*® natural, easy bodily movement went farther than 
feta deliberate “acting*” Such an apparently minute detail m  his 
m&te went f*y in cmylag his audience with Mm* As m®  writer 
pat it, “Johnston wouldn*t ’Violently break a precedent* m  melts 
them with his warmth and a frank, honest smil©*«23 m s  mascnline 
face, his perfect teeth, his intensely expressive ©yes make M s  
sail© sincerej they encourage a reciprocal warmth and pleasantness 
in his listeners, it his pleasure and to suit the needs of th© 
swaaent, his face wad eyes can portray anger, disgust, and chagrin 
as effectively as a smile*
Furthermore, Mr* Johnston5© erect posture apd stance on the 
plat for®, the complete ease, yet dignity, with which he stands 
behind th© the masculine grace of ffli his movement® are
effective essentials of his total gestures# the physical factors 
of his appearaacc^his build, his well**ehes©h suits and biea** 
contribute to the effectiveness of his delivery and very likely 
figure in the audience *s Jwd&aesxi of the wan and what he says*
When Johnston said that he employed few “gestures,” he no 
doubt had la wind the limited concept of movement of the head, 
liafce, rad body# If so, he was correct* At th® Houston T.O.A. 
speech, 24 although he relied almost entirely upon vocal inflection
2%ewggeekt May IX), 1943, p* 54*
2^»$b© CoStly Folly of Bigotry ♦" Address, November 2, 1950#
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for phaais and interpretation, 3d® did employ « number of effective 
4s be did in the Busin©0B~3Musiry-Miaeati©ia Bay address, 
^  stood immediately behind the rostrum throughout th© speech*
Bvm though such a limits position might have been necessitated by 
the microphone© fop th* public address system at the B-I-E speech 
{ho speik© from 3mm plate to a grandstand of five thousand people) 
it mold net teas boost required when ho addressed one-fifth of that 
number at the Shamrock M e l  la the f »0»4«meetlag* hevertheleos, 
i» hath instances he held his left M  eemsiantly m  the speaker fo 
stand or la his coat pocket* la hie Infrequent hand—arm gesture®
% k A  -M.A ■*. ml m m  jm u m w  ! k * ^ u  j t  *e ■ry Mm Btrafiir A i M M k t  > ti'.M < X  ̂ tt t ik .^ 1  M m£|$ flldijS JP3L̂tow fSJflBtti Kftfl jR3flBt $
Bach time Johnston did see fit to employ a hand or arm gee- 
tvam$ the movement mas nmaningful* fhere had been fco previous, 
iu&f—hearted gesture to detract from th© fell value he wished to 
place m  his strongly emphasised word m  Idea# Moreover, lie 
apparently memorised Irish dialect story la both the aftemooa and 
evening addresses gave this observer the opportunity to note the 
adaptation of gestures to the moderate and to the large aa£Utt0e*
A poiisted index finger gesture f m  th© smaller group became an 
extended c m  and finger la the evening# A casual, two-handed 
gesture at the m »  became a full two-arm gesture at th© ether*
Tfo splto of Iohflastonf s holding to th® speakert& stand, his 
body was by no means stiff* At tbs B~Mt Bay occasion this ob­
server saw the speaker in full-front, profile, and tJaroc-quarter
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position© ft® Johnston pivoted easily on his ankle® to incite® the 
astir© andi©**©©* rI#* 104 left* 2b the grandstand which ®ixm4 
®pe© first baa* arcmd to third* la the mmmmte Hotel M ®  audl- 
aaae was entirely in l^rfe of Mb* and la® thus hM m  dlfftariLb 
atadte»oe contact prettem*
Johnston*® newsreel speeohs© off®!? n different situation* la 
each of the three tbit, this waiter baa ©eem*2^ JoMston*® speaeb 
m m  I to the theatre «ttdiene®f not the ^live2* mMmm-®
tbit he preferred. Here h© eae restrleted %  ®®t motion pietere
light® and oiaormiN^which safty or may not aeeotatt for M i  ft3to»fti 
aosiplete immbllity* Hi® only bodily @®ei«resi wear© on oooooimM 
toward toes of the head or ft shrug of th© shoulder® to give M e  
word® additional ejaphaei®* As m  tba pXat£or% ho^aw, Ids faoo 
and e^pressiro ayes plus hi® vocal sad inflection raor©
than adequately ecfflspensated for hie paucity of M y  gê ta*®®* 
Beoftoe® Johnston know that finish. of hi®' strength lay im hi® 
appearance and facial expression, end because he ©n joyed and £•*» 
ponded upon the «4i«aee*s immediate response, he billeted the 
radio speaker vas at a disadvantage to the platform speaker# 
^television*" ha added* hoaewr* "is going to ©hang® the situs* 
tlen* *•*€>& the radio the speaker ouaH us® sueh thing® a®
25”Tte> Tamr behind the M*ttan,“ fMMIE, tefeMia ftK| ̂  , Mo, 4101, eopgwlgfet 1947* (Jbtartan furnlsbea
Jofanui*® «fike Hepeal of Movie fox. Wowwr Pofete. JSSSU* 
Vol. 21, Ho* 54*
EGA Report by Erie Jahsurtcm. Kama g£ jggg, Day. Vol. 21, 
No. 218.






















ties, His iixClwctioml changes to bring oat. shades of meanings in 
his words and sentences or to move his audience with him £&m pride 
to pleasure to disgust, or to Qontempt~*thea© olumgew were m  pro* 
©is© and clear-cut m  coaly a highly skilled and practiced speaker 
can sale® them* that ©:spressiv©n©ss, plus the pleasing pitchy was 
observe by Ifcwaik Colby in his syndicated colum* "Tako %  Word 
fca? It*u Colby described Johnston's voice as ** , * esmllently 
placed | it is vibrant, oa^ressiw md to listen to« It
is unusually* well salted to radio *ŵ  tosh oral characteristics 
cannot be adequately shown in prints tab it is possible to depict 
rather broadly something of this speaker *s inflection and pitch 
range, The following e®c©rpfc is chosen as representative of the 
fire recorded speeches available in. this study® It does not shear 
his greatest range, as contained in some of hie "purple pasaa&esi* 
it does not contain illustraticm of com© of his most affective 
combinations of word, fore©, time, and plteh$ rather, it is a 
comfortable medium, of his usual, conversational, pleasant pitch 
in m  introduction* Furthermore, by us© of underscoring, m  
attempt is mad© her© to indicate the words that he emphasised 
noticeably* The diagonal bar 3 / 3  marks the short and longer 
pauses be employed* There follow the opening sentences of one of
^Trmk Colby, "Take My Word for It," J M 3 J M & ®  §JjS£# January 16, 1946, aectian B, p* 20*
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Johnsuonis radio a&Lnesaea early ±d. 1943i ̂
Upper &LJ.
most in the minds of patriots 
follow Amex&oane// poo pi®//%
* ^  /in the minds and hearts of farmers / business man / aavem*
Immaftpeiy
meat officials / ana two vital
question® // %on the
fata
answer to the questtone of
the civilisation/ /
flftgMfig, aas^ Ota?the of kind// thoughts and actions are guided
Who?& jJ
firgfe can do to helpby the question / / shorten the wan //
4tiR / brother /
to help save 'the life of sy- - Imaband or fejggffi,
aeccoâfaraway Jlhd than the
on a battle fronts// question//
What after m &will be the shape of things we have the war? //
What are the rfflgt̂ w&r.
piospeot® fo r  and fo r  the ones I love//
28“Business Mdresses habor#tt Hadio address$ January l6f 1943*
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The foarogoiug quotation cannot indlest© adequately Johnston^ 
well-ccntrolled rate a? M 0  pause as oral punctuation* It does 
illustrate^ however* hia typical timing pattern in the series and the 
appositiouel modifiers* After each series member which he wished to 
emphasise, he paused slightly* Conversely* if his series was intended 
to show strength in numbers* there was no pause; he delivered the items 
rapidly without any hesitation whatever*
Sals speaicer *s overfall timing cannot he generalised upon to the 
extent of declaring it to be slow* rapid* or even moderate * Depending 
entirely upon the content* the introductions and conclusions war© slow 
or fast* time affecting the woj^~pe3>mirmt® rate of the total speech* 
The introduetloa of the radio address jusfc cited* for example* was 
delivered at 159 words, per mixrnte* the conclusion at 156* but the total 
speech at 165* Each of those figures does* however* fall comfortably 
within Fairbanks* classification of 140 words per minute as wto© slow*
PM
and 105 words par minute a® "too faab*"2̂  Building this Sntreaucticsa 
a© be did of rhetorical question® and generalities m. the current trend 
la oooperatXon between labor and managammtj, Johnston set his initial 
pass slow,' tasking certain that hi© listener© under©tood M n  rb h® lad 
them into this serious nod important ©abject# Once he hod ©irb&hXitoed 
himself, he likened the pace, giving hi© evidence* e3dEmples? m& 
anecdote® in tho body a faster rate* But at toe conclusion, of this 
inspirational talk he made a noticeable drop in hi® time* putting in 
his closing sentences his strong and emphatic appeal fbr lasderstandlng 
send action* ilmost every word ho weighted deliberately* mad his paaae® 
were more prononneed# Johnston himself stated succinctly M b  approach 
to condensation* repetition* and timing in the conclusions "Sssy sosa©** 
thing condensed* tome he sii»t©«—then repeat it—*then hesitate, rather 
than explain in too much detail# People like to interpret what 
yoa’TO 8#w, give It their own shades of awmiHg."*0
250raat Fairbanks* Epic* m &  MdSSiiJMm BKMLUaglS Harper and Brother®, 1940), p* 142*
Tally declared that Franklin RoosewXi * who was not ecaisideaped 
a wbLowu speaker, d̂eliv&red about 100 word© per minute •* Ga?me& Tally, F*D»R» My Boss (Hew Texkt Charles Scribner1© Sou©, 1949), p* 96*
Brandenburg put Hooaevelt*® mean rate at X05*»1XO word©# Bumesfe 
S, Brandenburg* Ja ilP*?Ttfl? m L  Si IftMftMB fi* &
awwehea s& & k s S O S E l k e  ©aSasjsS.and Beoember 2# 124*1* Unpublished Fh*D# dissertation, Sfcat 
of Iowa, 1949.
3̂-batyiuiisnt by Johnston, personal interview, January 5* 1951.
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hi® eoneluling terape slightly trap 
in order to ©a&fora t© tht* external
fhe greatest variation between the mi# of imtroduoiioa and soa- 
elusion appears cm the Houston Buffalo Stadium $pee©2i*^ 
noted* tliis fimndbsuie introditciion* after the 
aelmoe&e&gaiaents* was occupied almost entirely Ibgr the Irish>-dial®ei 
story, sad its tis» m  174 words per minute* ilthough l^rbanks* 
seal# would mark such a rat# a® Ho© fast*** the story was easily* 
uadersbood and th® speed m s  quit# 1b keeping with the lively ccet 
The speaker Js initial brisk rat©* the tale he told* and 
e&thusiasa with which h& told it gained ranch in securing the atten­
tion of his fim thousand listener®* The oatwluaioa* <m the oihor 
hisad, m s  the essence of the entire speech*"**® plea tot inoraaissd pro*» 
ttstlaa as the weapaa against the enemies of the TTnlted State a*. for 
•the ja^wctive capacity of Aawrlaa* % » Is the only thing t 
fcetwaen a ffcee world and a slam w&rliU0 In
^ ttTbe Business ®tafa Bole la Education*** Address, Bcrom'ber 2*.
1950*
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mary and appeal he slowed M s  rate to 111 woyde per minutê  tho words 
were Mew art deliberate* and thm pauses between soiatenees w ?  laager# 
fi£ Ml* here see a highly slcilXibl use of time for esaphaadLe* governed 
entirely by the content of the idea* His employment of rate end pause 
wee as ©fftotiw a* any bodily gesture he might hew uced.*^
Becsua® practically ell of yohastoMs audiences were large onougjh 
to necessitate public address systems, the setter of loadnees m  e woie# 
quality has little baste evidence in. his speeches» It is certain, how* 
ever, that this speaker^ wittm was properly suited to the aurliaxioe 
situation, whether as the result of his am efforts or that of the jmb*» 
lie iteas operator* Whatever the reason* the feet mxm±sm that In 
the speeohee this writer personally observed* there was no blaring' or 
weak* inaudible spots* Hie range of loudness and intensity was wide* 
and there was no difficulty in hearing him as fee warded hie lemte&ss 
to adjust to whatever mood or degree of emphasis Ids te?*odlate oubjeet 
matter called for* H© had no so-called loudness pattern, stash as to© 
laad^ too flexible, weak* or monotonous* unless m moderate* situation** 
adapted degree can be referred to as a ’•pattern#11 fhe smm extent of
^Bhe Ehrenoberger study t© determine the most effective of cer­
tain tmmm of emphasis eaaeiwiffe*̂  among other things* 'that the re- hooded rate ef artetauXa*iai* increases the retention of a st*waBt*fe «ad -What there is little difference between the effectiveness of a 
rmam  and a gesture* 0f« Bay Ehrenbbarger * "in B̂ perimental Study ^lat^TSfeotlwne^ of Certain forms of Kmpfeasls in Public 
Speaka^,". fiaaaasfe XIX (1945)* 94-3XU
Gase control obvious, likewise, during this writerJs pex’sonal 
interview with him* Always Johnston*© speech was cloarly audl&to, 
pleasant to listen to, end appropriate to polite conversation*
Johnston fs voice quality is host cMraeterlaed by the absence of 
such defective qualities as nasality, hreathtaees, harshness, and 
hoarseness* Els clear, resonant, mascrulin© quality make for favorable 
©mpathetic response on the part of his listeners * When Eric Johnston*-# 
a m m  in a prominent position, a man of good reputation and attractive 
physical appearaxtee~»begsn any of M s  public speeches, his clear, rich 
vocal quality undoubtedly added weight to those other factors which 
grounded the favorable Impression he wished to create* M s  normal 
quality was rich and full, and its pleasantness gave his audiences a 
favorable depression of his personality*^
Although voice quality may have little to d® with the logical 
meaning of ideas,&  it did aid Johnston greatly in creating a mood 
or attitude for his audience# The actor that he was, he could skill­
fully portray his own feeling of disgust, contempt, pleasure, or in­
difference through his changes in voice quality, thus passing to his 
listeners something of the same feeling#
a careful study of the relationship between voice and per** 
sonality, see ifelbe Hurd Duncan, "An Experimental Study of Sm® of the Relationships between Voice and Personality among Students of Spooeh," 
Speech Mnn^yanhe. XXII (1945), 47«&>»
^ Q U ab fllttsscm Gsmy and Cl«ufle Sterton Wiea, Xh& Maes a£ §B££0& 



















£ orsiatian and utterance which Inmircd m m  in audibility ma& eostpre- 
hensicn* Frank 001%, in reporting cm of Johnston*s radio speeches, 
g«m the speaker "wax®, commendation for the genuineness of hi® American 
manner of speech,1* adding that Bnot once* . . did ha voice a ®in#e 
petty!®® or depart from hi® own natural and maffeeted way of speak­
ing.1*^
The following phonetic transcription, taken from a National Broad- 
easfelng GwnpMay diso swoopdlag of «M of Joto0taB*s rw3io addresses, 0̂ 
is typical of his pronunciation, ft illustrates a number of hi0 mi®** 
pronunciation® as wall a® some of hi® omitted or slighted sounds* 
max felon ©mer©k©nz* Ap&moust in 6a maxndz ©v ©1 
peitrxaixk pipel ~  in 6a maxn&z an hart® av wsk^z, fatw&z9 
bxznis men, gAV2Fxn©nt efx/elz ar tu smenslx v&xtj. kwest-*
Jana* ©pan 6x ansa1 tu 5xz kwestjenz hindjxz 6a fext ©v 
sxvalezexJan, da destam ar mankaxxid*
09 0ots sen aekjenz 9 gaxdxd f^s bax 6a kwestJan,
hwAt kp ax du ta heap Jortp 6© wor, tu heap sexv 6a
laxf ©v max sah, hAsbend, or frend on a far©we1 bgetj.
frAnt?
aen 5en 5a askant kwestjan,
a* &&*
^ KBusine©B Addresses Labor.” Radio address, January 16, 1943, disc transcription. Punctuation and paragraphing are taken from the 
file copy deposited in U.S. Chamber of Commerce#
hWAt wil bi 5o /exp.©y Gityz m £ t & wi tav win 6& wot?
ar poust wor pra apsfes for mi sen 5© wahs as Xav, max 
faemli?
it iz ©pon 5s& tu moust xmportjit fewestJ©nz 6aet todex 
max kaments <? bei st® n max feaments & intend id potxfels fe 
Sous sould3&z ©v 5© pr©dAfe/©n frAnt hu mart/ in 5a rasrjks 
©v lexb^* p^hsep© it siiaz ©njujjsl t© ju deet © lida* ©v 
orgonaiz^ bxsniz, 5© prazodent ©v 5© Junaxtxd ©texts 
tJexmbrsy kasps, tofes doxeklx tu smereken wjk>z. ©At/ 
e spit/ iz 5i ©k&stamd fuqk/en ©v 5© lidâ z »v orgenaxz^ 
lexba*# bet lexba* an manid3m©nt ar ŵ feiig mz © nas/©n@X 
tim 5iz deiz tu ©Jur 5© swxftxst pasabj draxv tu vxktrx 
for 6© foursiz ©y fridam# an^x^iz ©sent/©! Sat 5© mi nr* 
baa ©v e tim ©^©li jun&& stand win ©haSs*, ^»eli Andsestend 
6© prabl&mz 5ei fexs, sou 6set der kambaind sf>t© wil pra— 
gres smu5li an ofx/entlx, wx5a© list pasobel fnk/on#
Ho claim can be m #  See? Johnston for perfection In pronounciation 
or diction* a© tbs foregoing ©xnerpt reveals# In those few intro­
ductory sentences stand examples of this speaker*© xm&t sorlma® errorsj 
although othors of h5.s difficulties are not represented, there is a 
sufficient number and variety to mrk the passage ©a typical# it can­
not be generalised that Johnston slighted certain sounds or positions., 
for although he nay unvoice the final conaomnt in
in one speedi, he- may not in another# Frequently, but not consistently, 
he dropped sounds altogether* cheapest m y  becom directly,
^irekl|7l increased, /inkrisj#
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The most consistent of his errors appears in his dropping certain 
medial, unaccented vowels* / v i k t r x j ?  for victory, /fffiktrjJ, Sa&r 
&SSZ? /T kAm^nL7, compaay. ttetathesia, the exchange of the position 
of Bounds*^" makes its appearance in sash words as ifp^si 3sb7 for 
precision. / p»tend7 ft* pretend. and ^fp^dusj? for produce* Usually 
th© words bocom /gAv^man^ «md
Only one instance of ̂ stressing t® noted with any doga^o 
of regul&ritys mhat becomes jHaw AtJ^
The speech to which Colby referred is unknown to this writes?, 
but that columnist ?& observation take© no notice of any of Johnston*® 
sisprommciations t "Pronunciation, accurate to a wry hi^i degree*, 
Indeed, during the broadcast checked (town Heating) I was tmaMe to de­
tect a single mispronounced word, and moat of hi© speaking was extem­
porary*#^
Of course, it Is possible that Colby1® statement was based m  an 
exceptional speech, bat the recorded evidence available here substan­
tiates no such finding* As that writer did say, however, Johnston was 
"accurate to a very high degree,.* and a majority of his listeners 
probably did not hear the man*© mlsprojiunciations or did not find them 
offensive * The casual listener, in the audience to hear what Johnston 
had to say, would be by no mean® as severe as the speech critic, who
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in this study, wee tho memorized * On the occasion of such speeches 
Js&aston displayed cm of his unique facilities* extremely rapid 
memorization plus a natural, casual presentation which lacked any 
indication of the mechanical or memorised delivery* is the speech 
situation varied in Importance from the formal to the informal t he 
spates extemporaneously fro® carefully prepared outlines, fragmentary 
notes, or no notes whatever* The comment of nr* Marvin Hurley, 
Assistant General Manager of the Houston Chamber of Commerce* con­
cerning Johnston *s effectiveness in a 1950 speech at the HatioimX 
Institute is typical#
t remember It hast for the effect of the entire speech* as well as his delivery * Without reference to a note* he spate* for thirty minute®, never hesitating for a word or a thought* but with his presentation so cos** pletely organized, so well phrased* and so effectively 
delivered, that one could almost repeat the address from hearing it that one time
Johnston least preferred the manuscript speech, and he made um of 
that method only when compelled to do so In a formal radio address* 
Although he did not read a speech a® well as he delivered memorized 
or extemporaneous ones, such delivery was nevertheless of high 
quality, and it displayed enough of hi® other skills to outweigh a 
few mls-read words*
Johnston*® gestures, voice* and diction were among the cause® 
of his effectiveness in speaking* Hand and arm gesture®, as such, he
44k3tber to the writer, January 17, 1951*
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used sparingly, embaying them only for the strongest emphasis or 
interpretation a Be had no maaningloss wav® of the hand or &r% no 
pointle ss movement of the whole body to detract froa tbs fore© of act 
intended gesture whan he used it, His fecial expressions, tbs $mll© 
or frown ia his eyes, the too® or nod of hi© head wore past to far 
nor© ©actanaiw© us© m  agents of expression than his anas and hands* 
Finally, this evaluation place© considerable weight on this man*© 
physical factors* His handsome, masculine features, hi© erect pos­
ture and stance, his immaculate and conservative attire m m  a force 
in determining audience respect and good will^snd consequently a 
factor contributing belief and conviction*
Although Johnston varied his pitch, time, loudness, and quality 
to fit the iDEBsediate circumstances during tbs speech, the total effect 
was a well-mannered genuineness and sincerity in conversational de­
livery, Wheâ ii.point required it, however, he expertly dramatised aj r
character or emotion* Both the factors of pitch and time he mad® 
wide and effective use of for emphasis and for transition® between 
points or divisions of a speech* Although his voice was rich, 
pleasant, and full-bodied, it was unique in that th© speaker could 
so manipulate it as to give fine shade© of meaning and climax to his 
words and ideas without any quality of insincerity or ovwr-drarnatiaati<m« 
th a resonant voice and his controlled rate and volume assured that his 
listeners heard and understood,
Fiosily, Johnston1 s diction is characterised by his blend between
t t o  p re c is e , c a re fu lly  forsmal&tod s y lla b le s  acad t to  ca su a l, coxit^ v -^ 
satlcn&X fJL©w of words In breath groups « By proper timing ?nd. pre­
cision of ixbix̂ ranoe to made of & strong device for oisrptosis, 
without tbs quality of ovsr-prcmtnei&iion* Johnston’s standard 
pronunciation m s  ito general American dialogt, unadorned by any 
affectations or mannerisms * Detailed and repeated plays of tto r@« 
corded speeches In this research disclosed that Johnston had a 
number cf sub-standard pronunciations * Without any intention of 
apologising for those errors, it is contended tor© that in the actual 
speech situation they ar® hardly detectable * Johnston's personality, 
his ideas, and his delivery so carry the man’s auditors along with 
him that slips of the tongue and stdv*standardisms are relatively in­
effective on the total result*
Azs were Eric Johnston’s ideas, his delivery was iiiddlc-of-tto- 
road, characterised by his distinctive, conversational, serid-formal 
manner* In all, his delivery was clear, intelligible, and pleasing*
mww&mm
TMs stuay alas at m rh&temtmX critiotaa at tha publie apoakisag 
A* «Tolmst0tu through a critical amlgraia it e©©1c© to dotarstott 
$ou* o£ th© fhetar® ̂ rhioh g&v© rim 1m Johmtoa1® ropuitatioa aa tha £ars** 
a»et hasimas <M» 1942 to 1946* fa drttil tha staSy eaao^aaaa
an anaiyaia osf hi© mtloml audiom© aud tfe» occasion fcxr hi© ©peaking* fcia 
haaio Men* and that* acwoa* his Jtea© of aupport, hia mthoda «ff apaaah 
preparation arri audieuea adaptation, his speech arraŝ asaant# Ida naa of 
langmge, and his doli^oi7«
S*yi JtStitotis ££ jEtiteBBto&Ss
Jctoastcm, frequently referred bo as the "Spoteaaaa for buaineBS," 
assumed tiie presidency of tbs Otalted States Chamber of Conueres in 1942* 
Although he had bees active in tha Chamber of Conneroa affairs fcrp twenty 
years, he took evar bio newest responsibility at a time wfaea business most 
needed a ehango la leadership. Since the 1929 depression and the Mow Seal 
vhloh followed It, American business had been relegated to a less important 
role. The Sew Deal had conducted effective legislative campaigns against 
M g ima<«efe and monopoly, Advocates of different ideologies had preached 
government planning, and conaamslea. Iab«r, with tha help of 
had become more powerful In its demands and Its bargaining
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with industry* the courts and in their business practices# the 
leader® of business# a® represents V  ̂  miional Chafer of 0w  
aerce# had fought the Hew Deal# Their aim had been a return to abso* - 
lute freedom for private enterprise* The ymtm of outright aafcagm&sm 
between M g  \ m $ m m  interest# oa th© ©me hand a s  labor#
S  agriculture oa th© other had resulted ia the publio*# eoegplete 
loss of confidence in capitalist the floats capitalist#^ and their 
^swollen profits*# When the United States catered World Mar XX# it 
besaae imperative for all groups of tha aooao^r to pool their efforts# 
Increase production# aud defeat th© ©a«y# There had to be a compr©*’* 
aise#
Eric Johnston reprosea&ed that compromise* Hi# Job as tbs m m  
president of tha Chamber of Cwasrce was to reestablish public confix 
dense in capitalism and gain for American industry tha cooperation and 
good will of tbs other ©conomi© group®* In order to protect itself 
from being overran by *government pl&mimg* or socialism# business 
needed to revise its jMXceopfay toward a more compatible point of view 
with the changes already established is* gsr#yimtt& and labor* t£ oapd^ 
talism was to survive# Johnston maintained# %e in business must liber** 
alias or face the threat of ©©anomie liquidation* th© law of life applies! 
adapt or die**1̂  His m̂iddle way1* program offered th© adaptation*
^Johnston# ”A Decade of Decisions •** Address# Chamber of Commerce 
animal convention# Atlantic City# Hew Jersey# May 2# 1946* Pamphlet (Washington! tUS* Chamber of Commerce)# p* 16*
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gO**g:e©ft ||jg f&oaft
t n m  hla childhood through hi® ©olXog© e&roor* this as# taaw 
i&# #»©£ f m  bard mrtt* In his Horatio Algor b&okgroQnd of nows** 
bcgr to o w  of eovoraX meeeasful business ©oneem® tnf t o  origins 
of hi# B»Mdl®»*<of*Mfche«-road philosophy oohh Mgbly ooatrorersiai 
problems as labor̂ mnagojisoat relations, gwort»st--induotr3r relations, 
tig W 8 U S  little business* ftyjritofcmw* his travels iwiog M i  tour 
*f duty with t o  Karins tojNi to World ##r f* hi® subte|mab visits 
to South Amrioa, 8#*#$** and Bussis, and hi® m&«y' tripi across to 
t&dLtod State* oil goo® hi® & deeper Insight into foreigtt &#£ domestic 
htshooi afftdtro* f'tollf* ho received so#* of hi® ideas frost to 
Stator of Oonmoroe, to that t o  national office arrived at it# m m  
pressed policies through a aprtaa of referendum of all local mitor* 
tops*
32& ^peaker* ®
Johnston*® oatiro approach to th® ill® besetting the mtimrnl 
eeojmet vs* throat what h© popularised a® to wH©w Hi®
idea# were a® Tfw&t&t&mvr in totos# a# to to* bool had boo# in 
g©7oros»sfi* nevertheless, hi# jrogra# was sufficiently poptor %at hi 
w ®  ah!* to ©rer****3* t o  *«M Owed* business Isadora t o m  JttKE"1 
philosophy had failed to progross with to tim®* the bow ©apd«* 
^ 1 4 ^  SB Johnston presootoa it to to wary nation, opposed special 
prtvileg*#* private H»a®poXie#, cartel®, sfcato grants* divided #artest#f 
restricted production, wag© coiling©, and pries fixing* On th© other
han% plan eembaitod all form of atipor-goTemiaant,
planned ©coaoay* or regimentation imposed by any nd.nority, whether it 
bo by government* industry* labor* or agriculture* Cooperation by the 
four economic groups was the keynote to Johnston* s approach.*
By the tim© Johnston bad been in Washington only a few months* he 
had made aora© narked progress in gaining a metro favorable place for 
business in the war ©eonoB$r<* Tiiaa said* "Alert*, informal* friendly* 
Johnston differs from other executives in having a keener sense of 
publt© relations* a clearer realisation that business cannot talk its 
way back into public confidence* that the best kind of propaganda is 
the right kind of action*"^ He bad obtained interested and hopeful 
hearings from both government and labor* His m m r m ®  appearances on 
the public platform* his hours of conferences with all competing factions* 
his articles and interviews In newspapers and periodicals all pul the man 
and hie name before the public as a leader who was determined to- get 
things done* At the end of his first year in office* this man of action 
declared*
The eachinery of the H*S* Ob&nber ■ of Cosmsere# has been stream** 
lined* It ha £5 become Increasingly a service organisation* as well as a policy institution* Our purpose and obligation is to adopt constructive policies on national affairs* and trans­late those policies into action^lways with th© thought that what is beneficial to business as a whole' is beneficial to 
labor* agriculture* and the nation as a whole*?
^SSm* (3wi® 29, 1942)* 61*
3johu3ton* *fcus±nsss Chalisng-es the Future*1*
June* 1943# FP« 22 f*































**ta b li*h e d  M m m tt mm m m m  «T 0 m m ® *** m m  good ***13# m m  tom pofo 1W 
heat mm mm* M o r a  4a p&mmMm hhi IMImmm* a
W m *km $ h* found g rea t mgf mrntimmmm In  M a  mmtimml proof# 
& ***$ & &  mm the m m ***ism  o f the OtmiiNsr o f Oootwo#* he m **
oogi*i»®d hie strongest M w U M it appeal to bo that bo Bo
arfto » M w tw  in s p ir& tio m l m M m m m m  la eisiaftL ilia  appall b# ̂ saotiom l
s^aall van impsTniftro* Xc*i# ha w e  also adept at gfrlag M s  IhfoMBiiw 
an! e c m i a m m g  spseohoo the aaw pareuaaive b&ehttlipe* la dofeiiii&sg a**t 
praaotlag American capitalist, &staste® argued* tt* gsMgd* w r ®  ala* do** 
f ta ilM  *>4 ereinot-tear doBH ĉrasy* llespwew* a a a lia liA k  xaa* deaecr&Gsr* 
steed far those things tha a&dleimi roeegotsed as ’•geed# la a pcjlitics&l 
a r oeejseai© sypbeia* la  Xohneiea* aapliaHao axil daawaosy vere asriJOiStB*̂  
a»iat a^-h^Tade t^^rnas'tdf ew & lem l appeals fa r bh® proawm il&a o f 
both* *Dd 1 sound XUce m salosmsan fo f Awsyioea cap ita lised1*  ha ashed# 
•Lot a* assure you X#m not* XI mode no e®XXiEg# fhe Ohlted States la 
a sisseese#*^
Finally, this study rovaala that Xctasbcm sad# least use of Xegie&X 
proof* Although h® did haw ©eeasdona to alto mm&ptm, statistics* sad 
authorities, thee* *% m m ntm  as proof war® act mm complete or as fully 
dawtoped as n&frht haw boon for greatest effective**® so* Similarly# hi#
Johnston* "A Baited Freedom Front** Address# BolaitaBiP*to&rloan Society, %^>ffflf. ftol tHhb. Jitne 26, 1047* aim 1 gothOWPW,»S w«wraRf w# aWWOIBiiBfCong*, 5*4. 0Mfc, Vol. 93, Pt. 12, p. «38i.
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a*1gt#s»ista fmm speoifle instand© war© marked by their broad, general 
presentsitten* Nevertheless, olios* M s  |wm£& wilt the nature
of M s  tide as "good will ambassador" for business ra<$uir©d the speaker 
to employ theethical and ©motional proofs as his most ©ff ©stive nmmrn 
of persuasion*
Snfroqfe ifethoa®
fh© present stû y* discloses that mmh of Johnston*# ability as am 
effective speaker lay im ib# oars -with which ho prepared M i  speech©® 
and adapted them to his apeo&ffo audiemoes* ilthou^i he had a competent 
staff to assist him in th© disoussiom and rssearoh pb&s©# of preparation 
for najsr ad&*©sse®, the evidence avMlmble doss set Indicate that Jeto* 
stem had ghost writers* Tho final speech©s were hi# own* Johnston spent 
somsidsrafelo time In revising M #  mammsoripts for the final draft, and 
after oone©ntr*t&& study ho committed the speeoh to meraoty or so faiailiar** 
ized hinseivf *ttii it that fes could ep»sS6 with few or mo motes* Im most 
of his inapdratloaal addrsssos he had mo real problem of audione© adapts# 
tin® ether than routiae rosaries in M s  iatrMuctioms* In hi# nom^partisam 
however, ho devoted that to the establishment of good will 
through humor* OMasm bomds# straightforward language, and a strong plea 
for M s  earns* throu# appeals to patriotism* Im the partisan audieme he 
maintained attention and interest through humor* apt phraseology, and his 
lively desire to eonsnunloate* MNo matter what his subject,n Ben Laid*© 
told this writer, "Mr* Johnston mover said anything uninteresting*
^Statement by Ben Isuabe, personal interview, January 4*, 1951*
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That ability was not accidental* Without his intense interest in 
his subject and la properly presenting it to his audience, m  such 
claim could b© mad© for his effectiveness*
Johnston*s overall spa ©eh plans dlreotOy reflect M s  analysis of 
his audience and M s  conscious ©ffert to arrange his material In the 
mannsr bast suited for his listeners and most a&mntageous for his sub** 
Jest# His introductions appear to ha*© been long or short dopsnding 
upon the time necessary to establish good will* introduce M m  tep£e# 
or establish M s  thesis* Hot always d M  Johnston state his proposition 
concisely* particularly la M s  iaspirational addresses which gave broad* 
general treatment* of such abstract Ideas as freedom* individualism* 
and **tb© American way of life**
For the discussion section of his speeches* Johnston preferred 
the deductive arrangement* ordering Me material as support to his orlgl** 
nal statement of the preposition* For development within the discussion* 
he most frequently used the topical and probleaŝ aolutlon plans* develop**
1mg his points with two to four substantiating ideas* He achieved an 
orderly progression of idea© by numerous *s3gn posts11 and transitions*
Johnston* s conclusions bear one outstanding trait* they predosai* 
mstly offer the audience a challenge* usually through an ©motional ap«* 
peal, for choice between good and bad* success and failure, freedom and 
subjugation* Chi the whole* the conclusions are short, averaging only 
5*5 p©* neat of the total speech* Those which employ the summary
26&
teclmiqu© are shorter ih&n those which make the challenge* 
tTse a£ isy&gSM&gi
Johnston*s style of language was also instrumental in M s  r©sehlng 
his goal of public favor tor his cause* A self-made m o m m  in busi­
ness* bo spoke as on© businessman to ©gather, as m o  ©itiaen to 
anorfcher, sadLntaining tha unaffected language of tb© people * HXm out­
standing characteristics of his plain stylo were his simple vocabulary 
and his easy, seiai-slangy phraseology in the common idiom. this study 
reveals that, In a single speech selects! at random, 96*6 per sent of 
Johnston* s vocabulary appears in the Thomdto list of 10,000 most 
frequently used words, that figure compares favorably with selected 
speeches of Roosevelt (97*0 per cent) and Lincoln (99*3 par cent), 
both of whoa are said to have been masters of the warnact&ar* Gener­
ally, Johnston preferred the concrete to the abstract word, althou#. 
certain introductions an! conclusions did reveal abstractions and 
exalted language*
fn addition to the plain and concrete language, this study dis­
closes other factors which contribute to the clarity, vividness, and 
impressiveness of his style* Principal among them are his himor^th® 
pan and play on words--and ouch figures of speech m  figurative 
analogy, metaphor, simile, and epigram* He emphasised his important 
points through repetition of key woods and phrases and by such verbal 
comenta as "Remember this* and *1 repeat.* The high ©motional eon- 
taut of many of his addresses bore the trait of "loaded language**
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Such a characteristic ©xpeetecliy accompanied many of the spe&kar1̂  in­
spirational talks la which, he offered praise or blame for the subjects 
the audience thought of m  good or bad* That stylistic trait, employed 
with good taste, sinrangtbsned the speaker1 a point and farther evidenced 
M s  reliance upon emotional proof* Finally, Johnston’*! sentence struc­
ture is characterised by the predominance of short sentences and sen­
tence fragments# Both are patterns ho utilised to emphaei&e a key word 
or point a in additional element of his sentence structure was liis 
preference fen? the parallel series of two to four* H# made the scries 
a strong elaboratiw and emphatic device*
Delivery
Finally, Johnstoa combined a muafoer off actors to achieve effect 
tiwcneas in delivery* Whether he read t»m a mamiaeript, spoke with 
or without notes, or delivered a wholly or partially speech
was determined entirely by the importance of the subject and the 
occasion* Whan the speech situation was Important enough for him to 
prepare a full speech manuscript, it was important enough for him to 
memorise the speech, he said# Etc rapid memorisation, pl» his 
natural, ocosversatlonal presentation, were the unique features of 
this style of delivery#
From the fully memorised speech, he varied his method to speak 
from carefully prepared outlines, fragmentary notes, or n© notes at 
all* Be least preferred to read a speech, and, he declared, he read 
only £«* broadcast* the radio speech necessitated his complete atien~
370
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This speaker® s delivery most be gi*w» a prominent pXsoe in
the list of factors contributing to M s  ability as an effective 
speaker*
Xn conclusion, the evidence available in tMs study point© to at 
le a s t s to  s p e c ifio  a ttr ib u te s  which olmrmterlm We* Johnston*© ape*k»» 
tog mad appear to  aceotm t to  p a rt fo r  hi© posaition a© ©pckesmaia fo r  
Americas busto©©©* They are*
1* A ‘mlddXê -way*1 concept of cooparaiiv© relations between to&ustoy and all other group© of the eecniaay*
2, A "broad familiarity with the vital Issue© of the day, strength* ©nod %y hi© c m  successful background to business*
3* A dominant emphasis upon ethical and ©motional appeal© to mew 
his nar-ttoe audiences*
4* An ability to memorize a manuscript or so familiarize Mm©olf 
with It that hi© speeches appear to b® a t o p a i » m «
5* A preference for toe pulato style of language, © p̂ressed to to© 
shorty fragmentary, and loose ©entanaae of informal
6* Dopendenco for emphasis upon M s  rell*»modulat©d , pleasant, sac- 
pressiv® voice* rather than upon bodily gesture©#
ultimate part that Eric Johnston and hi© public ©peaking 
played to the formaUttoa of the national attitude toward business 
is a matter of judgment beyond final, definitive evaluation* The 
fact© do disclose, however, that he received national acclaim for 
hto cQiitcibutioius as a leader, organiser, and conciliator* He mm- 
in groat demand as a speaker, and hi© speeches and articles m m  
wMoly repoctoted f Ctae writer declared that even to 1944 Jfoteston
had h is  dewfciny, which w&s 'bo resell© a cl&ss^'-tbs class
comprising the l&erloam business c <wiwaltywfy e® despair m d  ovma 
from possihljS' m ilc id e*5̂  B&# © lection In 1%Z m &  h ie  annual re - 
e le c tio n  foar ibm mwxi th ree years w&® an in d ica tio n  o f hiss ^victory  
• . * cm &  some eonseriraiAws who hsma x « 0 i M  hi# policy of open 
e o llab o r atd m  w ith  orgaaissed la b o r «®d hi©
business ©.lesaemte fbeter&ag aati.»oompotiti'V̂  practise*.* *3”® Bin 
noseroos citations and honor© In rocogniticm of hi© cmtrih^tiona 
to cooperation, good will, wad p&hlio leadership likewise indicate 
appreciation of hi© aooos^Xishaentc *
A t the m&mmfo} mm m  ®tim%im speaker* 3h the lo^g
stream of history he may mewr he eltod m  a great orator along with 
the tfebwhers, Calhouns, XJx&d&w, m d  Beeswelis* Within, a dm&~
©racy there are all manner of speaker© to meet all iwmer of need©, 
and ngr©&tnessn la subject wad occasion salon® do mot dotenaane 
effocti-Teness of the orator* As one writer declares, "Jmrttoam oratory 
w ? 3jng« tp the American people* » * *tb© tree coi3rae of American pali** 
tical speaking r w  too deep and wide to he confined to artificially 
mx&cm limits bounded ty the oratory of greatness* * * *J|11
%oh» Chamberlain, «Erl© &&£&, xri (dime 19, i m ) ?
pp* 103 f£«
10iim %otfc Xiasa. m y  6, 1944, p. Si*
^^Bower Aly, "Co»teBipor*ry Khetorla of Politic a &ad Statecraft »a
pan^Aiot, Satt^ipmiyy t&m&s. Mteag. as a ffiwrcMre Msi (oor«i 
Gables, FlorMst thdmralty ofltiaml Press, 1951), pp. 5 f.
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Johnston* s place in contemporary American oratory is that be was
th© foremost spokesman for business* It can hardly be doubted that in
bis own way* as a businessman talking to other businessmen,* be achieved
a measure of distinction and recognition* if not greatness* When ho
resigned from the national office* one writer declared %
In bis four years at its bead* Johnston bad given tbs 
Chamber a patina of liberalism It had m m r  had before#
As Its spokesman* be bad probably made the most eXotjuent 
and effective exposition of the new social consciousness 
of mazy businessman #12
As tbs war-time president of the Chamber of Commerce of the Cblted
States* Eric Johnston served wall bis cause— American business#
% « ■  XVIXX (My 13, 1946)* 85.
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